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PREFACE

Music, it has been said, is the universal language. In Europe and North America there are
few "educated" adults who could not recognize from just a handful of notes such anthems as "La
Marseilles," "Deutschland, Deutschland Uber Alles," "God Save the Queen," and the "Star
Spangled Banner." Similarly, in the context of popular music, Strauss' "Tales from the Vienna
Woods, and Mozart's "Eine Kleine Nacht Musik" are instantly recognizable. Finally, in the
realm of "church" music "Stille Nacht" - "Silent Night" knows no national boundaries. In the
modem world of Roman Catholicism, the music of the Mass is as varied as the languages of its
one billion adherents. There are many who still long for the "universal" church of pre-Vatican II.
That was a time when observant Catholics could travel the world and be part of a proscribed act
that embodied all the senses- the smell of incense- the taste of the Host and wine - the touch of
Holy Water- the sight of the seasonally color-coded vestments- and the sound of the Mass
intoned in Latin and accompanied by musicians playing centuries-old music. For the
proselytizing Franciscans who came to California their "mission" would only approach
completion when their "flocks" could make a joyful noise unto the Lord.
In the following pages Margaret Cayward reveals, for the first time, the musical world of
the residents of Mission Santa Clara de Asis. These Clarefios, be they of Ohlone, Mi wok, Yokut,
Mexican, or Spanish background brought their musical traditions together and created a New
Europe in the New World. Santa Clara may have stood at the edge of the Spanish empire but a
visitor from Seville, Manila, or Mexico City would have felt right at home there.
With this compilation of the "lost" Santa Clara scores, one can only hope that one day
soon they will once again echo off the walls of the mission church. When that day comes
another chapter in the Santa Clara story will have been written.
The Research Manuscript Series on the Cultural and Natural History of Santa Clara
has been supported through the generosity of the Santa Clara University President's Office, the
Office of the Provost, the College of Arts and Sciences, the Archaeology Research Lab, the
Friends of Archaeology, and the sale of past numbers in the Series and the book, "Telling the
Santa Clara Story." Mr. Strat Guiliotis of the Printing Post of Los Gatos created the final
published version of the manuscript we enjoy today.
I hope you will continue to find valuable insights to our varied past in this and our other
publications.

Russell K. Skowronek, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Anthropology
Campus Archaeologist
Founder and Editor of the
Research Manuscript Series on the Cultural and Natural History of Santa Clara

FOREWORD

The publication presented here is important for two reasons. This is the first study of its
kind in the 21 st century to treat in depth a largely neglected source of sacred music utilized at
mission Santa Clara during the early 19th century. This volume also presents information
concerning a unique and heretofore unknown, western music theory manuscript. While the Santa
Clara music book can be seen to be part of an active and widely spread process of cultivating
liturgical music in the missions, this theory manuscript poses significant questions of origin,
authorship, not to mention its utility for furthering the practice of music at Santa Clara. All
students of mission music owe her a great debt for this rediscovery.
During the course of this monograph, Margaret Cayward also presents us with careful
analysis, codicological, musical and cultural, thoughtful questioning of received opinions on
mission music, and novel insights into the use of historic sources. Her work is informed by
methodologies utilized in musicological research, ethnology and anthropology. She proceeds
through her examination of the Santa Clara music book with an appropriate degree of scholarly
circumspection, but she does not flinch from asking questions about the limitations of the
received methodologies she employs. Her goal, to broaden our view of mission life through an
assessment of Indian culture and its impact on the way of life at this mission, is also to be
saluted.
The many strengths of this initial study by Margaret Cayward auger well for the quality of
the scholarship that will emerge from her continuing, doctoral research devoted to the role of
music within the lives of the people who lived in Santa Clara and other missions in Alta
California. This volume signals the emergence of an important new scholarly voice. All
students of Spanish and Mexican California should have this study and mine its contents for
years to come.

William John Summers, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Music
Dartmouth College
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INTRODUCTION
THE SPANISH AND THE CALIFORNIA MISSIONS

The Spanish missions in Califomia 1 were frontier outposts established in order to defend northern
borderlands and also to extend Spanish civilization to the peoples of California. From the founding of
Mission San Diego in 1769 to the secularization of Mission Santa Clara in 1836, these settlements
remained distant from the Spanish metropolitan areas, yet not "off the end of the road" when it came to
European cultural life. The Spanish crown, in conjunction with the Roman Catholic Church,2 sent
Franciscan missionaries 3 to "reduce" the Indian communities in California into concentrations of the
population into religious settlements known as the missions. By the original plan, these reducci6nes were
to tum the baptized4 Indians or "neophytes"5 into decent urban, productive members of the Spanish world
within the span of only ten years.

1

The area of the current State of California was known as Alta California in the Spanish colonial period.
The "Roman" in Roman Catholic was added after the Council of Trent set out the Tridentine reforms,
which were based on the authority of Rome.
3
Franciscans, who are subject to the Rule of the Franciscan Order, are known as "regulars." (Priests of the
Roman hierarchy are "seculars" or "diocesan priests.") Franciscans venerate Saint Francis and Saint Clare
equally and like them place a high value on poverty and charity. The California missionaries are also
termed friars (frailes) and addressed as Fray, since they lived outside of a monastery. The friars were
required to enact daily the Opus Dei (the Divine Office and the Mass, the most important liturgical services
of the Church, see below). There were usually two Franciscans at a California mission, and when
ministerial duties called one of them away, each would often recite the Office in private. The entire Book
of Psalms was recited every week. Most of the California friars had been also ordained and were known as
priests or fathers (padres). These were always the most educated men in any community, whether in Spain,
Mexico (known during the earlier mission period as New Spain), or California. Some California
missionaries were friars who had not studied for the priesthood, and they were also calledfrailes (William
J. Summers, personal communications, August 31 and September 3, 2003).
4
Baptism is one of the seven sacraments of the Roman Catholic Church, in which an individual is
incorporated into the fellowship of the Church. A baptism was considered to free the person baptized from
original sin, from personal sin, and from the punishment for sin. Baptism symbolizes cleansing, initiation,
burial as one with Jesus Christ, and rebirth. It is a visible expression of faith and of the renunciation of sin
and pagan ways, and may be performed by any priest.
5
The neophytes were "Indians who had recently embraced the Catholic faith," according to Maynard
Geiger, in Palau's Life of Fray Junipero Serra (Washington, D.C.: Academy of American Franciscan
History, 1955), 344, n. 24. In a more practical view, neophytes were the baptized Indians who were
associated with a mission, in addition to the catechumens, or "Indians who were being instructed in the
Catholic faith, but who as yet had not received baptism" (ibid., 344, n. 25). Once an Indian belonged to a

2

The courageous responses of the native peoples to the great pressures exerted to extinguish their heritage,
as well as the extensive continuity of Spanish traditions, are borne out in the musical life at Mission Santa
Clara.
In this study, I inventory and analyze little-known musical manuscripts located presently at Santa Clara
University, the site of the former Mission Santa Clara. My research takes into consideration the religious,
secular, and indigenous context of the music at Mission Santa Clara from 1777, the year of the founding of
the mission, to 1838, when Mission Santa Clara was the final mission in Alta California to be confiscated.
I describe and discuss the Choral Book of Mission Santa Clara, examining its use and its context. The first
appendix presents an initial complete inventory of the contents of this magnificent liturgical book.
Subsequent appendices contain my transcription and translation of an hithero unknown musical tutor found
in the Miscellaneous papers from the mission library; my transcriptions and translations of the seventeen
Spanish-language songs of the Choral Book; my transcriptions of the small number of chants I have
identified as forming the basis for the chants of the Choral Book; and transcriptions of seven songs of the
Y okuts people, who inhabited Mission Santa Clara after 1811. 6

Sources and References
The Opus Dei, as mentioned, consisted of the Mass 7 and the Divine Office. 8 The published works that
this study will treat as sources include Catholic liturgical books such as the Liber Usualis (hereafter LU in
the text)9 and the Hours of the Divine Office (hereafter DO). 10 These editions incorporate mid-to-latenineteenth-century revisions made at the monastery of Solesmes, France, and are intended to recover
medieval chant; hence, the music is not that of the mission period. Nevertheless, comparison has proved to
mission as a neophyte, he or she could not leave the mission without express permission of the superior of
the mission.
6
The first Y okuts speaker baptized at Mission Santa Clara was a boy christened Melit6n, baptized on April
15, 1811. Randall Milliken, "The Indians of Mission Santa Clara," in Telling the Santa Clara Story, ed.
Russell Skowronek (Santa Clara, California: Russell Skowronek, 2002), 57.
7
The principal liturgical service of the Catholic Church is the Mass, or the celebration of the Eucharist,
which commemorates the sacrifice of Jesus and symbolizes the unity of the Church. From the medieval
period on through the era of the California missions, every priest was to say and/or to attend Mass daily and
the people (the laity) were required to attend Mass on Sunday.
8
In the Catholic liturgy, particularly in the medieval monasteries, the services of the day (as distinct from
Mass) were divided among eight Hours: Matins, Lauds, Prime, Tierce, Set, None, Vespers, and Compline.
Musically, the Hour of Matins and the evening Hours of Vespers and Compline have been the most
significant. The entire cycle of the one hundred and fifty Psalms was originally chanted over the course of
one week during these set Hours, each Psalm being introduced and ended by a corresponding antiphon.
9
Liber Usualis Missae et Officii: Pro Dominicis et Festis I. vel II. Classis cum Cantu Gregoriano, (Paris,
Tournai, Rome: Desclee & Socii, 1932). This "book of use" is a late nineteenth-century anthology of text
and chants for Sundays and feasts selected from the Breviary [the composite book of Office prayers],
Antiphonal [companion to the Breviary, containing the Office chants], Missal [the book of texts for the
Mass], and Gradual [the book of choir chants for the Mass]. Together with the Processionale [the book
containing the chants and prayers for liturgical processions], these books comprise just about all of the text
and music for the services of the Mass and Office. I chose to use the 1932 edition of the Liber. Other
editions could be used, though the page numbers cited may differ.
10
The Hours of the Divine Office in English and Latin: A Bilingual edition of the Roman Breviary text,
Together with Introductory Notes and Rubrics in English Only, (Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical
Press, 1963). This set of volumes consists of text and music for the Divine Office, or the eight services of
liturgical prayers and music for each day, specifically excluding the Mass. The services of the Hours are
monastic in origin and became part of the mainstream of Roman Catholicism after the Council of Trent
(which issued the Tridentine Reform).

2

be useful. 11 In addition, the Ritua/e Romanum provides a reference for the movements and gestures to be
performed during a Mass. 12
·
Father Owen da Silva states, "Structurally there is nothing Indian about the old hymns and [M]asses ....
The Spanish padres ... introduced Spanish music pure and simple .... Thus, the plainchant of the Old
Mission of California was unquestionably the same in text and employed the same notation as the
plainchant of Old and New Spain at that time [with certain exceptions]. Ifwe find the chants themselves at
fault, we must remember that the California age fell within the period of chant decadence, a situation that
was not remedied until the end of the nineteenth century .... In execution possibly the only difference
between the singing of the plainchant at the Missions and in Europe was an unobjectionable one, a timbre
decidedly Indian." 13 Da Silva seems to allude to the prescribed liturgical chant books after the Tridentine
reform, the so-called Editio medicea or "Medicean edition" that was first published in 1614 and 1615 and
which was in force until the late nineteenth century. 14 Such editions could be most informative for research
on the California missions, yet these are not generally available and were not consulted in the course of the
current study.
Old printed Spanish liturgical books may fruitfully be compared with the music manuscripts at the
California missions. A sample of such a source was named by Theodore Gollner in 1975, which is a
Manual de/ Coro "compiled by the Franciscan Padre Francisco Navarro and published in 1606 in
Salamanca." 15 The Manual was signed by a Spanish choir director from Salamanca, Spain, who came to
San Luis Rey in 1892. 16 The book was "[b]rought to Mission Santa Barbara from Mission San Luis Rey in
1937 by Father Owen da Silva, O.F.M." 17 The use of the Salamanca book in the California mission period
is not certain. Nevertheless, an inspection of the music in Gollner's Table 1, 18 Table 2, 19 Example 3a,20
Example 8, 21 and Example 11 22 suggests intriguing similarities to the music of the Santa Clara Choral
Book. Most notably, the music of the Salamanca book, excerpts of which Gollner presents next to other
early Spanish examples, is somewhat simpler and is smoother in melodic contour in comparison. The
Salamanca examples tend to keep to the same pitch and to be less florid relative to the other settings of the
same Passion text.
Gollner's description of the notation brings out another similarity between the Salamanca edition and
the Choral Book. In the Salamanca book, a vertical line on the staff "only serves as an aid to the reading
performer in aligning the words with the music,"23 while, on the contrary, other liturgical books, on up
through the 1934 Liber Usualis, indicate with vertical lines the musical units that follow actual speech
11

See Regina M. Gormley, "The Liturgical Music of the California Missions 1769-1833" (D.M.A. diss.,
The Catholic University of America, 1992), who compares chants used in the missions to the Graduate
Romanum of 1907. This Gradua/e is a "Vatican edition" based on the Solesmes theories.
12
The Rituale Romanum is the publication (dating from the Council of Trent) that documents how the
liturgical rites of baptism, confirmation, marriage, etc., are to be performed. See translation by Philip T.
Weller, The Roman Ritual: In Latin and English with Rubrics and Planechant [sic] Notation (Milwaukee:
The Bruce Publishing Company, 1950).
13
Owen da Silva, O.F.M., Mission Music of California (Los Angeles: Warren F. Lewis, 1941; reprint
1954), 13.
14
Richard Sherr. "Solesmes, 4." In The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie
(London: Macmillan Publishers Limited, 1980), 17:454.
15
Theodore rnrnner, "Two Polyphonic Passions from California's Mission Period," Anuario (Yearbook/or
Inter-American Musical Research) 6 (1970): 51.
16
Gollner, 51.
17
Go liner, 51.
18
Gollner, 54, 55.
19
Gollner, 56, 57.
20
Gollner, 58.
21
Gollner, 62.
22
Gollner, 64.
23
Gollner, 58.

3

patterns. The drawing of lines in the Choral Book appears, in the Salamanca edition, to be indiscriminate,
and the lines do not serve as a guide to the performance of speech rhythm. As a result, in text, musical
form, and notation, much of the Choral Book would seem generally to correspond, as da Silva asserts, to
the liturgical music of Old Spain.
The style of the Santa Clara Choral Book is not typical of the art music of Baroque Europe. There are
perhaps several unusual formulas of the sort that highlight the dramatic content of the text, but much fewer
than was common in Europe, although there seem to be several instances of tone painting and other
Baroque devices. The music seems to serve mainly to set off and to highlight the text, as is traditional in
Spanish music. The Choral Book would seem to occupy a position relative to the mainstream of Catholic
liturgical music analogous to the relation of the Salamanca book to the mainstream liturgy of 1805. The
historical features suggest that possibly a common Franciscan influence is involved.
It must be kept in mind throughout any study of Spanish missions that the Roman Church and its
organization were very clearly and carefully defined after the Council of Trent, such that during the mission
period, according to William J. Summers, "Roman Catholicism was a way of life governed by a
hierarchical church, itself governed by Canon Law. Ecclesiastical nobility and secular nobility were part of
one human power system. The special Spanish amalgamation of this two-part system resulted in a
synthesis that basically operated world wide. Spanish Law and the Laws of the Indies (which protected the
Indians of the New World) were known to the Franciscans as well as Canon Law. Their lives revolved
around the Roman cursus, a cosmology based upon both demonstrable human heroism and sanctity and
meritorious personal striving. Daily life was organized around the sounding of bells and the central acts of
mission life took place through rite, ritual and spectacle. People living under a rule believed that this was
the utopian way of life, not just for themselves but for everyone. The rule liberated them for higher
callings. It was also the granite foundation for the expressions of their highest altruism, mission. To
understand a mission community it is necessary to understand the central tenets of Roman Catholicism
filtered in this case through Franciscan, mendicant lenses." 24

The Origins of Two Santa Clara Music Manuscripts
Almost nothing is clear regarding the provenance of the leather-and-brass-bound tome that became
known as the Choral Book of Santa Clara. This sizeable book was found in the mission's library at
secularization. Beryl Hoskin suggested that this "greatest treasure of the mission collection" dated from
25
about 1700, yet a century later seems much more likely and her date must have been a typographical
error. The volume comprises one hundred and fifty pages (by my own count, which differs from Hoskin's
count of one hundred and thirty-nine26 and William J. Summers's count of one hundred and seventy27) of
parchment or vellum, covered with musical notation and bound in signatures. The handwriting varies, yet,
it appears that one person may have written the entire book, albeit probably over a period of some years.
My comparison with an identified autograph of Father Viader of Mission Santa Clara28 suggests that the
writing is most probably Viader's and not that of any other California missionary.
Large Spanish choral books contain music for the liturgy and were found throughout the Spanish realms.
Such a choral book might contain only plainchant but might also contain polyphony, or music having more
than one voice part that produces several independent lines heard simultaneously. The Santa Clara Choral
Book contains mostly measured plainchant, or canto figurado, but also several polyphonic musical
24
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treatments (see Appendix A). Latin text accompanies most of the selections, yet seventeen of the songs
have Spanish texts. These I will term (as Summers does) himnos, Spanish for "hymn." Although the
himnos have several voice parts, they are not strictly polyphonic in nature because they are not independent
of each other. 29
The Choral Book also contains several instrumental interludes or introductions, and a few of its rubrics
give directions for the instrumentalists who accompanied the singing. The Santa Clara mission account
books show that the following musical instruments were purchased in 1806: Two violins (violines), two
viols (violones), two large mandolins (bandolones), two large bass mandolins (bajos de [bandolones]), two
oboes (oboes), two plantas (translation not available), two clarinets (clarinetes), two horns (trompas), one
bugle (clarin), two triangles (triangulos), two cymbals (platillos), and one drum (tambor), along with an
assortment of strings for the instruments. Also ordered over the ensuing five years were five more violins,
one string bass (bajo violim), four transverse flutes (jlautas finas or flautas dulces), and a bass drum
(tambora). 30
The sections of polyphony found in California mission music manuscripts have apparently been those of
greatest interest to musicologists. 31 In general, though, the Choral Book music might tend to seem "sweet
and dull," in the words of Father da Silva. Nevertheless, the evidence shows that the written music was
intended to be embellished in musical performances, and hence even the mission chants must not be
considered complete as written. The present study focuses on the non-polyphonic music of the Santa Clara
Choral Book in order to view the California mission music in a new context and to better understand the
development of the music and the cultures.
The main musical figure at Mission Santa Clara of the mission period was Father Jose Viader, who was
assigned to the mission from 1796 to his retirement in 1833. Father Viader was born in Gallines, diocese of
Gerona, Catalonia, Spain, on August 27, 1765 and was one of the two Franciscans at Mission Santa Clara
during its greatest efflorescence and productivity. Because of the physical infirmity of the other priest, the
saintly Magin Catala, for most of this period Father Viader was called upon to preside over the temporal
affairs of the mission, including the mission's music program.
Father Viader was exceptionally capable, having spent less than the usual year in the Convent of San
Fernando in Mexico City while training for the mission field in California. 32 By the end of 1832, Mission
Santa Clara had the greatest number of baptisms of any California mission, in part due to his efforts. In
addition, the Santa Clara mission padres were in charge of religious matters at the nearby Pueblo San Jose
since the secular settlement's founding in 1777, and Father Viader attended the cornerstone ceremony of
the church there in 1803. The robust priest accompanied two military expeditions in 1810 but suffered
mental distress over problems with soldiers assigned to the mission. Most of all, Father Viader disliked the
burden of managing the temporalities, and he repeatedly asked his religious superiors in Mexico City for
permission to leave, writing "For the love of God, let my permission arrive."
After 1811, no more supply ships arrived in California for some time, and also the governors demanded
more mission production to provision the presidios. On May 3, 1820, the same day on which Father Viader
begged to leave in the above words, the friar wrote to the governor asking for relief from some of the
demands on Mission Santa Clara. Viader faced tremendous problems in the course of his time at Mission
Santa Clara. This Franciscan has been considered to have performed only "regular duty," yet he showed
aptitude for all areas and was apparently well liked.
29

Hymns may also be another type of sung liturgical item.
Radovic et al., In Press.
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This and the following biographical information on Father Viader is from the definitive book by
Maynard Geiger, O.F.M., Franciscan Missionaries in Hispanic California, 1769-1848: A Biographical
Dictionary (San Marino: The Huntington Library, 1969), 263-265. "The almost universal requirement for
friars bound for California-after the initial trips north-were at least one year at the apostolic college in
Mexico City. The curriculum was focused upon all of those things that they would face living on the
frontier beyond the protective confines of an established convent. They were also required to be fluent in
one native [i.e., Indian] language" (Summers, personal communication, September 4, 2003).
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Father Viader, though musically adept enough to direct a large music program at Mission Santa Clara, is
not known to have composed or copied music himself. It will be seen that the music in the Choral Book
matches that of samples33 from a choir book that was compiled in 1813 by Father Narciso Duran at
neighboring Mission San Jose. 34 This manuscript contains the unique and very informative Pr6logo of
1813, signed by Duran. 35 Da Silva states that this talented and energetic priest36 composed music. The
composer or composers of the music of the 1813 Mission San Jose choir book, and the origins of the Santa
Clara and San Jose choir books, whether in California, Mexico, or Spain, however, have not been certainly
identified. 37
Father Duran evolved his musical teaching system, as described in his Pr6logo, specifically so that the
38
music would be learned, performed, and, above all, retained by the neophytes, even in the absence of the
39
padres. To be sure, Duran had been learning from the already vigorous music program of Father Viader
at Mission Santa Clara, 40 and this experience helped him to establish a large musical corps at Mission San
Jose. The padre selected and sent neophytes to Santa Clara for musical training, and, indeed, the form, the
style, and the musical expression of the Santa Clara Choral Book may be seen to relate closely to Duran's
"method or system."41
An additional source, another manuscript from the Santa Clara Mission library, seems to be a music
tutor or manual. My transcription and translation of this manuscript appear in Appendix B. This document
attests to an interest at Santa Clara in the most up-to-date developments on the music scene in Europe. The
manuscript is located among the miscellaneous Santa Clara Mission papers in the Santa Clara University
Archives, and seems to have been copied from a work that may have been published in Spain or elsewhere
on the European continent.
The date of the music manual manuscript seems to be related to the date of a news item that occupies the
same page as the last portion of the music manual. The close similarity of the handwriting suggests one
writer. The news item is in regard to an official edict that was to take effect in septiembre def ano 1811,
"September of 1811." The news item itself is cited as being from the Gaz[eta] de Mex[ico] of December
14. This was the year after Father Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla initiated a revolt in New Spain which
culminated in the first major declaration of Mexican independence from Spain, on November 6, 1813.42
It seems likely that the music manual was one of the writings that Father Duran actually consulted in
working out his music system. The music manual seems to point to Duran's musical strengths. The music
manual's failure to discuss conventional harmony could have led to the several harmonic problems of
Father Duran's written music, which Father da Silva enumerates as "the unusual leading of voices, the
occasional consecutive octaves and fifths, and the abrupt modulations in the hymns." 43
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Geiger, in Pal6u 's Life of Fray Junipero Serra (Washington, D.C.: Academy of American Franciscan
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The close relationship of interchange between the missions of Santa Clara and San Jose is underscored
by the fact that many Santa Clara neophytes, including the musicians, traveled to Mission San Jose on the
occasion of the dedication of the new Mission San Jose church building in 1809. At this event, "It was
Duran and Jose Viader of Mission Santa Clara who directed the combined choirs of Missions Santa Clara,
San Francisco, and San Jose. " 44
It has not been confirmed that the Santa Clara Choral Book existed at this time.
At Santa Clara as at other California missions, the music manuscripts evidently furnished an appropriate
musical setting for the more significant days of the year. To this end, the neophytes learned European
music, including Church music and melodic formulas, as instructed by the padres and performed the music,
as was done at other Franciscan missions. The neophyte musicians may have not only learned by ear but
also by reading music, as at Mission San Jose45 and at certain other missions (e.g., Mission San Miguel),46
but not at all others (e.g., Mission San Antonio), as music reading was not common to all of the California
• ·
47
m1ss10ns.

Functions and Usage of the Santa Clara Choral Book

Although it must have taken much precious time to write out carefully the entire Choral Book, one may
wonder whether the book ever fulfilled its obvious liturgical purposes at Mission Santa Clara. According
to William Summers, throughout the world in the nineteenth century, the religious orders fabricated big
music books like the Santa Clara Choral Book. These books reflected very well-defined musical and ritual
values and were emblems both of prosperity and of regularization. The set repertory of music inscribed in
such manuscripts was made to last "forever" and "was almost always written down, performed and heard
by native peoples."48 It should not be surprising, then, that no specific mention of this book at any of the
missions is documented. The manuscript itself shows some signs of wear, though not as much as other
writings found in the mission library. The state of preservation of the manuscript bespeaks careful handling
and storage.
The Choral Book manuscript at Santa Clara University includes music and text for the Feast of Saint
Clare, which is unique among the mission manuscripts of Alta California. One must conclude that the
book was intended for and was used at Mission Santa Clara.
The Choral Book seems a bit too small in size to be read by more than a few people at a time, especially
in the dim light (that was observed and remarked upon) in the church of Mission Santa Clara. Father Duran
is known to have directed from the front of the church the choir and orchestra, who apparently sat in a choir
49
loft, and Father Viader at Mission Santa Clara may have done the same. Perhaps parts for the musicians
were copied out from a book, although such music sheets may not have been used at Santa Clara or indeed
at any other California mission.
The rubrics in the Choral Book show that the liturgical music was planned in advance. The Choral
Book, however, spells out only briefly and vaguely the guidelines for instrumental performance, which
have been said to consist mainly of accompanying by doubling the voice parts, i.e., "with the identical
notes sung by the choristers."50 It is very likely, however, that the musicians were encouraged to embellish
the music, no doubt in Spanish style but also after other European practices, possibly but not certainly
known to include figured bass accompaniment.
The Choral Book rubrics todos ("all"), dos ("two"), que canta dos padres ("two padres sing") and que
canta el otro padre ("the other padre sings") show indisputably that the Choral Book served as something
44
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of an aid to proper liturgical performance. The inclusion of written instructions for the coro or choir and
for the instrumental musicians shows that the church musicians also were guided by the book.
Various sections of the Choral Book may have been copied and brought from afar to California. The
music itself may not differ much from what was accepted, and even perhaps published, in the Roman
Church during this time. The ordering of selections, the headings, and the general format of the Choral
Book are indeed similar to that of the Liber Usualis.
The Choral Book possesses certain visual infelicities. Commonly the last few bars of a piece will run
over to the beginning of the next stave or even on to a new page. In other places, passages appear dense to
the point of crowding. Other errors seem due to inattention or haste and include occasional erasures and
scratched-out bars, as well as sometimes slightly inaccurate Latin text (often with Spanish transliterations).
Considering such features, the manuscript may well have been copied from one or from several distinct
sources, such as Father Duran's choir book, which seems to have been very neatly and regularly written
out. In any case, the Choral Book's accumulation of pages and signatures appears to have been a slow
process, given the variation in the materials and in the writing of the manuscript.
The Choral Book in its entirety runs the gamut of the Church calendar. 51 Its Propers and Ordinaries of
the Mass 52 are fit for many of the liturgical days. 53 Other pieces, such as the himnos and the psalms, are
suited to the more musical Hours of the Divine Office, i.e., Matins and Vespers. Many of the hymns and
chants mentioned in the first-hand accounts of California, however, are not to be found in the Choral Book.
In particular, none of the hymns mentioned as Father Serra's favorites are to be found, nor are those which
the viceroy's formula specified were to be sung at the founding of a mission. 54
The above, together with the one notation in the Choral Book referring to el otro libro ("the other book,"
in which a certain Tract was to be found), seem to point to the existence of other books of liturgical music
at Mission Santa Clara. The large dimensions and heft of the Choral Book, and its impressive, brass-
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The Church calendar is a chronological list of the fixed feasts of the liturgical year that are to be observed
by a local church. According to William Summers, "The Roman calendar, after the Council of Trent, was
promulgated in Rome and adopted by dioceses all over the world. It was a universal measure of time and
holiness, and local calendars were drawn from a list of feast days recognized by the Vatican" (personal
communication, September 3, 2003).
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The textual items of the Mass that are in the "Ordinary" category are unchanging for each day, and,
among these items, the chorally sung pieces include the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus and Benedictus,
Agnus and Ite missa est. Another set of texts, for the "Proper" of the Mass, varies according to the day of
the year, and its musical items include Introit, Gradual, Alleluia, Tract, Offertory, Communion and
Sequence. Music for the Mass was first written down in the early Middle Ages and was called plainchant,
or simply chant. Chants were to be sung in unison (as if one voice), or might be sung in octaves (in
intervals of an eighth) where boys were present. Later, elaborate musical settings were composed, most
often for the Ordinary texts, which could be performed more frequently than those of the Proper.
53
Sundays were days ofrest, as were all feast days. Feasts are either movable or immovable. The date of a
movable feast is determined by the date of Easter in the particular year, and immovable feasts fall on a
fixed date. Immovable feasts most often commemorate the burial of a saint, which is considered to be the
beginning of the saint's new life in heaven. To each feast is assigned a rank, according to its relative
importance, which affects the solemnity of the ceremonies and helps to resolve any conflicts when feast
days coincide. This has a direct effect on the type and complexity of the music. The feast day of a patron
saint, such as Saint Clare (August 12) of Mission Santa Clara, is celebrated by Catholics who recognize
themselves to be under the saint's protection and intercession. The patron saint of Spain was Santiago (San
Diego or Saint James, July 25) and that of Spanish California San Jose (Saint Joseph, Husband of the
Virgin Mary, March 19). There was a very clear set ofregulations governing days of rest in California, and
it had direct significance for the makeup of the daily life of the mission inhabitants.
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cornered, rigid leather binding, may have inhibited its removal from the library. Any smaller, less weighty
liturgical book might have been carried away before it could be recorded in the Inventory of 1851. 55
Among those who heard Mass at the Mission Santa Clara church from the outset of the mission's
development were the soldiers who were stationed there. The mission priests, just as the chaplain at each
presidio, were "responsible for celebrating mass on feast days, administering the holy sacraments, and
accompanying the troops on sorties and expeditions." 56 In addition, the soldiers, as at other missions, may
have done duty at church services to ensure decorum among the neophytes, such as kneeling, standing,
reciting and keeping quiet at the proper times.
The neophyte children in 1822 said "their prayers in the church both at night and in the morning." Such
church services, whether or not Masses, could have included the neophyte workers who were considered to
be "inside the mission" at Santa Clara, the "weavers, carpenters, shoemakers, masons, blacksmiths, tanners,
candlemakers, tallow workers, soap makers, and butchers." 57
Not only these, but all other neophytes seem to have joined the daily congregation as well. "Besides the
children that went daily to the church for Mass, all the Indians that lived outside the Mission 58 also attended
these services. There was one Indian who knew how to recite the prayers 59 and he taught the rest in their
own language and all followed him in praying in a loud voice. After the Mass was over, they all sang the
Santo Dias and on Friday they sang the Adorete Santa Cruz. " 60 Englehardt affirms, "Outside the Indian
community settled around the mission of Santa Clara there were ten Indian rancherias 61 which lay scattered
over the valley. " 62
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These neophytes belonged to the mission but worked away from the domestic area, perhaps at the
assistencias (mission stations). For a description of such a place, see Alfred Robinson, Life in California,
83. Robinson states that at one end of the extensive building, which contained storerooms for grain and
accommodations for "the mayor-domo, servants, and wayfarers," there was "a chapel, and snug lodgingrooms for the priest, who, I was informed, frequently came and passed some weeks at the place during the
time of harvest; and the holy friars of the two missions occasionally met there to acknowledge to each other
their sins."
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Roman Catholic prayer typically is addressed in a more or less extended manner to God the Father
through Christ the mediator. Prayer often includes a petition regarding major concerns of the person or
persons praying. Common prayers in the Church included the Pater nosier and the Ave Maria. Together
with the "little doxology," these prayers were repeated one hundred and fifty times to complete the cycle of
the Rosary. According to Summers, the Franciscans had a special form of the Rosary which include two
more decades (each decade containing ten repetitions) than the standard Rosary. Some of these prayers are
also part of the Mass, but these prayers could be learned and recited privately in the common language.
This continuity between Latin and Spanish versions of prayers was part of lay spirituality all over the
greater Luso-Hispanic world (Summers, personal communication, September 4, 2003).
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The Jnforme of 1782 states that the Mission Santa Clara experienced "inconvenientes" or "troubles"
with the pueblo "from the nearness of the said pueblo dwellers,63 " mentioning "the great spiritual harm
which some of the citizens cause."64 Nevertheless, the Santa Clara mission seems to have encouraged
citizens of the pueblo to come to church at the mission, particularly on Sundays. During Holy Week, a
large crucifix65 was carried in the procession of La Pasion "to and from San Jose amid the Alameda trees
66
that Padre Catala planted" from 1795 to 1799.
Apparently, the townspeople had "loose morals" and when only a "few" came to the mission, "Father
Catala arranged to have a separate church built in San Jose." 67 "The construction of a chapel at San Jose
was begun in 1803. In 1812 the vecinos [townspeople] asked and obtained permission from the presidente
of the missions to have Mass said in their chapel whenever it was necessary to provide Viaticum for the
68
dying. It was only on relatively rare occasions, then, that Mass was celebrated in the chapel at San Jose. "
Yet the Franciscan historian Zephyrin Englehardt, O.F.M., presents a contrasting statement: "The flock of
Fathers Magin [Catala] and [Jose] Viader consisted of the Santa Clara Mission Indians and of the settlers of
San Jose, three miles distant. After 1804 the town of San Jose had a chapel of its own. On Sundays and
69
holydays of obligation one of the two Fathers had therefore to celebrate holy Mass among the settlers."
Nevertheless, elsewhere Englehardt states, "Before [the people of the Pueblo of San Jose] had a chapel of
their own ... the inhabitants had to attend holy Mass at Santa Clara."70
At times the entire population of the area joined together in a liturgical event. When Father Serra on
May 15, 1784 visited Mission Santa Clara to dedicate the new church and to make the first confirmations at
Santa Clara, 71 "the entire village of neophytes and many pagans [were] present. Also the troops and the
inhabitants of the pueblo of San Jose de Guadalupe were there." 72
At Santa Clara Father Catala usually gave separate religious instruction and church services: "[I]n
obedience to the missionary regulations observed at all the California missions, Fr. Magin would daily give
two instructions to the converts, alternately in Spanish and Indian. . . . On Sundays and holy days, and
there were many more of the latter than now, there would be the sermon during holy Mass in Spanish for
both the colonists and Indians, and in the afternoon another for the Indians in their own language." 73
The attendance at Santa Clara church services of the soldiers and settlers, and any particular ceremonies
that did not include the neophytes, otherwise seems to go unmentioned, yet a few conclusions are possible.
A congregation made up of the general population was probably not the usual audience for the liturgical
music performed at Santa Clara. It is likely that the neophyte musicians played and sang for the Masses on
Sundays and feast days for the Spanish as well as for the Indian populations, as they did during Holy
63
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Week. 74 Since the neophyte men and women sat on different sides of the church, as in other California
missions, perhaps the gente de raz6n75 likewise followed a segregated seating plan.
The Santa Clara Choral Book, as noted above, contains music and text for much of the Church calendar
as observed in California. The Choral Book hence would have provided support for the various ceremonial
aspects of Church services such as Mass, the Divine Office, liturgical processions and dramas. Our Lady
76
of the Angels of Portiuncula, Saint Francis, and Saint Clare are especially remembered by Franciscans
and are included in the Choral Book. Memorials and feasts of other Catholic saints, and also Requiem
ceremonies for the dead and music for the dedication of a new church building, rounded out the
observances requiring music at Santa Clara, as at the other California missions.
The Choral Book would have provided a reference for liturgical activities, to be consulted by the
officiating priest and also by padres new to the mission. Possibly the neophyte musicians took copies of
parts, though no neophyte scribes are actually referred to as such, for private study and rehearsal. 77 The
potential acolytes (possibly Indian, 78 though little seems to be known of these and other church assistants in
California) may well have looked at the contents of the book. To the children learning their catechism as
well as to the adult leaders of the neophyte community, the book symbolized Church power and authority,
just as the missions themselves also represented and promulgated the benefits and duties of Spanish social
life and political organization.
The Choral Book obviously had a certain symbolic presence, encompassing as it did much of the
musical year, though it is not known whether the volume was displayed on certain occasions (where it
could have enhanced an aura of dignity) or been simply placed in a prominent location in the church. In
either of these hypothetical situations, the book would have provided a visual focus of attention.
Perhaps the Choral Book music also played a role in individual prayers and penance. Religious songs
were sung in 1823 or 1824 at Santa Clara during a votive procession for relief from a long drought. 79
Robinson observed another such procession, probably at Mission Santa Barbara, 80 as will be discussed. At
Santa Clara the hymns to be sung at such times might have included those in the Choral Book addressed to
Mary or Joseph. Perhaps the great tome itself was carried like a relic during processions.
Just as secular music appeared in church, sacred music was certainly performed outside of church,
weaving the fabric of existence ever more tightly at the mission. Certain hymns and responses in the
Choral Book probably were employed in staged entertainments, such as autos sacramentales. The
presence of a book of autos by the Golden Age dramatist Pedro Calderon de la Barca in the Santa Clara
Mission library suggests that these dramas were known at the mission, and perhaps performed there, as
74
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well. 81 A Christmas play known as Los Pastores de Belen, apparently written by Padre Ybanez at Mission
83
Soledad, 82 was rehearsed and performed at Santa Clara until late into the nineteenth century.
To the Spanish, the Choral Book was undoubtedly a reminder of"home" or the "homeland", i.e., Spain,
where the padres in particular had been born, raised, and educated. The great majority of the California
padres had studied music as part of their Franciscan training in Spain, particularly at the Franciscan
convento in Palma, Mallorca. The soldiers and settlers of California also looked to Spain, whether Old or
New Spain, as their homeland. The splendid dimensions and later-Renaissance musical style of the book
could have recalled to them earlier and perhaps better days.
The Spanish in California, including the padres, also knew popular music that seems to have originated
in Spain. The folk and courtly traditions of Spain, intertwined as they have been, are evoked in the himnos
of the Choral Book, as will be discussed in this study.
The heritage of the Franciscans is revisited in the allusion in the text of one of the himnos to the
University of Paris victory of the preeminent theologian of the Order, Duns Scotus. The text of this himno
also helps to illuminate the Franciscans' devotion to the Virgin Mary, as part of the fervor and continuity of
the Order. This will also be discussed.
The importance of Spain, and by extension of the Spanish, as defenders of the Catholic faith, is
underscored in the Choral Book entry for the feast day of Santiago. The text, which begins, "O sidus
refulgens Hispaniae," refers to this patron saint of Spain as "the refulgent star of Spain" and differs from
the Uber Usual is text for this day. The text and chant could have been carried over from a Spanish liturgy,
as the chant has been performed in Spain even recently, in Moncada. The Latin of the Choral Book
nonetheless invokes the Roman Church as a central authority and common standard.
Early in the life of a mission, all singing was congregational and in unison. 84 The necessities of the
Catholic faith were taught to all neophytes, and this was accomplished partially by singing through texts
such as the Pater noster85 • In learning the Doctrina,86 the devotional practices, and also the Spanish
language, music and especially the himnos could have played a key role.

81

This book, Autos Sacramentales, Alegoricos y Historiales (Madrid: M. Ruiz de Murga, 1717) is located
in the Santa Clara University Archives. Calderon in particular was not a composer but is known to have
used religious music in his plays.
82
The pastorela was published in a limited edition by Margarita Lopez de Lowther, in translation and
facimile, as A Monterey Pastore/a. Lindley Bynum, who wrote the forward, "ascribes the original text now
in the Bancroft Library to Padre Ybanez" (Spearman, 50).
83
"Padre Ybanez may have consulted [the Santa Clara copy of the 1717 Autos Sacramentales] in writing or
revising his Pastores de Belen" (Spearman, 50). Spearman affirms that this play was performed at Mission
Santa Clara up to the end of the nineteenth century, mentioning someone who "took part in the annual
production ... at Christmas" (Spearman, 81 ).
84
Da Silva, 6.
85
The Latin Paternoster is the Spanish Padre nuestro and the English "Our Father" or "Lord's Prayer,"
the prayer that Jesus taught to his disciples.
86
"Doctrina was the term employed by the Spaniards for the catechism used by the missionaries in
teaching the Indians their Christian doctrine. It consisted of the sign of the cross, the Our Father [Pater
noster], the Hail Mary [Ave Maria], the Apostle's Creed, the Hail Holy Queen [Salve Regina], the articles
of faith, the commandments of God and the Church, the Sacraments, the spiritual and corporal works of
mercy, the theological virtues, the cardinal virtues, the seven capital sins, the enemies of the soul, and the
four last things" (Guest, Hispanic California, 111 n. 31). According to William Summers, the texts that
were definitely sung included the Paternoster, the Ave Maria, and the Salve Regina. The Doctrina was
recited regularly, sometimes twice a day in Spanish and Indian languages, and there was music associated
with this. This Doctrina made up the core beliefs of the faithful. Music was a part of the services devoted
to the recitation (personal communication, September 3, 2003).
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Mission Music and the Santa Clara Neophytes

Among the Mission Santa Clara neophytes, "In their pagan state no superiority of any kind was
recognized." 87 At the missions, however, an annual election was held for a leading political role among the
mission neophytes, that of a/ca/de. The a/ca/des seemingly were not associated with music, as far as has
been told, 88 and apparently commanded less respect than the hereditary chiefs or captains of the Indians.
The a/ca/des and regidores were in charge of the laborers at the missions and were subject, as were all
neophytes, in criminal matters to the corporal of the mission guard and in economic and civil (including
domestic) affairs to the missionaries of the mission. 89
The neophytes and their families held the status of musician to be very desirable for many reasons. The
music workers were given the more domestic 90 types of occupations, such as blacksmithing, shoemaking
and weaving, so as to be able to provide music for church even at short notice.91 It also was customary at
the missions to employ and to house musicians 92 in the padres' quarters, which tended to be spacious.
Mission Santa Clara purchased musical instruments for the neophytes, beginning in 1806. 93 The Santa
Clara neophytes themselves may have constructed European musical instruments, as did neophytes at
Mission Santa Ines, 94 at Mission San Luis Rey, 95 and at Mission San Antonio. 96 In fact, raw materials for
two dozen violins (2 docenas primas para violin) were purchased in 1811, along with twelve violin bows
(areas de violin). 97 By the padres' own report, at Santa Clara in 1814 there were "sixteen violins and three
cellos. They enhance the church functions with great solemnity." In the comparable music program at
Mission San Jose, "fifteen violinists and three celloists" performed "at church functions in a becoming and
98
splendid manner in excess of what could have been expected when we first came here."
A visitor to Mission Santa Clara in about 1840 recalled what he had been told and believed to be a
historical fact: "One of the Fathers purchased from a French whaler thirty complete uniforms and organized

87

Geiger, As the Padres, 127.
Theodore Grivas's, "Alcalde Rule: The Nature of Local Government in Spanish and Mexican
California," in The California Historical Society Quarterly 50, no. 1 (March 1961 ): 11-32. This article
revealed no information about the relation of the a/ca/de to music, other than that the a/ca/de of a town in
Spanish and Mexican California had the privilege of issuing the license to hold a fandango (Grivas, 19).
89
Geiger, As the Padres, 125-127.
90
Father Duran in 1814 at Mission San Jose wrote that "acolytes, musicians and singers" worked in his and
the other padre's house "as domestics," and "the services of the rest [regarding the men] are given to the
labors undertaken in common such as carpenters, blacksmiths, shoemakers, tanners, teamsters, etc."
(Geiger, As the Padres, 132).
91
Da Silva, 33. Fathers Viader and Catala also grouped the occupations da Silva mentions together with
cowboys, shepherds, carpenters, teamsters, and tanners, saying "the men" at the mission were involved in
these (Geiger, As the Padres, 131 ). Perhaps any older musicians worked close by the church, as da Silva
states.
92
The musicians were evidently of the "some few youths who at the same time serve Mass, assist at the
administration of the sacraments, etc.," in the words ofthe Santa Clara friars (Geiger, As the Padres, 131).
93
Radovic et al., In Press.
94
Geiger, As the Padres, 134.
95
Duhaut-Cilly (cited in da Silva, 9) observed this in 1827.
96
Very sadly, the well-documented Carbajal violin, made by a Salinan neophyte and used in the original
mission orchestra, was stolen from Mission San Antonio's museum in August of2003 (Russell Skowronek,
personal communication, September 3, 2003).
97
Radovic et al., In Press.
98
Geiger, As the Padres, 136-137.
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a band of musicians." 99 These suits may have been "resplendent French uniforms" which were "blue with a
100
red strip [sic] down the side of the trouser legs, and red caps complete with tassel."
The musicians apparently behaved as a corporate body regarding musical matters. In order to perform
the sorts of music in the Choral Book, the musicians needed to be coordinated in rhythm, intonation and
pitch, matching each other in phrasing and sound production. The instrumentalists both set the pitch and
supported the singers through doublinf the voices. The instrumentalists also seem to have performed
10
"short introductions and interludes."
The Santa Clara musician neophytes may have played their own melodies on the European-type musical
102
The mission musicians at Santa Clara
instruments, as was the case at Mission San Juan Bautista.
certainly picked up European secular melodies, evidently from the repertory of an imported European
barrel organ, 103 and selected and arranged this music for their ensemble.
The Santa Clara musicians reportedly performed secular songs during church services, such as those that
104
The pieces they
they gave at Mission Santa Cruz during the visit of French attache Duflot de Mofras.
105
In this instance, an
chose and executed for this special visit were the Marseillaise and Vive Henri IV.
exposure to the practice of musical substitutions in the liturgy, in particular of Spanish songs for the Latin
chants, may have inspired the neophytes to play the French songs. These Santa Clara musicians played the
106
Marseillaise in the Mass at Mission Santa Clara, and so this perhaps was a regular event.
The neophyte musicians may have undergone regimentation in their musical training and practice, yet
such members of the neophyte population at the missions were evidently not beyond rebellion. At Mission
San Miguel in southern California, graffiti from the early days of the mission has been found, where "the
number of scratched designs is enormous .... Presumably, all the Indian ones were done while the Indians
were seated on the floor, quite possibly during mass. Most are concentrated in the area of the choir loft
107
itself, the area beneath it, and surprisingly, opposite the pulpit."
Later in the mission period, the neophyte musicians did double duty as a "street band" and played for
dances and other recreational activities at the pueblos and other Spanish secular settlements. They earned
money for this, which was paid to the missions, but after secularization the musical proficiency of the
former neophytes provided them with some income. The musicians trained at the missions seem, by then,
to have been able to compete successfully with other musicians, who came, for instance, to Los Angeles
from Mexico and who were noted to be capable of gaining "an honest livelihood in their country" by their
music. 108
99

Duflot de Mofras, Travels on the Pacific Coast, ed. Marguerite Eyer Wilbur (1937), I:221.
Eugene Duflot de Mofras, Travels on the Pacific Coast, ed. Marguerite Eyer Wilbur (1937) [no page
number given], cited by Sister Mary Dominic Ray and Joseph H. Engbeck, Jr. in Gloria Dei: The Story of
California Mission Music (Berkeley: University Extension of the University of California, 1975), 18.
0
' ' Da Silva, 8. See the short pieces without words in the Santa Clara Choral Book.
102
Padre Arroyo de la Cuesta, cited by da Silva, 5.
103
This organ is not known to have survived, though it probably looked more like a miniature pipe organ,
of several feet in each dimension, than like the hurdy-gurdy that is associated with street musicians.
104
Da Silva, 11. An attache was a minor official of the diplomatic corps.
105
Duflot de Mofras, 1:221. Vive Henri IV ought to be the historical French song described and transcribed
in the article" Vive Henri Quatre" (Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1908).
106
Duflot de Mofras, II:214.
107
Norman Neuerberg, "Indians As Artists in California Before and After Contact with the Europeans"
(1992): 48, quoted by James A. Sandos, "Between Crucifix and Lance: Indian-White Relations in
California, 1769-1848," in Contested Eden: California before the Gold Rush, ed. Ramon A. Gutierrez and
Richard Orsi (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1998), 209).
108
No agriculturalists were among these "goldsmiths, blacksmiths, carpenters, shoemakers, tailors,
painters, printers and musicians" from Mexico, who were disappointed in finding employment in their
vocations and as a consequence were eventually "accused of revolutionary designs" and were actually
banished to Mexico (Robinson, 167).
'
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The main purpose of the California missions was to ready the neophyte population in a relatively short
period (ten years) for membership in the Spanish kingdom as economically productive town-dwellers. 109 In
this light, the Choral Book reflected to the Indians new and unfamiliar standards about civilized and
appropriate behavior. The book could have been used, especially in the rehearsals of the music, to help
measure the neophyte practitioners according to standards that the Spanish applied to all members of the
empire of Spain. In addition, both the Santa Clara Choral Book and the Santa Clara Music Manual, which
will be discussed further, supply evidence that reveals the exchanges that went on among several of the
northern California missions. These manuscripts underscore the importance of the Mission Santa Clara,
both in its interactions with the rest of California and in its relation to the European musical world of the
time.

109

Spanish agriculturalists (small-holders) typically lived in towns that were located central to their fields
and pastures.
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CHAPTER2
NATIVE PEOPLES AT MISSION SANTA CLARA AND THEIR MUSIC

The Indians at the Mission Santa Clara were mainly of the Olhone 110 and the Yokuts peoples. The
Olhones had inhabited the San Francisco Bay Area from the San Francisco peninsula south to Monterey
Bay and San Juan Bautista 111 . Mission Santa Clara and Mission San Jose were two of the seven missions
(San Francisco, Santa Clara, San Jose, Santa Cruz, San Juan Bautista, San Carlos, and Soledad) that were
located in Olhone territories and drew their neophytes initially from these populations. Later in the mission
period, the two missions brought in Yokuts peoples, who lived beyond the Diab lo range in the San Joaquin
Valley, mostly along the San Joaquin River and in the Tulare Lake region.
The peoples who originan inhabited California were "among the least known of North America," in the
words of Alfred L. Kroeber. 1 2 Kroeber also characterized the native people as "among the least
warlike" 113 and California as "probably ... the region of the greatest aboriginal linguistic diversity in the
world". 114 California seems to have been densely populated in the time before the advent of European
diseases and later the invasions of the Europeans themselves.
The native peoples of California typically had "no tradition of migrations" but believed themselves "to
have originated at the spot where they live." 115 Researchers have found it difficult to obtain further
information, as California Indians never spoke of the dead by name 116 and completely lacked "ancestor
117
Even the names of peoples are usually lacking, as there was "no political cohesion worth
traditions."
mentioning between the little towns" and "[n]ative appellations of wider applicability were therefore
118
Still, the lands marked as territories probably had been so for many generations. 119
lacking."

6

110

"Olhone" is the term used by C. Hart Merriam, the sympathetic naturalist who conducted many detailed
interviews of California Indians in his travels throughout the state, and Beryl Hoskin, Santa Clara
University librarian and authority on the Santa Clara mission book collection. The term derives from
Spanish olj6n and was historically applied to the people whose language is now known as Costanoan. The
twentieth-century term "Costanoan" applied to the people has fallen into some disrepute among
descendants of the Olhone, and many today prefer to be called "Ohlone." Nevertheless, in keeping with the
historical nature of this study and its precedents, I will use "Olhone," without any offense intended.
111
Linguistic evidence exists for the divide. "The transition from the northern dialects to the southern
seems to have been by way of the speech of Santa Cruz approaching that of San Juan Bautista" (Kroeber,
463).
112
A. L. Kroeber, "California, Indians of," in Handbook ofAmerican Indians North of Mexico, Part 1
(Bureau of American Ethnology, ed. Frederick Webb Hodge, Bulletin 30. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution, 1905; Totowa, New Jersey: Rowman and Littlefield, 1975), 190.
113
Kroeber, "Indians of California", 190.
114
Kroeber, "Indians of California," 191.
115
Kroeber, "Indians of California," 191. See note below.
116
Geiger, As the Padres, 140 (at Mission San Luis Obispo) and 145 (at Mission San Juan Bautista).
117
Kroeber, "Indians of California," 191. The Mission Santa Clara neophytes, according to Padres Viader
and Catala, had "no knowledge of their remote ancestors nor of the land from which they came" (Geiger,
As the Padres, 94).
118
A. L. Kroeber, Handbook of the Indians of California (Bulletin 78 of the Bureau of American Ethnology
of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington: Government Printing Office, 1925; New York: Dover
Publications, Inc., 1976), 463.
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The Olhones were neither a single tribe nor a political entity. They were a linguistic group (the
languages are named the "Costanoan" languages) who occupied the coast as far north as San Francisco and
the Carquinez Straits also lived inland, towards the junction of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers.
The Yokuts, more than any other California natives, seem to have showed social cohesion and have been
said to resemble "true tribes," each of the fifty or so "tribes" with a name, a dialect, and a territory. All
Olhone peoples and many of the Yokuts were brought into association with the missions along the coast of
California.
120
The Olhone languages
The Olhones and Yokuts both belong to the Penutian language family.
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Mission San Jose, Plains Miwok and others as well) meant that as the mission period progressed, the
composition of the neophyte population changed, as did the cultural influences.
Language and topography, even before miss ionization, tied groups of California Indians together. The
various groups have been termed "tribelets" but were not, as far as can be told, organized politically or
122
socially beyond the level of the village, except possibly among the Y okuts. Each123village, which may be
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The Yokuts and Olhones excelled in basketry. Of the other arts, pottery was unknown
124
Deer and small
to have been carved or worked only to a limited extent. Agriculture was not practical.
acorns, and
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Valley.
Archeological evidence dating from before the mission period reveals a link between the peoples of the
coast near the Bay Area and those of the San Joaquin Valley inland. "The Plains Miwok, Sierra Miwok,
and Yokuts were probably the main trading partners of the Olhone[s]. The Olhone[s] supplied mussels,
abalone shells, salt and dried abalone to the Yokuts and olivella shells to the Sierra Miwok .... Some
127
126
The Olhone imported many things, including obsidian.
linguistic evidence for trade also exists."
The mythology of much of native California included "unusually well developed and consistent creation
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"Costanoan [i.e., Olhone] myths carry numerous suggestions ofYokuts cosmogony.
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Kroeber, Handbook, 463.

°Kroeber, Handbook, 462.
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Robin F. Wells, oral communication, April 21, 2002.
Kroeber, Handbook, 191. See my Appendix C for a discussion of the terminology.
123
Kroeber, Handbook, 191.
124
At Mission Santa Clara, however, certain neophytes learned to "plant for themselves" and found this
"profitable" (Geiger, As the Padres, 111). These "more industrious and parsimonious" ones apparently
could and did "dress better, make better bargains, and ... appear better than the rest." These neophytes had
more (no money system is mentioned) "as a result of their own plantings and personal labors" (ibid., 123).
125
Kroeber, "Indians of California," 191.
126
Richard Levy, "Costanoan," in Handbook of North American Indians, vol. 8 (Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution, 1978), 488, cites Davis 1961: 23.
127
Mark Hyelkma, "Tidal Marsh, Oak Woodlands and Cultural Florescence within the Southern San
Francisco Bay Region," Chapter 13 in Catalysts to Complexity, Late Holocene Societies of the California
Coast, edited by Jon M. Erlandson and Terry L. Jones, Perspectives in California Archaeology, Volume 6,
Cotsen Institute of Archaeology (Los Angeles: University of California-Los Angeles, 2002).
128
Kroeber, Handbook, 191.
129
Kroeber, "Indians of California," 472.
122
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was Mt. Diab lo to some northern Olhones. 130 Many myths said that Coyote, Eagle, and Hummingbird
conferred there at the creation of the first human beings. 131 Levy affirms, "Costanoan [Olhone] mythology
is closely related to that of the Yokuts and Salinan." 132 The Olhones, however, did not share "the typical
Sacramento Valley mythology with its long systematized myths of the origin of the world, its attempts at
philosophy, and its formulation of a wise and majestic creator." 133
Generally speaking, in pre-contact California, "ceremonies were numerous and elaborate as compared
with the prevailing simplicity of life, but they lacked almost totally the rigid ritualism and extensive
symbolism that pervade the ceremonies of most of America. One set of ceremonies was usually connected
with a secret religious society; another, often spectacular, was held in remembrance of the dead." 134
The priests of Mission San Jose stated, "It may be said of one of the tribes or villages of the many living
at this mission that in their pagan days they adored the sun when it receded towards the south pole. They
thought it was angry and they held dances in its honor and offered it seeds, etc., until they knew it was
about to return to them." 135 Also, Kroeber mentioned, "At Mission San Jose a dance was made at winter
solstice." 136
At Mission Santa Clara, the padres noted that the Indians offered "sacrifices to the devil" and would
"offer seeds, fruits and other kinds of food which they ate in their pagan state." 137 The Y okuts would offer
eagle down or (native) tobacco. Indians of the region would also place arrows and little feathered rods as
offerings. 138 There is some evidence that the Olhone ceremonial number was five. 139

Olhone and Y okuts Music and Music-making

We do not know what Olhone music was like. Kroeber described Olhone songs as "unusually pleasing
to civilized people; but this may be because more than a century of association with Spaniards has
conformed their intervals and perhaps their rhythm to the wont of our ears." 140 There is reason to believe
- that Olhone music was similar to the music of the Y okuts, as will be seen.
Kroeber recorded and transcribed some of the music of the California Indians and recorded Tachi (or
Tache) 141 Yokuts songs on gramophone cylinders before 1904. 142 Marjorie Cummins in the summer of
1940 also collected Tache Y okuts music, recorded on discs at Hanford. James Hatch in his study found
"no correspondence between the 1903 recordings [ofKroeber] and the 1940 recordings [of Cummins]," and
Professor Kroeber "suggested that the songs may have been brought in from outside the Tachi area" but
could have included songs of other Yokuts tribes. 143
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Kroeber, "Indians of California," 472.
Levy, 490. The Salinan lived in the area of present-day Salinas.
133
Kroeber, "Indians of California," 473.
134
Kroeber, Handbook, 191.
135
Geiger, As the Padres, 92.
136
Kroeber, Handbook, 471.
137
Geiger, As the Padres, 118.
138
Kroeber, Handbook, 471.
139
The Santa Clara Costanoan numerals 1 to 10 were recalled by Nasario Galindo in "Early Days at
Mission Santa Clara: Recollections of Nasario Galindo," translated by Cristina Alviso Chapman, with an
introduction by Keith Ponsford, in California Historical Society Quarterly 38 (June 1959): 101-111.
Thanks are due to ethnohistorian Robin F. Wells for this reference.
140
Kroeber, Handbook, 471.
141
Both spellings are in use (Robin F. Wells, oral communication, 21 April 2002).
142
James Hatch, "Tachi Y okuts Music," in The Kroeber Anthropological Society Papers 19 (Fall 1958):
47.
143
Hatch, 49.
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144
Alice Fletcher, one of the first American ethnomusicologists, wrote her "Music" article in the
Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico with emphasis on the music of Eastern and Plains
natives. 145 The following selected descriptions by her and by other well-known ethnomusicologists are,
however, relevant to the music of pre-contact California.
"Every public ceremony as well as each important act of an individual has its accompaniment of
147
In general, "Music was
song." 146 The music was appropriate and was distinctive to each occasion.
148
usually, if not always, connected with ritual and myth."
The classes of songs pertained to activities related to social life, subsistence, recreation, and warfare.
"Songs were employed as hunting or love charms, in dances and ceremonies, and in the telling of
myths." 149 That the Californians, like other American Indians, "could determine at once the class of a
strange song by the rhythm of the music" 150 seems probable. Occasions for song, according to the padres in
1814 at Mission .San Juan Bautista, included games, "different [songs] for the men and for the women".
"Other songs they have for funerals, others for healing their infirmities, still others to scoff at their enemies,
for going to war, for the hunt, for the men's' and women's' dances, for entertaining the youth, and many
151
Fletcher adds that there were songs for "fasting and
other stories and fables that could be related."
152
prayer, setting of traps, hunting, courtship," as well as for "facing and defying death."
Interestingly, in 1814, Fray Juan Bautista Sancho and Fray Pedro Cabot at Mission San Antonio (not an
Olhone mission but not far away from the Olhone missions) thought it important to mention that most or all
of the Indian songs "have no theme but use only single words naming birds, places in their area, etc. From
153
At times, the names of the features were recited or
their pagan days they have always sung these songs."
154
sung in order to invoke the spirits of these objects, and therefore the songs had a religious significance.
"Aside from tunes like lullabies and work songs, singing without instrumental accompaniment was quite
rare." 155 The Yokuts "musical devices were the elder-stalk flute, the split-elder baton for ceremonial
156
"The
singing, and the cocoon rattle of shamans. Drums and sounding boards were not used."
instruments provided a short introduction and closing and marked the rhythm; they were not intended for
producing melody." 157
Wallace states, "[I]n central California [the cleft stick] accompanied almost any dancing or singing, both
pleasure and ceremonial." 158 Hatch affirms that the Yokuts sang "preferably with a clapstick
accompaniment." 159 The clapper or clapstick was a type ofrattle and was made from a piece of laurel

144

Alice Cunningham Fletcher (1838-1923) began collecting ethnological and musical data on the Great
Plains among the Omaha and the Lakota Indians in 1883 and transcribed hundreds of songs. She was one
of the first to make field recordings of music on wax cylinders, beginning in 1893. She worked closely
from 1893 to 1896 with the music professor John Comfort Fillmore.
145
Fletcher also made some of the very first sound recordings, beginning in 1894.
146
Alice C. Fletcher, "Music and Musical Instruments," in Handbook of American Indians North of
Mexico, Part 1 (Bureau of American Ethnology, ed. Frederick Webb Hodge, Bulletin 30, Washington,
D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1905; Totowa, New Jersey: Rowman and Littlefield, 1975), 958.
147
Wallace, 642.
148
Levy, 490.
149
Levy, 490, cites Sylvia M. Broadbent, The Rumsen of Monterey: An Ethnography from Historical
Sources, University of California Archaeological Research Facility Contributions 14 (Berkeley, 1972), 71 .
15
Fletcher, 959.
151
Geiger, As the Padres, 136.
152
Fletcher, 959.
153
Geiger, As the Padres, 135.
154
Kroeber, Handbook, 70.
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Wallace, 644.
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Edward S. Curtis, The North American Indian (n.p.: 1924), 14:155.
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Wallace, 644.
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Wallace, 644.
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Hatch, 49.
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161

wood. 160 "One end of the stick was split and the pith removed; the unsplit ends served as a handle." "It
162
Otherwise, "When shaken the free ends clashed
was played by striking against the palm of the hand."
163
together, giving forth a clacking noise."
Among the Tachi Yokuts, "The clapsticks are clapped with the syllabic or rhythmic beat of the song,
164
"The end of a
except with one group of songs which required an almost independent accompaniment."
line is marked by a rapid vibration of the clapsticks which gives the effect of a compression," where the
165
"line" is "a complete phrase with as many reiterations as are sung before the transition to a new phrase."
"The combination of the group' s clapsticks and singing would carry the song to its conclusion with a
minimum of discontinuity." 166
Throughout California, "Container rattles with small objects placed inside were also popular. Moth
cocoons furnished the material for the greater number of these." "Tiny pebbles, seeds or even shell beads
were inserted into the dried envelopes after the pupae had been removed. The cocoons were then mounted
on handles of wood .... Most often the cocoon rattle functioned as a shaman ' s accessory, but it also saw
167
service in group ceremonials. This form of rattle had a wide distribution in the central section."
"Drums were strikingly absent over much of California though various substitutes were used to mark
169
rhythm." 168 The Olhones seem to have not known the foot drum, which was used by peoples to the north
and northeast of the Bay Area.
170
The wind instruments of the Olhone were whistles and flutes and were "made ofleg or wing bones of
large birds." A whistle consisted of "a straight bone tube with the lower end plugged by pitch or
asphalt." 171 "Whistles were also manufactured from hollowed sections of soft-grained wood or cane. Each
instrument had a single hole, generally at or near its center, which was partially stopped with a plug.
Central Californians sometimes bound together two whistles, each with a contrasting pitch, to form a twotoned instrument." 172 "Whistles were blown during ritual dances and by shamans when treating
patients." 173
The flute was the only instrument capable of producing melodies and was the only instrument played
separately from vocal music. 174 "The native flute was a wooden or cane tube, pierced by a horizontal row
of holes on its upper surface and with the mouth end trimmed down to a fairly sharp edge .. . . Holding the
instrument at a forty-five-degree angle or nearly vertical, and to one side of his mouth, the player blew
across the thin end, ofsening and closing the finger holes to form the various notes of the sweet and
plaintive melodies." 1 5 Flute playing, universal or nearly so in California, constituted a favorite leisure
pastime of young men and served as an aid to courtship.
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Alice Fletcher wrote of Native American musical form, "In structure the Indian song follows the outline
of the form which obtains in our own music--a short melodic phrase built on related tones ... repeated with
176
more or less variation, grouped into clauses [or, phrases], and correlated into periods."
According to the ethnomusicologist Bruno Netti, stylistically Olhone music falls into the CaliforniaYuman musical area. The Califomia-Yuman area is characterized by "the use of a relaxed, non-pulsating
vocal technique, which is found here to a greater degree than elsewhere on the continent." 177 Although
"Central California has greater rhythmic complexity and tenser vocal technique but is formally simpler"
than the Southern California and Yuman regions, 178 Hatch noted that a non-pulsating style was used by the
Tachi. 179
Netti also specified that the music of the California-Yuman peoples, including the Olhone and Yokuts,
180
This formal
was further typified by "the presence of the Rise, a type of form and melodic movement."
feature is in contrast to the terraced melodic contour found in Plains and Pueblo songs, despite the shared
overall trait of a descent in pitch from the beginning to the end of a song. The Rise, according to Netti,
"consists of the interruption of the general melodic trend, which is usually the repetition of a short section
or at least movement in a restricted range, by material with higher pitches." 181 More simply stated, the Rise
is "a higher pitch used in about the middle of the song." 182 "The rise in Tachi music can best be described
as a low-pitch low-contrast section alternating with a rise of a fourth or a fifth and a descending lyrical
passage back to the low-pitch low-contrast section." 183
Cummins observed, "Tache songs usually consist of two sections, each repeated. The typical form
might be designated as AABB (A being the first section which was repeated, and B, the second ... )." 184
Hatch noted "quite extensive" variation in the Tachi songs he heard, and wondered whether the variability
of the songs was structured. He concluded, "Melodic variation was frequent but showed no significant
direction" and thought this finding showed a lack of "consensus on the desirability or undesirability of
variation." He added that the lack of musical "direction" was inevitable because "the music is changing by
being forgotten." 185 To Hatch, the native musical tradition among the people involved in his research was
disappearing.
As to melody, scales and intervals, the Tache melodies "often used the five-tone scale, which is like our
major scale with the fourth and seventh tones left out." 186 Generally in the Califomia-Yuman area, "The
melodic intervals are mainly major and minor seconds and minor thirds. Major thirds, perfect fourths, and
perfect fifths are also relatively common." 187 Also, "the range of the songs tends to be relatively small; the
average is between a fifth and a major ninth." 188 Hatch mentioned that the Tachi songs are more restricted
in range than this and "seldom have more than an octave." 189
With regard to rhythm, Cummins stated, "Simple rhythms of 2/4, 4/4, and 6/8 were the usual ones used
by the Taches. Quite often they would skip a beat at the end of a phrase or sentence. That would make the
music score show a 5/4 or 3/4 meter temporarily .... At the dance, this elision would need to be corrected
176
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so that the dancer could have a regularly accented beat. In the past, rhythmic patterns may not have been
190 Helen H. Roberts found rhythmic intricacies in Yokuts music and noticed
quite as simple as these."
that at least one old man was "devastatingly apt" in his ability to carry on a metric pulse different in speed
191 Overall, tempos ranged from 63 beats to 138 beats per
from that of the song in a musical performance.
192
Nevertheless,
minute and considerable rhythmic variation has been noted in some of the Tachi songs.
"There is no syncopation in Tachi or northeastern music, but it does occur in the northwest California
groups."193
As regards harmony, neither part-singing nor round singing, nor any polyphonic or chordal singing, was
194 Hatch remarked that one of the exceptions was the Acorn Grinding
evident in Tache music to Cummins.
195
Song sung by the women.
196 Earlier songs seem to have contained
A feature ofTachi Yokuts songs "was the sparseness of lyrics."
197
"up to eight or ten phrases totaling as many as eighty syllables," although many songs may have been as
short as two phrases. By 1814, the Franciscans at Mission San Juan Bautista observed, "There is no
connection between the words of [the neophytes'] songs and many of the Indians do not even know the
198
meaning of the words for they have been taken from other tribes and languages."
199 Syllables such as
The Yokuts added syllables which had no meaning "in order to fill out the melody."
200 Hatch added, "Syllables such
ah and ha, sung in between the words, reinforced the rhythm of the rattles.
as pa, ta, we, na, and ka are extremely common and are used in many cases as nonsense syllables to fill out
the lines." 201 "Songs composed entirely of nonsense syllables are absent among the Tachi, and probably in
the entire Yokuts area."202 Syllables and words also were repeated and prolonged songs, such as the
203 "All of the Tachi songs recorded
handgame songs that Cummins transcribes from her 1940 collection.
showed a strongly syllabic character. This was true of the 1903 [by Kroeber], the 1940 [by Cummins], and
204
the 1957 [by Hatch] recordings."
In 1814 a friar at Mission San Carlos, "[The Indians] chant and dance while the names of seeds or
achievements are proclaimed; e.g. thus: 'Acorn, .. a .. Acorn.' 'Much seed a .. a .. much seed.' Should
- the chant happen to be one of vengeance or of ill-feeling ... they sing and dance to the same time shouting
something disparaging against each tribe with whom they are at war. For example: 'Thief e .. thief.' . .. or
205
other names or defects which they know of another tribe or personal enemy ...."
In Southern California and Yuman areas, songs "are often concluded by rhythmic shouting; some song
series have their own characteristic shouts which are used to close each song. The use of rhythmic grunting
206 Such
and shouting as a type of percussive-like accompaniment to melodies is found occasionally."
sounds have often been left out of transcriptions of Native American songs. The task of including them
might have seemed impossible to Father Viader and Father Catala, who observed in 1814 of the Mission
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Santa Clara neophytes, "Their diabolical and extravagant songs of cries and yells for their dances cannot be
reduced to tones, not even to scales. However, they observe very good time." 207

Music and Native Survivals at the Missions
An examination of the anecdotal evidence from the California mission period may provide a bit of
insight into the above-mentioned Indian musical practices in the context of the missions.
Father Duran wrote in 1813 that on his arrival at Mission San Jose ( in 1806, only a few years after the
founding of this mission), "the Ecclesiastical chant was so faulty that the one song the boys knew, the
Asperges, had neither feet nor head, and seemed a howl rather than a song. And let us not speak of the
masses, for in telling you, scarcely without exaggeration, that they did not know how to answer Amen, you
can judge the rest for yourself." 208 A consideration of the context may help put this statement into
perspective.
Firstly, the Asperges chant was probably the initial chant given in the liturgical choir book used at
Mission San Jose. The layout of this presumed source was probably similar in its order to the Liber
Usualis, which is close to that of the Santa Clara Choral Book. This, taken together with the evident close
relationship of the Choral Book to Father Duran's manuscripts, makes it quite possible that the Asperges
chant was located at the beginning of the choir book used at Mission San Jose. This chant may have been
the one chant that the Mission San Jose neophytes knew. In this event, the primary placement of the chant
and its significance, to accompany the sprinkling of holy water on special occasions, would seem to
indicate that the neophytes had learned neither erratically nor forgetfully. Perhaps the neophytes had
studied the chant with only minimal, if any, guidance from one of the outgoing missionaries and decided
themselves to perform the chant at the presentation of the new padre. They would have recognized that he
would be over them for the rest of his stay at the mission. The song might have been a gesture
acknowledging their subjection or a sign of resignation, or possibly a goodwill offering, but in any case
singing the Asperges represents an active response which would signal to any priest that the neophytes
were both worthy and competent.
Secondly, Duran's comment that the neophytes singing had ni pies ni cabeza, "neither feet nor head,"
does not necessarily indicate a lack of sense to the music. The terms the missionary used, "pies" and
"cabeza," refer to "stanzas" and "refrain," respectively, in Spanish poetry. The then-popular Spanish song
form known as the villancico comprised pies and cabeza, along with an intermediate transitional section
called the mudanza, where the musical and poetic patterns of the other two elements were combined.
Father Duran seems to have meant that he could not identify what he heard in Spanish terms or
comprehend it as being of a Spanish musical form. Whether or not he found the formal structure of the
native music absolutely unintelligible was left to the reader's imagination. Nevertheless, from the above
discussion of Olhone and Yokuts music, it again seems that the neophytes were undertaking an adaptation
in response to their situation.
Thirdly, the priest observed that the chant "seemed a howl [hullido] rather than a song." This may
reflect the typically strong aversion of European and American visitors to the non-melodic vocalizations
that may be part of Native American musical performances. It seems worthwhile to look further into these
practices.
As an extended example, the Pomo Indians relatively recently (in the 1940s and 1950s) allowed some
student ethnomusicologists to observe and take notes at several dances that were revivalist events of the
Maru cult. 209 Their resulting publication bears witness to a number of specific occurrences of what could
be called "howls," in context in which they occurred, as described below.
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The students during one of the dance events took notice of"an explosive 'Hu, Hu!' which, signaled by
the leader, accompanied the end of singing."210 "The burden singers punctuated the chants by expelling the
breath sharply with explosive 'Hu, Hu!' sounds." 211 Also, singers on "reaching a break in the music,
212
ending with an explosive 'Hu, Hu!" which was repeated as part of the next period of singing and dance."
During a dance cycle when some of the audience members participated, "after the dancers returned to
their placed, cheers were often heard, such as 'Hurrah for Boots!" or 'Hurray for our side!' (meaning that
side of the dance house)." 213 "Other signs of approbation were heard periodically throughout the evening,
214
including loud shorts of 'Oh!' Occasionally this shout was heard when no dancing was going on."
215
"Quite often, a shout of' Buena!' would be heard at the end of a dance cycle."
During a cycle of one dance of November, 1948, "At the end of the third and seventh units in this series
of eight the singers signified that the next dance was the fourth or eighth unit by saying 'hia ha' three or
four times." 216 Four and eight were held to be "sacred numbers." 217
In the finishing section of a Maru ceremony in December, 1950, performers "with split-stick rattles
shook them four separate times, each time being accompanied by a loud 'yu! ha!' from the performers.
Then all turned around in position counter-clockwise, expelling their breath loudly. The regalia were then
placed in the trunk" and the formal part of the ceremony was terminated. 218
In November of 1951, "At a signal each dancer, in tum, came up and placed his right foot on the end of
the foot drum. One of the chief singers was standing on the drum, and as each dancer placed his foot on it
the singer uttered a high-pitched howl which slowly died away. Beside the drum, the other main singer
followed the howl by a long series of sounds, 'kwoqkwoqkwoqkwoq,' uttered rather quietly but rapidly.
After all performers had done this the dancers were in their original starting positions" and the ceremony
ended.219
In April of 1959, at the beginning of a dance, "The flag-bearer danced back and forth in front of the
kneeling line [of dancers] four times, slowly waving his flag and blowing his whistle. After his fourth
passage along the line the flag-bearer returned to a point in front of the first Bighead dancer and gave a
vocal signal, 'Ha!' At this the dancer arose and followed the flag-bearer in his serpentine dancing to the
next stop, where the whole procedure was repeated."220
The trait of"Oh!" as a call of approval is considered to be general in central California and to date from
before Drake's visit in 1579. 221 "The Indians who greeted Drake applauded by shouting 'Oh!' after the
speeches of their chiefs. The same applause was used for psalms sung by the English. This occurrence was
noted in presumed Coast Miwok territory, but it is apparently a basic trait in central California." 222
Father Duran claimed that the neophytes "did not know how to answer Amen." The limited selection of
evidence above, though, even without much context, suggests that the neophytes understood much and
were attempting to survive their experience at the mission, incorporating their own perspective into the
music as they saw fit.
21
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Father Duran further commented on the apparent reliance of the neophyte choir on a few members, who
"towed" the rest. Duran states that in the absence of these "two or three" leaders, "the rest, instead of
performing a devout and solemn service, fall into a jargon and create a clamor so ridiculous that it certainly
belies the majesty and sanctity of the religious worship." 223 This testimony, looked at another way, perhaps
shows an adaptation on the part of the neophytes. Moreover, the padre himself may have shared this
impression, which may have helped to convince him that it was possible to develop a musical system that
would enable the neophytes to retain the music, even when "these poor Indians are compelled to carry on
224
all the functions by themselves."
Robert Louis Stevenson, on his visit of November 4, 1879 to Mission San Carlos, witnessed a result of
the musical efforts at the California missions. This day marked the feast day of Saint Charles Bon-omeo,
the patron saint of the mission, and hence was very significant to believers and traditionally celebrated with
special music.
The Indians troop together, their bright dresses contrasting with their dark and
melancholy faces; and there among a crowd of somewhat unsympathetic holiday makers,
you may heard God served with perhaps more touching circumstances than in any other
temple under heaven. An Indian, stone blind and about eighty years of age, conducts the
singing; other Indians compose the choir, yet they have the Gregorian music at their
finger ends, and pronounced the Latin so correctly that I could follow the meaning as
they sang. The pronunciation was odd and nasal, the singing hurried and staccato. "In
saecula saeculo-ho-horum" they went, with a vigorous aspirate to every additional
syllable. I have never seen faces more vividly lit up with joy than the faces of these
Indian singers. It was to them not only the worship of God, nor an act by which they
recalled and commemorated better days, but was besides an exercise of culture, where all
they knew of art and letters was united and expressed. And it made a man's heart sorry
for the good fathers of yore, who had taught them to dig and to reap, to read and to sing,
who had given them European Mass-books, which they still preserve and study in their
cottages, and who had now passed away from all authority and influence in that land-to
be succeeded by greedy land thieves and sacrilegious pistol shots. 225
The former neophytes pronounced the Latin exquisitely well, even though the mission chants were not,
strictly speaking, of Gregorian vintage. The "nasal" production of sound was possibly traditional, and
perhaps Stevenson was referring to the somewhat tense vocal production of central Californians that was
discussed above. Mission San Antonio (at present-day Carmel) served the Monterey area Rumsen Olhone.
Significantly, the Rumsen community maintained its speech and traditions into the early twentieth century.
In addition, the singers in their treatment of the syllables "saecu/a saeculorum" seem to have expressed
something of their Indian heritage. These syllables end certain chants of the Mass and the Office, such as
the doxology. In Gregorian chant tradition, the ending of a chant is melismatic. 226 Given such conditions,
the Indians could have brought the syllabic nature of their music (that of the Yokuts) into play by adding
their own syllables to accompany every note of the melisma.
Another interpretation is, perhaps, that the singing of the above syllables reflected the practice of
"expelling the breath sharply" as I described above in the case of the Pomo, even to the "staccato"
rendering. The "Oh!" sound remarked upon in central California as a signal of approbation might be
relevant to this context. The obvious conclusion is that the foreigner's description, belittling as it may seem
at first, may be read as a tribute, intentional or not, to the Indians.
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It is likely that the response of the Olhones in the mission atmosphere was similar to that described by
Louis Choris on his visit to Mission San Francisco, which was one of the most ethnically diverse, and
hence possibly most conflict-ridden, California mission: "I have never seen one [California Indian] laugh.
227
Choris was dealing with Indians newly brought in to the
have never seen one look one in the face."
mission, and, to be sure, the like has been said of some of the missionaries, including Father Duran, who
228
was described as cheerless by Duhaut-Cilly in 1827 . My survey of central California Indian music and
my review of the musical details about the Olhone missions, particularly Santa Clara and San Jose,
demonstrate that the native peoples responded in their musical behavior to the invasions of their territories
and to their own forced relocation to the missions. The musical evidence indicates a means of positive
response that has often been overlooked in the literature. The neophytes' ability to adapt underscores their
intelligence and determination in the face of near-total devastation of their traditions.
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CHAPTER3
CHANTS FOR THE PROPER OF FEAST DAYS

Most of the Introits in the Choral Book are set to a single basic melody or melodic formula, in contrast to
the plethora oflntroit settings in the Liber Usualis. The Alleluias are also generally based on one melody.
In addition, the Communion settings can all be derived from a single melody. Father Duran's Pr6logo of
1813 describes just this type of liturgical simplification. The manuscript states the various principles and
techniques that guided his choices for the musical program at nearby Mission San Jose :
[A]ll the Introits, Allelujas [sic] and Communions are the same tone [tono]. This may
displease someone, but it is imperative to take into account how little the Indians
promise at present in regard to attempting that variety of tones used by other choirs,
where directors are regularly in charge; but these poor Indians are compelled to carry
on all the functions by themselves, and it is necessary to make things easy for them if
they are to sing well. For this reason I considered it easier to arrange said parts for
them according to one melody. The Introits, therefore, are the First Tone, conforming
to or imitating the Gaudeamus, which is a chant I have heard praised; with the
exception of the Introits for Ash Wednesday and Holy Week, where it seemed to me
more in conformity with the spirit of the Church and the mysteries of those days to set
the Introits to the Fourth Tone. The Allelujas and Communions of the year are the
Sixth Tone for the same reason of seeming more consonant with the spirit of the
Mass. And if this bore anyone, let such a one recall that up to now nobody has been
bored by the Orations, Epistles, Gospels, Prefaces, Pater Noster, etc., despite the fact
that they are always sung to the same melodies.229
A~hough describing practices at Mission San Jose, the Pr6logo hints that a comparison of the Introits
found ithin the Santa Clara Choral Book will yield striking similarities, although, of course, the liturgical
text vari s throughout the calendar. The music adds or subtracts notes in certain ways, varying the length
of the tune according to the number of text syllables in the Introit given for the day, and so the individual
Introits will inevitably contrast somewhat with each other musically as well as textually. The melody
common to Introits, except those of Ash Wednesday and Holy Week, is indeed that of the Gaudeamus as
transcribed by da Silva,230 which is almost identical to the Gaudeamus. . . Mariae chant of the Introit of the
Mass for the Feast of the Assumption of the B.V.M. (LU, 1490); the Gaudeamus Sanctorum omnium Introit
of the Mass for the Feast of All Saints, which takes place on November 1 (LU, 1482); and the Introit for the
Mass of Saint Anne (LU, 1384). Most of the Santa Clara Choral Book Introits resemble each other closely,
once care is taken to compare corresponding sections delimited by bar lines.
What sort of thing were the tonos that interested Father Duran? In samples of Duran' s musical writings,
tono seems, at least part of the time, to mean "melody" and not the more modern translation of "key" or
"mode." Duran' s manuscript page titled "Entonaciones de los 8 tonos para los Sa/mos de los Jntroit[o]s
por la so/a Clave de Ffauf' 231 suggests that the usable melodies numbered eight. 232
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The Santa Clara Choral Book illustrates Father Duran's statement that he assigned the different parts of
the Mass to different Tones (tonos) or liturgical melodies that he selected. For instance, the Verso section
(the second part) of the Introit of the Feast of Circumcision, beginning with the words "Cantate Domino"
on page one of the Santa Clara Choral Book, uses the same melody as that given for Duran's First Tone of
233
Plate V. In addition, the Communion of this feast day (CB, 1) uses Duran's Sixth Tone, conforming to
his indication. Furthermore, the Verso "Miserere" from the Introit of Ash Wednesday or "Dia de Zeniza"
(CB, 4) has the same melody as the Fourth Tone, as do the Verso "Deus Deus meus" of"Domingo de
Ramos" or Palm Sunday (CB, 7) and the Verso "Deus miserereatur" of "Jueves S[an]to" or Holy Thursday
(CB, 8). The translation of tono as "melody" and the choice of liturgical melodies as seen in da Silva' s
Plate V make sense in these cases and throughout the rest of the Santa Clara Choral Book, according to
Duran's description.
Also demonstrated in the Choral Book, but not mentioned by Father Duran, is that, during Septuagesima
(or, the seven weeks before Easter), it is standard practice to replace the Alleluia of the Proper of the Mass
with the Tract (Latin Tractus) . Yet specific to the Choral Book, the Tracts employ the same chant melody
as the melody of the Alleluias of the rest of the year. Indeed, throughout most of the Choral Book, the
Alleluia (or Tract) melody appears with only slight variation, which could be expected as the text varies
only a little.
The procedures involved in varying the music of the above parts of the liturgy--the Introit, the Alleluia
or Tract, and the Communion--are simple enough to describe briefly. Because the text may be as short as
several words or as long as several sentences, the music needs to be shortened or lengthened appropriately.
The matching of melody to text seems to have been done according to the following process. First, the
text is broken into phrases. Each existing musical phrase may then be matched to each text phrase, which
are usually set off by vertical bar lines drawn on the staves. The musical phrases tend to maintain their
starting notes and ending notes. The short melodic progressions of each phrase are treated as units that may
xpanded by repetition or by creating Baroque-type sequences or imitation.
New material may be added in other ways, such as by creating a "flexion," or an addition of a note or
s between two pitches of the model which causes the melody to change direction and then change
direction again before going on to the next original pitch. If the text is short, a musical phrase in the model
may be removed, or various units within the musical phrase may be omitted.
Overall, smooth transitions between the starting melody and additions (or elisions) are achieved by
maintaining the beginning and ending notes and the direction of melodic movement. The result is a melody
that fits the text in a relatively syllabic fashion yet closely resembles the model, just as almost all of the
Introits resemble the Gaudeamus mentioned by Duran.
The tonos of Father Duran are not named in the Santa Clara Choral Book, and the chant melodies found
in it that match his system do not prove the Mission San Jose friar' s authorship of the chant music,
considering that he could have used existing music to illustrate the tones and teach his practice to his
neophyte music students. Father Duran's musical manuscripts, whether the music was transcribed or newly
composed, nevertheless may be useful to researchers attempting to trace and to correlate the melodies
found in music manuscripts of the Spanish mission era.
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CHAPTER4
NON-LITURGICAL RELIGIOUS SONGS AT MISSION SANTA CLARA

/

The Franciscans introduced to the Indians various religious songs in the Spanish language. The
Franciscan Order had encouraged music in the vernacular since as early as the thirteenth century. Such
songs as encountered in California and in the Choral Book can be termed "himnos. " 234 Considering the
religious character, the musical simplicity, and the poetic imagery of these songs, and the use of the
common language, the use of this Spanish word for "hymn" seems appropriate. Depending on the occasion
or liturgical setting, this type of religious song may also be termed antiphon, processional chant, litany, or
anthem. The form, style, and devotional content of the himnos in the Choral Book further suggest that the
himnos may have been sung both inside of church and possibly also outside, during processions, private
devotions 235 and vows, 236 and sacred dramas.
Each of the seventeen himnos in the Choral Book is relatively compact. Some of the himnos are
strophic, where a number of stanzas is fitted to one repeated melody. Others are through-composed, where
new music accompanies each new line of text and the music does not repeat exactly. Most contain musical
repetition and textual phrases balanced by rhyme and rhythm, though the number of syllables in the
strophic himnos tends to vary. See Appendix D for my musical transcriptions of all of the seventeen
himnos found in the Choral Book, followed by the full Spanish text and my English translations.
The himnos in stanza form tend to be written in a script smaller than that of the through-composed Latin
pieces in the Choral Book. The use of smaller handwriting for antiphon and hymn texts is a practice that
dates back to medieval manuscripts. 237 Such matters of form, together with the mention of Duns Scotus, as
will be explained, suggest that perhaps, though generally considered less "important" pieces liturgically and
theologically, these himnos belong to an old tradition.
The himnos found throughout the Choral Book are homorhythmic and are set syllabically, in that one
syllable is set to one note or chord of the music. The number of syllables per line is usually seven or eight,
although this varies a little from line to line, as is the tendency in much Spanish poetry. The text lines are
rhymed throughout each himno in what could be traditional Spanish patterns, as will be seen.
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I follow William Summers's designation of himno in his study of music manuscripts from the California
missions.
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A Catholic devotion is the act of paying dedicated attention to a religious purpose or object. Devotions
usually had to be authorized by the Church to some degree, yet could be privately carried out without the
air of a member of the clergy, making such devotions an example of extra-liturgical worship. Devotions
were often in the common language, and many prayers involving the Virgin Mary were suited for
devotions.
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Saturday, were all part of the movement set into motion by Trent to encourage an active prayer life among
the laity. To this end, it is noteworthy that Mission Santa Clara purchased medals (medal/as), small
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Terminology (Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press, 1982; reprinted 1986 and 1995), 149.
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Two of the Santa Clara Choral Book himnos form a pair. One is addressed to San Jose or Saint Joseph,
238
the Spouse of Mary, and the other, on the facing page, to Mary, the Mother of Jesus. Each occupies an
entire page and both are similarly written out. The first two staves of music are each placed above a line or
two of text. Following this are seven numbered strophes set to two staves of music. A line headed in red
ink "ultimo" (" last") also appears in both himnos. The ultimo line in the himno to Joseph appears
underneath the first line of text on the page, just above the second stave of music. The ultimo line in the
himno to Mary stands by itself at the very end of the page. As will be seen, the ultimo markings indicate
how to perform these two himnos.
The distinguishing traits of this pair of himnos can be linked to the key aspects of a vi//ancico. The
other Spanish songs in the Choral Book seem not to be of the vi//ancico type. The vi//ancico is a kind of
popular music associated with church services and religious festivals. There is no consistent definition of a
vi//ancico, although modern Spanish-English dictionaries usually gloss it as "Christmas carol."
Nonetheless, the type is old in Spain and includes several forms such as that found in the pair of himnos to
Joseph and Mary, key characters in the Nativity.
The components of a typical vi//ancico include the estribi//o (known as the "head" or refrain), which
usually corresponds to the first two lines. The estribi/lo of the two himnos consists of the first two lines of
music together with the accompanying text. The next part of the vi//ancico is the cop/a (known as the
"feet" or stanza). This part corresponds to the seven numbered strophes of the himno pair. The last part of
the cop/a is called the rnudanza ("move"), where the music is from the estribi//o but the text rhyme matches
that of the preceding line of the cop/a. An asymmetry is hence produced that is characteristic of the
vil/ancico and is also found in this pair of songs .
Further inspection of the rhyme scheme of this Choral Book hirnno pair shows that in the case of the
himno to Joseph, the refrain, which is the first four phrases (or two lines), and has the rhyme scheme
ABBA. Each stanza can be generalized to CDDCCA, where A is the ending of both the refrain and the
stanza. The text rhyme scheme of the himno to Mary is ABBA (my use of the same capital letters as in the
himno to Joseph indicate the same sounds) in the first four phrases or two lines. Following this is one
stanza, BBBBBC. The rest of the stanzas may be generalized to DEEDDA, where A, again, is the rhyme
that begins and ends the refrain. The repeated rhymes that change every other line fit a definition of the
240
239
As expected, the second half of the mudanza or vuelta rhymes with the second half of
vil/ancico form.
the estribil/o, as in the himno pair.
The red ink notations also serve to identify the two compositions as vi//ancicos. In the song to Joseph,
the Ultimo line, which also appears last on the page, is the final line of the entire song. The third of the first
three lines of the song to Mary is also marked Ultimo , and, assuming that the logic is the same for both
songs, this line would be the last sung. The Ultimo text line of either song is evidently to be sung in place
of another line of the text, because no music is written above or beneath the Ultimo line. Referring to the
above rhyme scheme, the rhyme of the ultimo line in each case is seen to match the rhyme of the second
line of the refrain and not the first. I infer that the Ultimo line is to be sung to the second line of the refrain
in either song.
Another notation that can explain how to perform the himno pair is the red "R" that appears after the last
line of each stanza in the song to Joseph, and at the second line of the refrain in the song to Mary. The "R"
241
is undoubtedlr an abbreviation and the word it most likely replaces is "responsi6n," and not "respuesta"
24
The rubric seems to indicate that the refrain (estribillo) , as identified by the "R" in the
or "refrein. "
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This Saint Joseph was also the patron saint of Alta California.
See Table 3 in Isabel Pope, "Villancico, 2," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians
(1980) 19:769.
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himno to Mary, should be sung after each stanza (cop/a), as signaled by the appearances of"R" in the
himno to Joseph. This pattern is just that of a villancico.
The villancico form as shown in the examples confirms the identification of the two pieces as
villancicos. The text and form of the pair of himnos to Joseph and to Mary hence fit within accepted
definitions of the Spanish villancico.
The strong and continuing popularity of the villancico in Spain and in Latin America, where the
villancico continued even after it was outlawed by royal decree in 1765 to suppress the vulgar versions that
became ubiquitous, would make it surprising if no villancicos were sung in California. By the ~ideighteenth century, the vi/lancico in the Spanish speaking world had developed under Italian influence into
a multi-section polyphonic work including arias and recitatives, elaborated by such means as musical
imitation, word painting, and varied instrumental sections. The Choral Book's pair of himnos seems to
represent a much earlier class of villancico, possibly originating in the fifteenth or sixteenth century.
Although the above himno pair may be identified as belonging to the villancico class, the Italian lauda
spirituale or simply lauda ought also to be considered as a category. The /aude were the non-liturgical
religious songs of praise and devotion connected with the Franciscans. Such songs were intended to be
sung by anyone, since the text was in the common language. The lauda is musically related to other
medieval European song forms: the French vire/ai, the Italian ballata and the English carol. 243 Another
song type that takes the form of the virelai is the Spanish cantiga, which preceded the villancico. All of
these typically have an AAB musical form, as does the /auda, but very few examples of /aude are extant
and their form usually shows modifications.
The form and especially the content of the /auda are significant to this study. The laude spirituali,
such as the well-known "Canticle f the Sun" written by Saint Francis, were to be sung as a substitute for
profane songs, 244 and were intended to convey Christian spiritual teachings to the common people in their
language. A principal religious theme of the songs cherished by the Franciscans and also of the himnos
found in the Choral Book is praise of the Virgin Mary. These himnos include the four Salves (CB 68, line
1; 68, line 3; 68, line 4); "Sois concebida Virgen [sic]" (CB, 68); "Eres toda hermosa" (CB, 129); and
"Toda hermosa eres Maria" (CB, 136-137).
Other Choral Book songs with typically Franciscan themes link Santa Clara as a California
missions to the Franciscan past. These include the himnos to the saints and especially to Mary, such as
"Dulce esposo de Maria" (CB, 62), "Para dar luz . .. Esposo" (CB, 63), and "Para dar luz . .. a/va" (CB,
64). The songs that commemorate the birth, Passion and Resurrection of Christ include "O pan de vida"
(CB, 67); "O sacratissimo cuerpo" (CB, 65). In addition, the Divine Love appears in one himno (CB, 6566). The approach of death is addressed in "O sacratissimo cuerpo" (CB, 65), "O sacratissimo cuerpo
adoramos" (CB, 140), and "Toda hermosa eres Maria" (CB, 136-137).
The Choral Book himnos share other textual traits with the Franciscan /aude. As in the /aude, the
themes of the Choral Book hymns are treated in a familiar way, as shown by the homely imagery of nearly
all the Choral Book himnos. In addition, the character of the himnos seems to share the /aude' s "easy,
natural, and unforced" quality. 245
To return to the himno pair, each of the seven stanzas of the himnos to Joseph and to Mary
commemorates one of seven aspects of the saint. Seven is a number of religious significance, in such
formulations as the "seven sorrows" or the "seven joys of Mary." The himno to Joseph addresses the saint
by identifying him with seven of the nine ranks of angels, with one rank named in each verse. The order of
the verses follows the order of the ranking, from those angels closest to earth to the cherubim and seraphim,
or the most heavenly of all angels. This himno celebrates the loving and powerful nature of Joseph and his
role as a guide and intercessor for believers. The Ultimo line proclaims Joseph's particularly close, sinless
relationship to Mary.
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The carol was a traditional song not necessarily associated with Christmas, distinguished by a form
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Mary is celebrated in the poetic imagery of the second hymn, which alludes to her incomparable virtues
as well as to the history of the Church and to the Crucifixion and Resurrection. The Franciscan Order
carried forward the special veneration of Mary and the Eucharist into the mainstream of the Church by the
end of the thirteenth century. From this time or even earlier, Mary was regarded first and foremost as the
246
"Mother of God," and also as the "Queen of Heaven, crowned and seated on the right hand of Christ."
Mary was seen "as the restorer of salvation (the new Eve), as intercessor to Christ in Judgment, and as the
247
supreme mediatrix between heaven and earth .... [She was] the sinner's best avenue to salvation."
Perhaps the Choral Book's hymns to Mary and its other devotional songs functioned as New World
248
rogativas, implorindeavenly protection against drought and illness, as they had in Spain.
The sixth stantiiof the himno to Mary apparently commemorates a miracle involving the most famous
Franciscan theologian, John Duns Scotus, known as Escoto in Spanish (circa 1256-1308). Duns Scotus is
49
recognized for his devotion to Mary and to the notion of the Immaculate Conception.2 Around 1300,
Scotus championed the doctrine of Mary's Immaculate Conception in a public dispute according to the
rules of the University of Paris, where the dispute was held. If Scotus had failed to win his argument, the
University would have had to expel him. Yet a great miracle occurred.
When the fixed day of the dispute arrived, on leaving the convent, [Scotus] passed before
a statue of Our Lady and with suppliant voice entreated her: "Allow me to praise you, 0
Most Holy Virgin; give me strength against your enemies." Our Lady responded with a
prodigious visible sign: The head of the statue moved and bowed slightly before him ....
Scotus proceeded to the debate and won. From that day the University of Paris took up
250
the same cause to defend this privilege [i.e., doctrine] of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
In the seventeenth century, and presumably for some time afterward, professors in Spain were required
251
The Franciscan
to "lecture in the spirit of the teacher whose name was given to the professorial chair."
masters hence were expected present carefully and thoroughly the opinions of Duns Scotus, just as the
Augustinians singled out Saint. Augustine and the Benedictines Saint Thomas Aquinas. Stanza six of the
himno to Mary (CB, 64), beginning "Para defender Escoto en Paris esta opinion," sums up the miracle and
shows the importance of Scotus's legacy to the Franciscans, even as far away from Europe as California.
Musically, the himno to Joseph is especially notable for its tune and harmony, which are borrowed from
the early Spanish dance music known as the folia or folias espanoles. A Mexican instrumental music
source from about 1740, the Tablatura de Vihuela, contains an example ofthefolia espanola along with
about fifty other types of dance music. 252 Yet the Choral Book version ofthefolia is unusual, perhaps even
unique among the hundreds of settings composed since the seventeenth century, for its treatment of rhythm.
The first line of the Choral Book himno, for instance, is in triple meter (with downbeats in capitals):
REST-short-short-LONG-short-SHORT-long-LONG-short, instead of the typical triple-meter folia pattern
of accents: LONG-short-LONG-short-LONG-short-LONG-short.
The melody of the himno to Mary also seems to be Iberian. The Spanish scholar Felipe Pedrell
published several such songs in his Canciones musical popular. In one of these, the fragment of a tonada
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de romance religiosa used by the composer Salinas to set the text, "Contemplando, tan cal/ando," shares
254
an overall musical pattern with this himno to Mary. This is an old melodic type in Spain comprised of
four pitches, ascending then descending, with a somewhat jagged contour. In this case, the melody first
ascends two whole steps, then a half step, then descends back to the starting pitch (i.e., up the major scale
from the tonic to the subdominant and back). The melody is repeated several times to make up the song,
which is also true to this type.
255
Two other songs published by Pedrell, entitled (in Catalan) "Ballada dels Goyts de Nostra Dona" and
256
"Goigs de Nostra Senyora de Nuria" suggest the old Catalonian genre of "goigs" (gozos or "joys"),
songs of praise to the Virgin Mary or to a local patron saint. According to Robert M. Stevenson, "The gozo
has a refrain phrased as an invocation: successive stanzas narrate the life or tradition, miracle or apparition
of the saint." 257 The section of Pedrell's Ballada labeled "Tornada" and the "Cob/es" of his Goigs de
Nuestra Senyora are musically comprised of the general melodic contour and pitch structure (four notes
ascending then descending) shared by the Choral Book's villancico to Mary, even including the melodic
dip at the center of the sections. The text associated with the Tornada, "Ave Maria gratia plena," is the
beginning of the Catholic Latin prayer to the Virgin Mary known as the Ave Maria, or "Hail Mary." The
text of this prayer has traditionally been commonly used in private as well as in public devotions, 258 and the
neophytes at Mission Santa Clara may have learned the prayer in song form. Another possible match to
this Choral Book himno to Mary is a melody transcribed by Corbat6 and Crow, 259 identified as a tune from
Asturias, Spain.
Hymns to Mary could be part of private or public devotions, such as the Little Office of Our Lady, a
simplified version of the Divine Office dating from the tenth century or even earlier. 260 The Little Office
was especially important to the secular orders and to monasteries. Its popularity is demonstrated by the
many Books of Hours that belonged to lay persons and were based on the Little Office. The Indian
neophytes in New Mexico's early missions, which were Franciscan, apparently sang the Little Office and
seemed to know it well. 261 The Southwest missions are known to have been a model for the California
missions, although the music is not always identical. 262 It seems reasonable to conclude that the himnos to
Mary could have been antiphons or hymns for the Little Office, to be substituted for their Latin
counterparts during church services or at certain hours of the day.
Other Spanish-language songs in the Choral Book could also have been sung on certain liturgical or
semi-liturgical occasions. Several of the himnos proclaim the Eucharist, 263 the center of the Mass. The
rubric on page 65 of the Choral Book, "Para a/zar la Hostia ji Caliz," indicates that this and other himnos
referring to the Eucharist would belong with the "Eucharistic hymns," which may be sung during
Communion. Songs in the common language apparently could sometimes replace the chants prescribed by
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the Roman Rite. When the Host is exposed (uncovered by the priest), a hymn is sung. After the hymn, any
264
approved hymn, litany or antiphon could be sung.
Those Santa Clara Choral Book himnos that are in stanza form could be suitable for use during
processions, another practice that dates back to medieval times. Alfred Robinson described such a
procession in 1833, a season of great drought, at Mission Santa Barbara:
At this important crisis, the holy father of the mission was besought, that the " Virgin de
nuestra Senora de/ Rosario" might be carried in procession through the town, whilst
prayers and supplications should be offered for her intercession with the Almighty in
behalf of their distress. This was complied with, as was customary on such occasions,
and conducted in the following manner. First came the priest in his robes who, with a
fine, clear voice led the Rosary. On each side of him were two pages, and the music
followed ; then, four females , who supported on their shoulders a kind of litter, on which
rested a square box containing the figure of the Holy Virgin. Lastly, came a long train of
men, women and children, who united in the recital of the sacred mysteries. The figure
was ornamented for the occasion with great finery , and every one who pleased, had
contributed some rich ornament of jewelry or dress, for its display. In this manner, they
proceeded from the church, through the town, to the beach, chanting verses between the
mysteries, accompanied by violins and flutes . From the beach, they returned to the
265
church in the same order, when the prayers were concluded.
The finery and the gifts of ornaments suggest that Hispanic settlers took part in this procession, and not just
the Indian neophytes.
The poetic term "stanza" comes from the Latin stare, "to stand." A religious procession would
periodically halt its progress at prepared altars or "stations" along the path. Englehardt states, " It was on
266
the Alameda where the public outdoor devotions took place." Near Santa Clara, Father Magin Catala
"had the [fourteen] Stations of the Cross erected along the Alameda halfway to San Jose. Every Friday Fr.
Magin with the Indians would begin the Way of the Cross before the altar in church at three o'clock in the
267
At each station, while all stood, a soloist--perhaps a
afternoon, and then visit every station in turn."
priest--would sing one stanza of the processional hymn. Then the other people would sing the refrain. The
procession would continue onward to the next station, where the next stanza would be sung and the refrain
repeated.
A most important procession was held on the Feast Day of Corpus Christi, which at Santa Clara was
especially splendid. Father Magin "had three altars erected outside the church at some distances apart. The
procession would pass out through the front door, make a stop at every one of the three altars, and then
return through the puerta de costado, or side door. . . . The Indians would sing the hymns in Latin as
268
prescribed. "
In all cases, the procession was supposed to end up back at the church, and there the last line of the
refrain would be sung. The "Ultimo" lines of the himno pair to Joseph and Mary seem to be especially
appropriate for such a rite, because of the conclusive and triumphant character of their texts.
On many occasions, the Spanish religious dramas known as autos sacramentales were performed
269
by neophytes at Mission Santa Clara, where the himnos may have been performed. "Autos
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sacramentales generally consisted of one act with a loa (prologue) or other introduction and a finale in
praise of the Sacrament." 270 At the time of secularization, a book of several autos written by the Spanish
Golden Age dramatist Pedro Calderon de la Barca was found on the shelves of the Santa Clara mission's
library. Beryl Hoskin in her Santa Clara Mission library inventory includes this book, titled Autos
sacramentales, alegoricos, y historiales de insigne poeta Espanol, Don Pedro Calderon de la Barca,
Cavallero de/ orden de Santiago . . . Ano de 17 17, and describes the contents, "Famous religious plays of
the great Spanish dramatist which records show were used a good deal in the early drama of the
Missions." 271 According to Father Arthur Spearman, autos seem to have been performed regularly at
Mission Santa Clara. 272
Calderon inserted many musical references into his plays yet did not publish any of the music.
Generally, the music that accompanied the autos in earlier centuries has been rarely published, despite the
long history of the form in Spain and Latin America, but religious music definitely would have been
included. Music from the Gloria of the Mass may have been used. In particular, autos after the CounterReformation emphasized the Eucharist and sometimes were accompanied by villancicos. 273 I believe that
the religious himnos in the Choral Book could have played a part in such dramas.
The Franciscan songs known as laude, described above, were in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the
musical part of sacred dramas in ltaly, 274 and the Franciscans on this basis may have brought the Choral
Book himnos into the Spanish autos. Autos sacramentales were performed frequently and regularly in
Mexico, especially at Christmas-time, and they were popular among Franciscan communities. 275
Again, the great fondness of the Franciscans for popular Spanish music 276 would suggest that the padres
made provision for music to accompany the autos. An auto typically contained "frequent interruptions for
intermedios, which often included bailes or danzas. " 277 The intermedios could have presented popular
Mexican--or even lndian--dances and songs, as was done in Mexico, 278 just as intermedios in Spain
included Spanish dances and folksongs.2 79
The padres' great fondness for and wide acquaintance with popular Spanish music cannot be
overestimated. Even though the "complete secularization of the auto sacramentale led to its prohibition by
royal decree in 1765," the decision was "not totally supported by the church." The dramas "continued to be
performed in small cities and villages for a considerable time afterwards," 280 as indeed they were at
Mission Santa Clara.
One such dramatic type, Los pastores or the pastorela, was "a reenactment of the Nativity story"
derived from the Spanish auto. 281 The Pastore/a composed by Father Ibanez or Ybanez (1740-1818)282 of
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Spearman asserts that the Ibanez pastorela was published in facsimile and translated by Maria Lopez de
Lowther in A Monterey Pastore/a (Spearman, 50). However, Lowther's edition is based on a copy
supposed to be of the Ibanez play written out by the actor Jacinto Rodriguez decades later. By my
inspection (September 17, 2004), the manuscript held in the Bancroft Library that Lyndley Bynum alluded
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283
Father lbafiez also composed the Mass
Mission Soledad "was, it is said, a prime favorite in California."
284
of Saint Dominic, in a collection dated June, 1812 that was found among the Santa Clara Mission
manuscripts. According to Hoskin, "Since there were others than lbafiez working on [this collection's]
pages, one of the other Fathers may have carried it with him to Santa Clara from the College of San
285
If a copy of the lbafiez pastorela appeared at Mission Santa
Fernando, or from the Mission Soledad."
Father lbafiez is supposed to have composed the music,
manner.
Clara, it may have arrived in some such
but the himnos from the Santa Clara Choral Book may also have been used. The only apparent extant copy
of a California pas tore la, made by Jacinto Rodriguez, who acted in the play close to if not actually during
the mission period, contains stage directions to sing hymns of praise to the Virgin, and the text itself refers
to items peculiar to Spain and thus seems to indicate Spanish music.
The himnos of the Choral Book may also, as in Spain, have been employed as antiphons. Some
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These "psalm antiphons"
antiphons are songs "with a prose text, sung in association with a psalm."
and are chosen for their
services
directly precede and are immediately repeated after a psalm in church
congregation.
the
to
text
psalm
the
of
mysteries
the
suitability to introduce and to explain
The "votive" (devotional) antiphon addresses a saint or Mary as part of a request for intercession.
Votive antiphons originated in the Middle Ages and were generally be "dedicated to Mary and sung at the
end of Compline." 287 The content of the pair of himnos to Joseph and Mary makes it seem that they, in
particular, were intended to aid in liturgical or paraliturgi.cal procedures bidding intercession. There was
apparently, in fact, a system of votos ("vows" or votive prayers) in place in the California missions, as in
Spain, and the himnos directed to Mary or Joseph may have been sung as vows were made or recalled. It is
in any case likely that the padres taught the neophytes such himnos as part of the neophytes' private prayers
and promises to God. Under such tutelage the Indians learned about the central teachings of the missionary
Church and what was considered good Christian behavior.
Who sang the himnos? It seems that all of the neophytes learned at least some of these as part of their
catechism, or basic Catholic education. Owen Da Silva states that during the earliest period of the
California missions, the men, women and children of the congregation "were taught to sing the common
288
hymns in unison, such hymns as the popular Alabado (Song of Divine Praise), the Cantico def Alba
289
The himnos of the Choral Book that are addressed
(Morning Song), the Salve Regina, and many others."
to Mary would seem to have been particularly well known to all.
At Santa Clara, "Every morning the whole Indian population would assemble for their morning prayers
in the enclosure before the church. There [Fr. Catala] first of all, would intone and sing with his neophytes
290
At night the Indians similarly in common, the colonists in
a sweet little hymn to the Mother of God.

to in the introduction to Lowther' s book is not by lbafiez but is the version by Rodriguez and contains no
internal reference to lbafiez or to California whatsoever. Whether or not a Los pastores manuscript by
lbafiez is extant is open to question, since I have found no documented sighting of a Pastore la manuscript
by lbafiez. The references to a California pastore la manuscript that I cite were published later than
Lowther' s book and seem to refer only to the Rodriguez manuscript at the Bancroft.
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their family circle, recited the Rosary and Litany291 of the Blessed Virgin and sang appropriate hymns to
Mary Immaculate." 292
One of the Choral Book himnos was evidently sung daily after or as part of an "evening hymn" at Santa
Clara. 293 According to Englehardt, this hymn commenced, "Dios te salve Maria," was sung to the music
given on his page 91, and was followed by the invocation, "Holy God! Holy and strong God! Holy and
Immortal God! Deliver us, 0 Lord! from all evil." 294 The text closely matches one of two himnos on page
67 of the Santa Clara Choral Book, which begins, "Santo Dios! Santofuerte! Santo immortal!" The rubric
Trisagio that accompanies this Choral Book himno denotes a Trisagion ("thrice holy"), a chant that
originated in Greece and "found its way at least into the margins of western traditions." 295 The music
displayed on Englehardt's page 200 is not identical to that of the second Choral Book Trisagio , yet the
many similarities of rhythm and pitch suggest a probable relation between the two.
In conclusion, the vernacular pieces of the Santa Clara Choral Book seem to have been chosen by the
Franciscans especially to promote Christian fervor and proper relationships among the neophytes and, of
course, between each neophyte and God, God being represented in particular by the Virgin Mary and by St.
Joseph. To this end, the priests may have encouraged the mission inhabitants to learn and to sing these
songs throughout the course of their day, whether in church, at prayers, at meals, at work in the fields, at
play, or at home or in the dormitory setting. 296 The himnos, as I have shown, display a Spanish or Iberian
heritage, both musical and textual, as seen in the villancicos, consistent with the early origins of most of the
California padres. In particular, Father Viader of Mission Santa Clara was born and raised in Catalonia, in
the same province (Gerona) as Father Duran. The himnos also reflect particular Franciscan roots going
back to the early laude of St. Francis and the miracle story of Duns Scotus, one of the fathers of Franciscan
theology. The daily struggles of mission life seem to have encouraged at least these two California padres
to call on all of their musical (and much of their theological) resources in their efforts to fulfill their
missionary goals, relying the simple vehicle of Spanish-language hymns.
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CHAPTERS
REQUIEM MUSIC AND CHURCH DEDICATION AT MISSION SANTA CLARA

The Music for the Dead in the Santa Clara Choral Book
At Santa Clara, the dead were commemorated in several ways. Father Magin Catala gave fiery sermons
utilizing a human skull as a prop but did not on such occasions mention the name of the dead person to
whom he referred, 297 perhaps in intentional deference to Indian custom. Catala also "had the bell of Santa
Clara toll for the dead every evening at eight o'clock. This was the sign for Indians and colonists to
withdraw to their homes, say the prayers for the dead, and perform their night devotions .... " 298
The Choral Book contains music for the Office of the Dead (" Vigilia de Difuntos"), the Mass of the
Dead ("Missa de Difuntos"), and also the funeral rites for adults ("Entierro"). Also given are two Masses
for the Dead, one of which is plainsong (CB, 69-77) and the other harmonized, labeled "Missa Solemne"
(CB, 84-86).
The Choral Book's music the Office consist of selections from Matins of the Office for the Dead,
according to a comparison of the texts with those of the Liber Usua/is. The Matins ceremony consists of an
introductory Invitatory and Psalm, followed by three Nocturnes, each made up of antiphons, psalms and
readings. The Vigilia music in the Choral Book consists only of the first Nocturno and a responsory from
the second Nocturno, which seem to have been taken from the funeral service.
Fortescue elucidates the selection of music: "The Office for the dead consists of matins (with three
nocturnes) and lauds. All antiphons are doubled when the body is present. But the ritual contemplates that
not this entire office be said always. Lauds may be omitted, or only one nocturne said .... " 299
Additionally, Fortescue relates that one Church authority "says the vespers for the dead are not to be
considered part of the funeral ceremony. They may be said in the evening, before matins, which follow
either at once or next morning. But [two other authorities]. .. require vespers in the morning before
matins." 300 The Matins music for the Office of the Dead is thus present in the Santa Clara Choral Book. It
appears that the music for the Vespers, although not included in the Choral Book's Requiem music, might
have been borrowed from elsewhere in the Choral Book (perhaps from the Visperas for the Feast Day of
Saint Clare?) or from another book.
Fortescue states, "The Mass should always be said, if possible .... At the end of office[,] Pater nosier
and ... prayers are sung or said. Mass then follows according to the rules for a Requiem." 301 The
plainchant Requiem Mass of the Choral Book lacks a segment labeled Tract or music that corresponds
textually to the Tract given as part of the Funeral Mass in the Liber Usua/is. The selection marked
"Gradual" (CB, 78) consists of the text and music for a Tract, however, and thus must have been
mislabeled. Only a Gradual, then, is missing from this otherwise musically complete Mass.
The Entierro ["Burial"] section contains the complete music for funeral rites for an adult. Added to the
service is a responsory, which I identified by searching the texts of the 1932 Liber Usualis as being from
the Office of the Dead at Matins, the second Nocturn. Perhaps the scribe unwittingly switched this
responsory with the one from the Office, as described above. When the Choral Book responsory in the
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Office is exchanged with the one in the funeral rite, each service contains the appropriate text and,
presumably, music. As I have stated, comparison with a Roman Catholic liturgical book of the period
would allow for further identification of the music but was not done at this time.
The Missa Solemne in four voice parts (CB 84-86) is complete except for a Gradual and Offertory.
Referring to the other Requiem Mass, the rubric on page 84 mentions a Gradual and an Offertory to be
found on page 78 ; however, page 78 turns out not to have the complete music. Perhaps the Tract and
Offertory given in the Dedicacion de Yglesia were used instead, as will be seen shortly.
The Missa Solemne in the Choral Book also includes a four-part liturgical hymn, "Placare Christe
servulis" (CB, 85) from Vespers of the Feast of All Saints (LU, 1486). Perhaps the presence of the hymn is
302
Alternatively, this piece, sung annually on the
related to the old custom of singing hymns at last rites.
Feast of All Saints, November 1, could well have been sung again the next day, when the Mass and Office
of the Dead were customarily celebrated.
303
The notation on page 76
The Requiem music was sung by the neophytes and accompanied by violins.
of the Choral Book, "Siguese el Subvenite trasporta por fa, con el la, y re, bemoles, para acompanar los
violones en un punto bueno par [sic] los Muchachos" 304 confirms that musical instruments were played
during Requiem services, or, at least, that the violins were heard during the Office.

The Dedication of a Church at Mission Santa Clara
The Santa Clara Choral Book contains music for the dedication of a church, listed in the Table of
Contents under the title "Dedicaci6n de Yglesia ." The text of the celebration can be found in the Liber
305
Usualis under the heading "Common of the Dedication of a Church," as well as in the Divine Office,
both of which provide music for the various Hours of this day as well as Mass. The Choral Book, however,
offers something different from the modem standard.
The Santa Clara Choral Book music comprises an Alleluia, a Tract, and an Offertory. The first selection
is the Alleluia, which according to the rubric is to be taken from pages 22 and 23 of the Choral Book. Only
the Feast of Portiuncula spans these two pages, and the text of the Alleluia (on the page marked 23 , which
corresponds to 23 in my pagination) is, "Alleluya alleluya. Adorabo ad templum sanctum tuum et
confitebor nominit tuo. Alleluya." My translation is, "I worship at your temple and believe in your name."
The music of the Alleluia is the standard Santa Clara Choral Book chant melody and shares an arch
form with the corresponding piece in the Liber Usualis. The setting is more syllabic, however, than that in
the Liber and the pitches match only erratically, especially the final (or, the pitch that ends the piece).
Unexpectedly, the texts for the Tract and Offertory that follow the Alleluia in the Santa Clara Choral
Book are taken from the Mass for the Dead and outwardly do not refer to the dedication of a church. The
"Absolve Domine animas omnium" text corresponds to the first sentence of the Tract in the Liber Usualis.
The "Domine Jesu Christi Rex gloriae," "Quam olim," and "Hostias et preces" together correspond to the
Offertory. The "Quam olim" is from page 80 of the Choral Book, which is part of the Mass for the Dead.
The Tract and the Offertory occur, respectively, directly before and just after the famous "Dies Irae"
sequence of the Mass.
The music of the "Absolve Domine," "Domine Jesu," and "Hostias et preces" is harmonized in four
parts. In each, the tenor part is similar to a plainchant or to a psalm tone (which is to be recited on a single
main pitch). The rhythm is varied by use of breves, semibreves and minims and sometime dotted
semibreves. Despite the use of minims, the style is not melismatic as in the Liber but has a more syllabic
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nature. Indeed, the dotted notes each seem to take the place of four or more notes of the chant on this text
from the Liber and thus represent a simplification of the Uber chant. The phrasing follows the Liber chant.
The cadences are similar to most others in the Choral Book and are usually of the dominant-to-tonic (V-I)
variety that is a hallmark of tonal music.
Why would the music for the dedication of a church comprise mainly pieces from the Mass for the
Dead? Historically, the most salient church dedication at Mission Santa Clara was that of 1784 for the third
mission church. The building was designed and built under the supervision of Father Jose Murguia, a priest
at the mission. Before the official dedication could take place, however, Father Murguia fell ill and passed
away on May 11. 306 A Requiem Mass took place in the Yglesia Jnterina, or the second Santa Clara church,
on May 12, the day of the burial. 307 Father Murguia was buried "in the sanctuary at the Gospel side of the
new church of this Mission, which is to be dedicated to the Seraphic Mother Saint Clare."
The actual dedication ceremony was performed on the evening of May 15 and the day of May 16, as
previously scheduled, by Father Junipero Serra himself. 308 Serra sang a second Requiem Mass on May 18,
for the seventh day after the burial of the deceased priest (although, according to Father de la Pefia, May 18
was the seventh day after the death itself). 309
The two Masses for the Dead mentioned above, one sung in the old church and one sung in the new,
bracket the ceremony that officially recognized the new church. Perhaps the music performed for the
dedication was altered to reflect the circumstances of death and burial and was to honor the talented and
highly regarded padre. Or, the music may simply have been recorded in the Choral Book as a
commemoration of the circumstances surrounding the inauguration of the new building. The occasion was
even more significant since, on May 18, Father Serra himself sang the Requiem Mass for Father Murguia
and also performed the very first confirmations at Santa Clara, having claimed the authority to administer
this important sacrament in California in the absence of a bishop, and Serra himself later in the year passed
away. 310 That the music was mixed up in the writing further attests to the import of the week in the history
of Mission Santa Clara.
That in the Santa Clara Choral Book a separate signature intervenes between the two signatures that
contain the church dedication music raises further questions. The musical numbers for the dedication
service were not to be interrupted, certainly, but the intervening faded signature contains music for two
Ordinaries of the Mass. One might wonder whether either Mass could have been sung for the 1784
dedication or for future church dedications. An examination of the Mass itself, as given in the faded
signature, reveals no rubric or other notation that might suggest the occasion of a church dedication.
Neither is a Requiem suggested, as the Gloria is present and there is no phrase "requiescat in pace." The
pages of these Masses may thus have been sewn in for convenience at the end of a signature, where only
the last two measures of the preceding piece remained.
The anomaly that the Requiem music was set down for the "Dedication of a Church" may reveal
something about when the Choral Book was written or bound. The mix-up of the Choral Book selections
suggests that the music was not written down and the Book evidently not produced before the dedication of
the third Santa Clara mission church. The fact that the last few bars of the music for the "Dedication"
extend not only to a new page but also to a new gathering hints that the writing was hasty. I conjecture that
at least the writing or copying of the music reflects the preparations for the opening of the new church in
1784. The binding could have been done at any time afterward, most probably before the 1830s.
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CHAPTER6
LENT AND HOLY WEEK
The days ofLent3 11 for which the Choral Book provides music are the following: Dia de Ceniza (Ash
Wednesday), Dia de San Jose (Saint Joseph's Day), Encarnacion de/ Senor (Annunciation), Domingo
Ramos (Palm Sunday), Jueves Santo (Holy Thursday, also known as Maundy Thursday in England and in
parts of the United States), Sabado Santo (Holy Saturday), and Pascua (Easter).
Musically, the season of Lent is solemn. The austerity practiced at this time puts the focus on the unity
of the Church community in reverence for the Divine Sacrifice of Jesus Christ's Passion and Crucifixion.
Polyphony is lacking until First Vespers of Easter Sunday. 312 Despite the sameness of musical texture
during Lent, at Mission Santa Clara, 313 as at Mission San Jose, several new chant melodies add variety by
replacing the few melodies selected for most of the rest of the year. One such substitution involves the
Introit for Ash Wednesday (CB, 3-4), which is labeled "4. t.," or "fourth tone." At Mission San Jose,
Father Duran used the very same chant melody for this day, 314 and, in general, the melodic substitutions
seem to be consistent with Father Duran's description of his own musical practice.
The Santa Clara Choral Book is organized around certain musical parts of the Church year. Most of the
music in the Choral Book is part of the Proper of the Divine Office or the Proper of the Mass, as in early
liturgical books. Like an Antiphonal, which was the principal choir book of the medieval Church for the
Office, 315 the Choral Book includes antiphons, hymns, responds, and also psalmody, especially for Matins
and for Vespers of the Mass. An Antiphonal "was normally divided into the Proper of Time and Season,
with an intermediate section of Commons--texts used for feasts that shared the same basic repertory of
proper items (e.g. Evangelists, Apostles, Martyrs, Confessors, Virgins, and the Virgin Mary)." 316 The
Choral Book also shares this characteristic.
Yet, in addition to music for the Divine Office, the Santa Clara Choral Book contains music for the
Proper of the Mass, similar to a medieval Gradual (also called an Antiphona/e Missarum), which "included
all the chants for Introit, Gradual, Alleluia, Offertory, and Communion, together with the Tract for
penitential times." 317 The music of the Proper of the Mass accompanies "the moments of action and of
movement" in the traditional Mass. 318 The music of the Ordinary of the Mass, on the other hand,
accompanies ceremonials at the altar and is comprised of the choir chants for the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo,
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Sanctus, Agnus dei, and lte missa est sections. Like Gradual books dating from after the Middle Ages,
the Choral Book includes Ordinaries of the Mass in a separate section (CB , 4lff; see Appendix A for a
listing of the Choral Book musical selections). The Ordinaries in the Choral Book reflect in basic ways,
such as the use of simple polyphonic settings and rudimentary musical gestures, the Church ' s emphasis
after the Tridentine Reforms on making the liturgical texts in the Ordinary distinguishable in musical
settin~s. After the Church deliberations of the Council of Trent, which extended from the years 1545 to
1563, 20 the liturgy and its music are supposed to have not been made more elaborate from that time on,
including most of the nineteenth century and the California mission period.
In order to trace texts and melodies, I have referred to the Liber Usualis , which was first published in
1896. Although this book is a modern compilation of revised plainchants and is not meant to be
complete,32 1 the Liber is useful, especially in conjunction with works that quote and analyze the medieval
liturgy. From the Council of the Trent on up until 1962, many of the Church rites and ceremonies (aside
from the music, which underwent a major reform at around the tum of the twentieth century) remained
much the same, especially those for Holy Week.
The standard progression of chants that are Proper to the Mass is an Introit or lntroito, followed by an
Alleluia (Alleluia) , then an Offertory (Ofertorio) , and, finally , a Communion or (Comunio) . This ordering
is basic for feast days of the calendar and is often present in the Choral Book. During Lent, in accordance
322
with tradition, a Tract (Tracto) is to replace the Alleluia, and a Gradual (Gradual) is to be sung before
the Tract. I will use the abbreviations I, G, A, T, 0 , C for the above-named elements to identify each in a
sequence of chants. Of the chants for the Ordinary of the Mass, the Gloria was not sung during Lent
except on Double feasts ,323 which were days when a mood of religious exultation was appropriate.
Several liturgical books were used at Santa Clara, a fact that the Choral Book itself demonstrates. On
page 4, a rubric for the Tract of Ash Wednesday states, "el tracto esta en el otro libro despues de
324
The lmmutemur chant is an
imutemur," or "the Tract is in the other book after the lmmutemur."
Antiphon sung during the placing of the ashes (after sprinkling the ashes with holy water and chanting the
Asperges), and the Tract presumably belonged to the Mass that followed this ritual (LU, 466-467), and
would have begun with the words, "Domine, non secundum peccata nostra" (LU , 4 70-4 71 ). During the
Septuagesima, or the seven weeks before Easter, a Tract was sung in place of the Alleluia at Mass, except
on Sundays, which were considered feast (not fast) days.
The Church calendar as observed at Santa Clara reflected the Christian feasts of the year, which had
been standardized by the sixteenth-century Tridentine reforms. International in nature, the calendar
nonetheless may have betrayed certain local or regional preferences. Yet, the Santa Clara Choral Book
commemorates no particular Spanish or Mexican saints except for Saint James and those emphasized by
the Franciscan Order. With this exception, the Roman traditions seem to be represented with the same
emphasis as, presumably, would occur at the Vatican itself.
The Choral Book gives extra prominence to San Jose or Saint Joseph, whom the Franciscans had
selected to be the patron saint of the California Missions. The feast day of San Jose is March 19, which
always falls within Lent. The status of this day as a feast would override the omission of the Alleluia.
Indeed, the Choral Book music for this day calls for an Alleluia (CB, 5). A rubric indicates that the music
for the Alleluia is to be taken from page 1, line 6 of the Choral Book. This notation may have been written
in later or it may be an error, as it is placed directly above the rubric " Tracto" on the stave, and an Alleluia
3 19
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and a Tract would not normally appear in the same service. The next entry (CB, 6) and the following days
in Lent contain a Tract and no Alleluia, as expected.
The Tract melodies in the Roman Catholic liturgy traditionally consist of one melody that is varied by
using a standard musical technique called centonization. 325 The Tracts of the Santa Clara Choral Book all
appear to be based on the same chant melody as the Alleluias of the Choral Book (see my Appendix D for a
transcription of one of the Alleluias). Perhaps this Church tradition involving the Tract inspired Father
326
Duran to select and use only a few chants for other parts of the Mass, as he describes in his Pr6logo.
The Palm Sunday music (CB, 6-7) provides an Offertory, in addition to an Introit and a Communion that
are set to the standard Choral Book melodies for Introits and Communions. This seems to be very little
music for such an important and joyful day, which commemorates the welcoming of Jesus into Jerusalem
exactly one week before Easter Sunday. The liturgical procession observed on this day may have taken up
the greater part of the day's ceremonies, accompanied by songs such as the himnos, as discussed.
The next part of the Church calendar for Holy Week includes Holy Thursday (commemorating the
Crucifixion of Jesus), Good Friday, and Holy Saturday. These days, directly preceding the Resurrection,
comprise the Triduum and are the most solemn days of the Church year. The Holy Thursday music is
extensive and includes Proper music for the Little Hours on pages 7 through 9, as well as a section located
further on in the Choral Book, which the Index refers to as Mayt. [Maitines] Jueves Santo, or Matins of
Holy Thursday. The position of this Matins after the services for the dead is not unique to the Choral
Book. This arrangement appears in other liturgical books, perhaps because some of the music is the same
for both types of liturgical services.
Within the body of the Choral Book, in the selection for Holy Thursday, the rubric "Jueves Santo a la
tarde" (CB, 86) indicates that the Santa Clara congregation celebrated Matins of Holy Thursday in the late
afternoon or early evening. Yet the possibility of displacing the Matins or morning service to the afternoon
or evening of Holy Thursday itself is not indicated in the liturgical books that I consulted. This difficulty
may be addressed by noting, as does Harper, that "the three days were crowded" and that "in the Middle
Ages some curious timings" resulted because of the crowded Church calendar, and these "differed from
place to place." 327 Such variations in practice may well have been carried into the California mission
period. This piece of Choral Book music may have been written or copied for a specific occasion and
annotated for the musical performance on that date. This suggests that the Choral Book is possibly a
composite of music written down as it was rehearsed and performed. The different styles of handwriting
and the various degrees of wear and tear on pages throughout the Choral Book seems to bear out this
conclusion.
A question arises regarding the rubric "Trac to" that precedes the piece beginning Christus factus est,
which is part of the Mass on Holy Thursday (CB, 8). This "Tract" has a number of unusual features.
Tracts contain no antiphon or respond, but this piece is responsorial; in other words, each verse of the
psalm text is followed by a response. The above "Tract" in addition possesses a melody differing from that
of the previous Tracts in the Choral Book. An entry in the Liber Usualis that does correspond in text and is
similar in melody to the Christusfactus est is the Gradual (LU, 572) for Holy Thursday, which like alJ
Graduals is responsorial. In the Liber, moreover, the Christus factus est chant also appears as an antiphon
at end of Lauds on Holy Thursday (LU, 570), and is to be sung on the other two days of the Triduum in a
manner that will be described below. The question of why the Christus factus est is labeled "Tracto"
remains unanswered. It seems to be an error, since the chant corresponds in text and apparently music to
the Gradual that was to be sung on Holy Thursday.
There is no rubric in the Choral Book to indicate that certain music is meant to be extended or repeated
over the Triduum; however, the Liber Usualis points out that the Christusfactus est (the same as above)
sung as an antiphon unfolds in an expressive manner over the three days. On Thursday, the first day, the
initial words of the antiphon are to be chanted, up to the words "ad mortem." On Friday are added the
words "mortem autem crucis" and on Saturday the final part (or Verse), "Propter quod et Deus. .. nomen"
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(LU, 570). The Choral Book shows the division of the text into three phrases by means of the signs"~~",
which separate the above-mentioned phrases.
No music explicitly designated for Good Friday is provided in the Santa Clara Choral Book. Perhaps
this is partly because during the Triduum no Mass was to be performed, although the Choral Book contains
music for Masses on Holy Thursday and Holy Saturday.
Holy Saturday music in the Choral Book includes a Kyrie from the Ordinary of the Mass. In the Middle
Ages, Harper notes that following this, "Gloria in Excelsis was intoned and in most places the bells were
rung in and out of church. After the Collect and Epistle, Alleluia: Confitemini domino was sung. . . . In the
Roman Use alleluia was additionally intoned three times by the celebrant, each time at a higher pitch, and
each time repeated by all." 328 The latter alleluia and its performance are indicated on page 9 of the Choral
Book by the rubric, Alleluia tres veces y levantando un punto ("three times and raising [the pitch by] a
step"), which confirms that this tradition of the Roman Use was observed at Mission Santa Clara.
As Harper goes on to state, the Mass for Holy Saturday omitted the Offertory and Agnus dei. The
service of Vespers, which could have followed closely upon the Mass, might have been celebrated at Santa
Clara as it was in the Middle Ages, in an abbreviated fashion that "incorporated elements of the [foregoing]
Mass." 329 The Choral Book rubric Visperas o Comunio ("for Vespers or for Communion") (CB, 9)
confirms that the two ceremonies were somehow interrelated.
The Magnificat of the Divine Office Hour of Vespers symbolizes the joy inherent in Christ's conception
and the fulfillment of the Christian plan of salvation, in which Christ played the central role. Vespers of
Holy Saturday was considered part of the Easter Sunday services, because feast days of the Church in
general begin not at Matins but at Vespers on the preceding evening, and Double feasts and all Sundays
have two Vespers services, one to take place on the evening before. The celebration of Easter Sunday, of
central significance in the entire Christian calendar, is concentrated into the period of the day that begins
330
with First Vespers on the evening of Holy Saturday and continues to Second Vespers of Easter Sunday.
At Mission Santa Clara, the Magnificat at First Vespers was sung, as shown by the two bars of music
associated with the Magnificat text given on page 10 of the Choral Book. The first bar is set above the first
half of the first verse of the Magnificat text, and the second bar is set above the second half of the verse.
The odd-numbered verses of the Magnificat follow. The remaining verses are undoubtedly to be sung to
the same two bars of music as the first verse.
At the end of First Vespers of Easter Sunday, after the Magnificat was sung, there may have been a
procession "with oil and chrism to the font," 331 although such festal processions had been generally
discontinued after the sixteenth century, except on Palm Sunday and on Corpus Christi. 332 At Mission
Santa Clara, maybe just the antiphon to the procession was kept, as was done elsewhere,333 and in any case
the music may have "included antiphons rather than whole psalms", as in some Uses. 334 Such an antiphon
may have been "Vidi aquam," which the Choral Book indicates is the first chant for Easter Sunday (given
as it is on page 10, under the rubric "Dia de Pasqua de Resurreccion"). The form of such a procession "in
either case ... was basically that of a series of commemorations or memorials,"335 for which music could
be found in the middle of the Choral Book, as mentioned above.
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When Easter Day arrived, the usual forms of Office and Mass were restored, with the additions of
alleluias and processions prescribed for the day. 336 The Mass for Easter in the Choral Book comprises an
antiphon (the above-described" Vidi aquam"), an Introit (set to the same melody as the non-Lenten Introits
of the year), a Sequence (the Easter Sequence "Victime paschali /audes", and a Communion (using the
regular Communion melody, as before Lent).
The Easter Sequence is one of only four Sequences that remained after the simplifications to the liturgy
337
The others, known by their text incipits, are Veni sancte spiritus (sung
proposed by the Council ofTrent.
338
In the Choral Book, all but
at Pentecost), Lauda Sion (Corpus Christi) and Dies irae (Mass of the Dead).
339
The Dies irae melody is similar to that known to us from
the last share the same basic melodic formula.
Berlioz's Symphonie fantastique and many other settings. That this Sequence would have its own, unique
melody is understandable, given the sorrowful and melancholy nature of the Requiem Mass.
Several rubrics in the Choral Book during the Lent season hint at the presence of instrumental music but
require translation. The first, "tocata" (CB, 9), a word apparently related to the Spanish tocada, "played,"
340
One sense of the word tocata, from toccare, "to
suggests instrumental, as distinct from vocal, music.
touch," that may well be applied is that of a short introduction having the consistent hallmark of
341
"continuous movement in short note values," although the tocada music at Santa Clara seems not to have
been an elaborate fantasia, a fugue, or any sort of a keyboard piece. The meaning of the rubric tocada thus
may remain imprecise but, as in many other aspects of Spanish music in California, seems to have been
distinct from definitions familiar to musicologists.
The other Choral Book rubric that calls for instruments, "musica de uf' (CB, 11), is placed at the
beginning of the Easter sequence, ut (or do, also meaning the note C) being the most important tone of this
sequence. Each rubric, it should be noted, precedes texted music, which in the Choral Book might be for
instrumental playing, here in the key of C. As in the case of the tocada music, this passage is likely to be a
short introduction.
The Santa Clara Choral Book contains settings offabord6n music, which is Spanish for "a chordal
recitation based on root-position triads."342 For example, the Choral Book setting for the Responsory that
follows each Lesson of Holy Thursday at Matins utilizes in every casefabord6n and not the more
melismatic and technically challenging chants associated with these texts, such as those that correspond in
the Liber Usua/is. This practice suggests certain key points about the music program at Santa Clara and
perhaps at other California missions.
In the Responsories, thefabord6n setting on page 11 has the rubric todos ("all [the singers]") for the
main part and dos ("two [singers]") for the Verse. The homophony, in which all voices move together, and
the simple cadences of the fabord6n style would have allowed less-skilled musical personnel to participate.
With the voice of more rather than fewer singers, the effect could be quite rich and sonorous. This style of
musical setting was thus well-suited to the Franciscan missionary goal of attracting new people and young
people to mission life.
The primary requirements offabord6n are that the musicians stay on pitch and pronounce the syllables
synchronously. The rehearsals, then, would have been an exercise in the personal discipline that the
336
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Church defined and exacted, and also a lesson in the style of civilized and urban life that the Franciscan
missions and the King of Spain aimed to realize in California. Even the barest musical aspects alone of a
fabord6n setting--the precision and coordination of the group of singers, the simple repetition of the same
triadic chords, and the frequent dominant-tonic cadences--could have served to ingrain the basic
characteristics of European musical standards. The best inference is that, by usingfabord6n music, the
padres reinforced the teachings of the Church at Vespers, where f abord6n settings of psalms anchored the
variety of texts, and during Lent and at Easter, a season of unity that encapsulates the central message of
the Catholic Church.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

Two and a quarter centuries ago, what is today California began a transformation that would lead to it
becoming what some have termed a New Europe in the New World. This transformation would affect both
the natural and social environment. While most researchers focus on the introduction of new plants and
animals, and a new political economy, few consider how one of the more subtle yet lasting aspects of
Spanish culture-music-played an important role in this transformation.
Music plays a universal role in religious ritual and in the folkloric ballads of secular life. The Olhone
peoples of the San Francisco Bay Area and their Central Valley neighbors the Y okuts had a rich musical
tradition. The acceptance of Christianity and the social and economic world the Spanish empire was no
doubt made easier through the medium of music and the pomp and solemnity of the Roman Catholic Mass.
Santa Clara de Asis was one of the largest and most prosperous missions in the Bay Area. Music, in the
form of choral pieces, was undoubtedly an important part of the first three decades of the mission's
existence. By 1806 Santa Clara's prosperity and the inclination and skill of one of its priests, Father Jose
Viader, led to the creation of a resident orchestra and a musical tradition that would transcend the era of the
mission. While many musicologists point to the musical prowess of Father Duran of Mission San Jose, it
can now be stated with some certainty that Santa Clara's musical tradition preceded that of their more
famous neighbor to the east. I hope that this study will serve other researchers as a springboard for future
investigations.
Historian Hubert Howe Bancroft's initial critique of the California missions depicted these Spanish
frontier establishments in a negative light. The Franciscan Father Zephyrin Englehardt attempted to
counteract such an anti-Spanish bias with his own pro-Spanish viewpoint. Neither historian portrayed the
Indians in a favorable way, although ethnographic researchers of the twentieth century have collected and
assembled valuable evidence that may yield an improved understanding of the situation in Alta California.
For this paper it has seemed sufficient to rely on certain selected ethnographic materials, supplemented
with records of travelers' observations of the missions and mission life, as well as the mission documents
themselves.
A perhaps unique contribution of this study of mission musical life has been the use of anthropological
and ethnomusicological data and perspectives on the native peoples and their lifeways. More research,
especially on the experience of the mission neophytes and the specifically Franciscan and, in many cases,
Spanish backgrounds of the Franciscan missionaries seems needed. A continued recognition of the
centrality of the native societies to the mission effort and the incidence of sometimes patterned abuse at the
missions is essential. I hope, however, that this paper may contribute methods and materials for further
research not only on the loss of life at the missions but also regarding more recent efforts of California
Indian descendants to recover their cultural heritage.
The musicological publications cited in the bibliography of this paper have been helpful in my research.
Such studies of the music, as well as other new research related to California, to Spain, and to the Church in
Europe and in the New World, may be of value to future efforts to learn more about life at the California
missions. One of my goals has been to clarify the musical background of the padres, considering both the
religious and the secular music of Spain. Indeed, it seems that the Franciscans were knowledgeable in both
areas and passed on much of this music, with less distinction made between the religious and the secular
than otherwise might be expected.
Another significant musicological task addressed in the present study has been to make headway in the
comparison of the California mission music manuscripts to European Catholic materials. The editions of
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the Roman Church from about 1615 A.D. up until the revisions of the Benedictine monks of Solesmes,
which were adopted by the Church around the turn of last century, would seem to be appropriate references
for future research, as well as (of course) any period editions published in Old or New Spain.
One goal of this research has been to present musical transcriptions of unpublished manuscripts, or ones
long out of print, that could be used in further research and performance. To this end, Appendix A contains
an inventory of the Choral Book, to accompany the comments and analysis in the Chapters. Appendix B
contains a detailed transcription and translation of a music manual located in the Santa Clara University
Archives. This unusual document may not have been much studied before, yet it could provide insight into
what was known and practiced of music at the mission, and also help to clarify the nature of the link
between Missions Santa Clara and San Jose.
Appendix C contains the writer's musical and textual transcriptions, together with translations, of the
Spanish-language hymns or himnos. Some of these are unique among the California mission music
manuscripts, and the text of several shows something of the doctrinal and other religious teachings at the
mission.
Appendix D comprises samples of the several basic melodies used for the Introits, Alleluias, and
Communions of the Church calendar. These transcriptions reveal the breadth of variety of the melodies
used in daily religious services, as well as the basic formulas that were varied. Although references to the
handful of original chants selected by Father Duran of Mission San Jose for use during the entire Church
calendar were not available for comparison, the chants transcribed here seem representative of the contours
of the yet-to-be-seen originals.
Appendix E contains transcriptions of Y okuts music of a sort that may have been known at Mission
Santa Clara somewhat later in the mission period, when many Y okuts were brought in to the mission.
This study has emerged from the pursuit of a variety of somewhat disparate yet persistent interests
related to music. To reconstruct what the music sounded like and what was happening in and through the
music has been a double challenge rooted in the writer's concern to address both the historical and the
musical and to balance the two in a piece of writing.
Many questions remain unanswered at the current time. In particular, who produced the unsigned
manuscripts and when? Until an identifiable sample of Father Viader's handwriting is found, the author (or
copyist) will remain anonymous, although having seen an example of Father Viader's autograph signature,
the writer is encouraged to believe that Viader's hand wrote out much if not all of the Santa Clara Choral
Book. The dates of the music manuscripts are still uncertain, yet the pages would seem to have been
produced during the period when Mission Santa Clara flourished, at some time in the first two decades of
the nineteenth century rather than later, considering that the date of 1811 was given for an item on the same
page as the last page of the music manual.
This paper was undertaken on the advice that one can find much of interest in one's own locality, and
that much is to be learned by the study of early sources. May further studies continue to stimulate interest
in the history of the Santa Clara Valley and in California Indian peoples.
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APPENDIX A
INVENTORY OF THE SANTA CLARA CHORAL BOOK
This inventory refers to the Index (page O of the Choral Book) and to rubrics. The comparison of texts
was made with reference to the Liber Usualis of 1932.
The following abbreviations are used:
!=Introit (lntroito)
A=Alleluia
T=Tract (Tracto)
O=Offertory (Ofertorio)
C=Communion (Comuni6n)
K=Kyrie (Kirie)
G=Gloria
Cr=Credo
B=Benedictus
S=Sanctus
Ag=Agnus
Ant=Antiphon
Mag=Magnificat
Can=Canticle
Sq=Sequence
R=Responsory
Psl21=Psalm 121 (Sa/mo)
V=Verse of Psalm
%=Instrumental section
Mis=Miserere
The following symbols represent the chants found in the Choral Book: The symbol "c" indicates the use
of the main Communion melody, which varies little from the basic pattern except on Palm Sunday
Communion, represented here by c' (c-prime). The symbols a, a', i, i', i", o, o', s, ands' indicate basic
patterns of the two Alleluia melodies, the three Introit melodies, the two Offertory melodies, and the two
Sequence tunes, respectively. As explained in the body of this paper, the melodies are fitted to the text of
the day by the process of centonization, in which parts of a melodic contour are repeated or omitted but the
general contour is maintained.
The Propers usually include an indication for a Gloria, which was considered part of the Introit and not
notated. Neither are repetitions indicated (e.g., where an antiphon precedes a psalm or canticle and then is
repeated afterward), although repeats are indicated in the Choral Book in a manner strikingly similar to the
Liber Usualis. Translation of the Spanish text seemed usually unnecessary.
Parentheses mark points at which other music intervenes, identified here only as being part of the larger
entity. The goal of this Appendix is to furnish a relatively brief guide to the Choral Book as an illustration.

Conversion chart of page numbers:
As seen in the Choral Book

Revised numbering

[Index page, not numbered]

0

Pages numbered 1-120

1-120

[no page numbers visible]

121-128 (the "faded gathering")

121-129

129-137

[no page numbers]

138-148

139 [Day of San Lorenzo]

149
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Index title &
Rubric heading

Pages

Musical
Formulas

Text
Identity

Circumcision

1-1

iac

IAC

Reyes

1-2

iac

IAC

Purificacion

2-3

iac

IAC

Zeniza
"Dia de Zeniza 4. t."

3-5

i'()o()c

IK[T]OSAgC

S1 Jose

5-5

iaac

I[A on p.l]TC

Number of
Voice Parts

"Dia de S. Jose"
Encarn°n del S
5-6
iac
"Dia de la Anunciacion o Encarnacion del S"

ITC

Dom. Ramos
6-7
"Domingo de Ramos Intro. 4° t°"

i'oc'

IOC

lveves Santo

i'aoc

ITOC

Sabado Santo
9-10
Includes "Visperas o Comunio"

()a()

KAA V'T°/oAntMag

Pascha
10-12
"Dia de Pasqua de Ressureccion"

()isc

AntISqC

Patroc~ del S1 Jose
"Patrocinio de S. Jose"

iac

IAC

7-9

12-13

Assen°n del Senor
13-14
iac
"Dia de la Acencio de/ S Jntroito 1° t0 "

IAC

Pentecostes
14-15
ia'()%sc
IAAnt%SqC
1, 2(Sq)
"Dia de Pentecostes"
The two voice parts for the sequence "Veni Sancte" are in fifths, thirds and contrary motion, all on a
single staff. A notation "toca'' after each text line may be an abbreviation for "tocata" and indicate that
instruments will play without vocal parts.

S"1° Trinidad
15-17
"Dia de la Santissima Trinidad'

()iac

AntIAC

CorpusChristi
17-18 isc
ISqC
l,2(Sq)
"Dia de Corpus"
The two voice parts for the sequence "Lauda Sion" are in parallel fifths (one staff), then parallel thirds
(second line), with contrary motion at the two cadences. Third line is in parallel seconds with several triads
( and erased triad third note?). Fourth line continues thirds to short cadence. Alleluya has simple 1-V-I
motion in one voice part.
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S"' Antonio
18- 19
"Dia de San Antonio de Padua"

iac

IAC

S"' Juan
"Dia de S. Juan"

19-20

iac

IAC

S"' Pedro
"Dia de S1 Pedro"

20-21

iac

IAC

Santiago
"Dia de San Tiago"

21-22

iac

IAC

Pore iuncula
"Dia de la Porciuncula"

22-23

iac

IAC

Santa Clara titular
23-32 ()i"ac()
(see below)
4(fab),l
"Dia de Santa Clara fiesta de esta Mission~ a Visperas"
Music is given for the following Hours:
Vespers: Ps69 H-Ant Psl09 Ant Psl 12 Ant Psl21 Ant Psl26
Ant Psl47 H Ant Mag
Terce: Ant H % H[?] Ant IAC
The first psalm above shows only the response "Domine ad adjuvandum." It may be sung during a
litany or in a commemoration of the dead. This and the other psalms here are all from the Second Vespers
of the Common of Feasts of the BVM. The settings of the psalms and the Magni.ficat arefabord6n (in four
voice parts). The hymn-antiphon to Saint Clare and the other antiphons are single-voice-part settings,
except for the "Concinat plebs" hymn, which is in parallel thirds (two voice parts).
The hymn for Terce, "Nunc Sancte nobis," is in two voice parts, in parallel thirds. Following is a
fabord6n setting of"Legem pone mihi Domine," the text of which is selected from Psalm 119:33-80 (by my
use of a concordance and the Biblia Sacra Vulgata). The rest is with one voice part.
Assuncion
32-33
"Dia de Asuncion de la Virgen"

iac

IAC

s' Rosa

iac

IA[C on p.31]

0

33-33

"Dia de S0 Rosa"

33-34 iac
Natividad de la Virgen
"Dia de la Natividad de la S"' Virgen"

IAC

S"' Miguel
34-35
"Dia de S1 Miguef'
There are many dotted notes.

IAC

0

iac

NSPS"' Francisco
35-36 iac
"Dia de NSPS Francisco Intro pag 32"

[I on p.32]AC

[Todos los Santos]
36-37 iac
"Dia de todos los Santos Intro pag 32"

[I on p.32]AC

[Puriss. Concep.]
37-38 iac
"Dia de la Purissima Concepcion"
The Introit is lengthy.
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La Virgen d[e] Guadalupe 38-39
"Dia de NS de Guadalupe"

iac

[I on p.33]AC

Natividad del Senor
39-39
"Dia de Navidad de NSJC10"

iac

[I on p.l]A[C on p.1]

S1 Estevan

iac

IAC

39-40

[Here the page ends with two blank staves, and then a new page, and (it seems) a new signature, begins:]
41-45
KGCSAg
2
Missa a duo ff t°
"Missa de la Soledad a duo ff t° Campas de 4"
In 4. Two voices in parallel thirds. A tempo marking, "despacio," at the "et incarnatus esf'.
Missa a duo ff t0
45-50
KGCSAg
1,2
"Missa Viscaina Campas de 3. ff t°"
In 3. One and two voice parts, alternating every few lines. The two are mostly in parallel thirds with a
few fifths.
Missa a duo 6° t 0
50-56
KGSBAgC
2,1
"Missa Solemne 6 f"
The Kyrie is in 4, generally in parallel thirds with use of minims. The Gloria switches meter from triple
to quadruple twice. Benedictus and Agnus are in 4. The Credo, in 3, shows more harmonic variety, a few
tempo changes, and rubrics for the entry of a chorus into the musical texture.
[Here a new signature begins, from page 57 to page 63]
Missa a quatro 5° t0
57-62
KGCSAg
4,1
"Missa de 5° t° Campas d[eJ 4 a 4° voces"
In 4. Chordal with short cadences. A very few dotted rhythms. Somewhat elaborated vertical lines and
capitals.
Missaaquatro4°t 0
131-135
KGCSAg
4,1
[The Index entry states the Mass is on page "123," but it was found on page (revised number) 131.)°
Letra d[e] S1 lose
62-62
2 voices X 5 strophes
Begins "Dulce esposo de Maria y de Jesus fie/ tutor"
In 3, harmonized in parallel thirds with some four-part embellishment at the cadences. Dotted rhythms.
63-63
4 voices X 7 strophes+ R
Gozos d[e] S1 lose
Begins "Para dar luz immortal siendo Esposo de Maria/Sais Jose . ... " In 3. Four lines (staves) of
music. Chordal setting, except that the second line of R[efran] has one voice part.
Gozos d[e] la Purissima 64-64
4 voices X 7 strophes+ R
Begins "Para dar luz immortal siendo vos alva del dia/Sois concebida Maria . ... " In 2. Four lines of
music. Mostly homophonic with some bass motion and a few dotted rhythms. Second line of R[efran] is
for only one voice part.
Letra par [sic] alzar
"Para alzar la Hostia ji Caliz"

4 voices X 7 strophes

65-65
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Begins "O sacratissimo Cuerpo de Jesus Sacramentado . ... " In 4. Two lines of music. Homophonic,
with semibreves on some of the weak beats.
mostly 2, a few 4 voices
Otra id.
65-65
"Otra Letra para alzar. Campas de 4."
Begins "O Rey! 0 Rey! 0 Rey de corazones . . .. " In 4. The four voice parts are towards the cadences.
Some double-barred minims (a variety of note values) and a few dotted rhythms. Through-composed.

Otras dos id.
66-66
2 voice parts
"otra id." [at end of page 65)]
Begins "O que suave, y dulce estais Altissimo. .. ." In 3. Two voice parts only. Several note values (as
above), and a few dotted rhythms.
[the following is the other of the two in the Index:]
"otra"
66-67
2 voice parts
Begins "O pan de vida! 0 Dias!" In 4. Some triplets and dots. Perhaps breath signs in the next-to-last
measure.

Trisagios dos
67-67
4 voice parts
"Trisagio Campas de 4."
Begins "Santo, Santo, Santo. Senor Dias. . .. " In 4. Homphonic with three note values used. The
"Gloria" to Father/Son/Holy Spirit is for one voice part.
4 voice parts
[The other of the "two", lines 8 and 9:]
Begins "Santo Dias. Santo fuerte Santo Immortal. ... " More harmonic motion, chords change with
every new note. Text is a couplet.

Salves quatro
67-68
"Quatro Salves a 4 voces com[pa]s de 4"
Each begins, "Salve Virgen pura"

4 voice parts

[the first]
(67-68)
In 4. Changes harmony every new note.

4 voice parts

"otra"
(68 st 1-2)
In 4. A-flat and E-flat added (minor triads) .

4 voice parts

"otrd'
(68 st 3-4)
In four. Dotted rhythms and shorter note values, open chords.

4 voice parts

"Otra compas de 3"
(68 st 4-6)
4 voice parts
In 3. On the first beat, often the triad above the key center (F) is held. Rhythm with chord change
(usually to the "dominant") on the third beat.
[The following entry is not in the Index. It is written out densely at the foot of page 68:]
68-68
4 parts X 10 verses + R
Begins "Sois concebida Virgen sin mancha Ave Maria llena de gracia. . .. " In 3. Some dotted rhythms.

Vigilia d[e] Difuntos
69-77
In general, this music for the vigil of the dead is very similar to that given in the Liber Usualis.
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Missa d[e] Difuntos
77-81
()s'o'()
IK[T]SqO[SBA p.4]
"Missa"
The Offertory omits the ending verse, "Hostias et preces."
Entierro
81-84
RKAntAntCanRK
"Entierro de Adultos trasportado en fa"
Complete music for the burial service, both in church and at the grave.

1

Missa de Difuntos a 4
84-86 ()s'()
IKSqSMisHAgC
4,1
"Missa Solemne de Difuntos a quatro voces compas de 4."
The Miserere shows only one voice part. The hymn is "Placare Christe servulis," which is sung on the
Feast of All Saints at Second Vespers. Given are five of the seven verses found in LU.
Mayt. De lueves S0
86-106
1,2,3,4 parts
"lueves Sfan]to a la tarde"
Includes Psalms and Antiphons, also three Nocturnes with Lamentations, Responsories and Lessons
(tractados), all from Matins of Good Friday (though a rubric indicates that the music is to be sung at
Matins or "in the afternoon/evening" of Holy Thursday). Rubrics indicate that the padres each sang certain
Lessons. Following this is the Canticle of Zachary, a "Christusfactus est," a rubric for "Paternoster," and
a Miserere, completing the music as in the LU.
Commun de un Martir
106-107
"Comun d[eJ Santos De Martir"

iac

IAC

Otro
107-107
"Otro Intro~ d[e] un Martir'

iac

lAC

Otro
107-108
"Otro Intro~ d[e] un Martir"

iac

lAC

Otro
108-109
"Otro Intro~ d[e] un Martir'

iac

lAC

Otro d[e] tpo Pasqual
109-110
"otro"
Above, tpo abbreviates tiempo.

iac

I[A on p.108]C

Muchos Martires
"Otra"

110-111

iac

IAC

Otra
"Otra"

111-112

iac

IAC

Otra
"Otra"

112-113

iac

IAC

Otra
"Otra"

113-113

iac

IAC

[THE FOLLOWING PIECE IS NOT LISTED IN THE INDEX:]
"Pro MM Fratribus"
113-113
a
A
MM indicates "Muchos Martires."
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1

Confessor Pont.
"Confesor Pontifice"

114-114

iac

[I&A on p.106]C

114-114
iac
[I on p.18]A[C]
Doctor
"Doc tores"
The Communion is from "arriba," i.e., the Communion given above on the same page.
Confessor no Pont.
"Confesor no Pontifice"

114-115

iac

IAC

iac
Otra
115-J 16
{!Justus {pag. 5)
"Justus" is the first word of the Introit on page 5.

[I on pag.5]AC

Abad
116-116
"Abades Os justi pag 114"

[I on p.l 14]A[C on p.114] 1

iac

116-117
iac
I[A on p.?]C
Virgen y Martir
"Virgen Martir~"
The Alleluia begins "Aducentur," but no page number was filled in after "pag' (possibly page 33?).
Otra

117-118

iac

IAC

"Otra"

Virgen
118-118
(iac)
[IAC, all p. 33]
"lntr~o Dilexisti..Alla Aducentur.. Com. Quinque Pag 33"
Otra
118-118
(ia)c
[IA]C
"lntr~o Vu/tum tuum Pag 5. A~ll Hee est Pag 17''
"Hee esf' was not found on page 17 but on page 117.
Ni Virg. ni Mart.

118-119

iac

IAC

Dedicacion
119-120&129
iac()o' [IAC, all p.22-23]TO
4
"Dedicacion d[e] Yglesia lntr~o Al~la Com: Pag. 22 y 23"
The music is in duple time. Four voice parts predominate throughout, from the Tract ("Absolve
Domine") onward. The Offertory ("Hostias et preces" begins with one voice part and builds up to four.
The Offertory is a harmonized version of the offertory on page 80. The Tract and Offertory music are from
the Mass for the Dead and the I, A, and C are from The Feast of Portiuncula.
[The following pages, 121-128, belong to an especially faded gathering of pages and are not mentioned in
the Index. The writer's reviesed page numbers differ from those given by the Index and also from the
numbers written on the pages themselves, beginning after page 129.]
121-124
KGCSAg
4
[Missa a 4]
In duple time. On pages 121 and 122 a rectangle has been clipped out of the top comer, losing a bar or
so of music. Four voice parts throughout. Rhythm is mainly Breve-Semibreve-Semibreve.
[Music that is evidently for instruments alone is given on page 124, at the two staves at the bottom of the
page, after the above Mass. The three bars at the end of the page begin the next Mass. The music proceeds
in one, two, and then four voice parts, notated similarly to the usual voice parts.]
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[Missa a 4]
124-128
KGCSBAg
In duple time. Rhythm is similar to the above Mass.

4

[Here ends the faded gathering, totaling eight pages.]
[The top of page 129 shows the text "vitam" with music, then the rest of the stave is blank. This bit is the
last few measures of the Offertory for the Dedication of a Church, continued from page 120, with the faded
gathering intervening.]
Letra de la Virgen
129-129
12 stanzas, 2 staves
4
"Eres toda hermosa Eres toda Hermosa/tan linda y tan bella"
In three. The music begins with one voice part, then adds a voice part (harmonizing a repeat of the first
segment), then adds two more voices over something similar. About half of the bars contain dotted
rhythms.
Otra
[The Index lists this selection as being on page "128", which may refer to my page number 136, the "Toda
hermosa eres Maria"]
Te deum
130-130
4 (fab.)
[No rubric is given.]
Vertical bar lines divide phrases of text, aligning them with the music. One stave of music (with
"to[cata] de uf' rubric) over ten lines of text, is above another stave of music having five lines of text and
six lines beneath, each beginning with the Rx symbol and the word "Ef'. This is afabord6n setting.

[Then intervenes the following entry, which the Index lists as being elsewhere in the Choral Book. The
Index states page "123" but the piece was found on my page 131.]
Missa a quatro 4° t°
131-135
KGCSAg
4,1
"Missa 4° t 0 "
The hand is crabbed and there are many erasures and ink blots. In 3. The Gloria is in 4, with musically
florid "Amens." The Credo is in 3, alternating between one and four voice parts. A large hole apparently
from a wound in the hide of the manuscript is on page 135-136, just before the Sanctus. The "S" of
"Sanctus" is large and ornate, and musically there is more activity. The Sanctus is in 3, as is the Agnus.

[The following entries are not listed in the Index at all.]
[First entry]
136-137
1,3,4
Begins "Toda Hermosa eres Maria en ti no hai mancha.. .. " In 3. Musically, solo phrase incipits with
a falling figure make this through-composed piece with repeated motifs seem strophic.
[Second]
138-139
KGSA
4
This is a Mass in duple time, having four voice parts, with the same two-part incipit reused for each
movement.
[Third]
140-140
4
Begins "O sacratissimo cuerpo de Jesus Sacramentado . ... " The text is that of the preceding "Para
alzar la Hostia." In duple time, with breves and semibreves. No dotted rhythms. The rest of the stave
(spanning about two inches) is empty.
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4
[Fourth]
140, st 3-5
Begins "Sacris solemnis juncta sint gaudia. ... " on a new stave. The Latin indicates that this is a
separate piece from the above. It takes up three full staves. In 3. Some dotted-note motion, mainly in the
bass.

[Fifth]
140-145
KGSAC
1,4,3
This is a Mass, in 3 throughout, except "Et incarnatus est de spiritu Santo . . . factus esf' (up to the
"Crucifixus"). The many rising or falling stepwise sequences of semi breves tend to lead into full four-part
chords. Some double-flag minims in the Gloria.
[Sixth]
145-148
KGCSA
4
In duple time. Much repetition of chords with a few dotted rhythms. The music digresses from the
syllabic setting at the "qui tollis peccata mundi suscipe," highlighting the words "suscipe deprecationem."
At "Et incarnatus est de Spiritu Sancto ex Maria Virgine", the meter changes to 3, then back to 4 at "et
homo factus est." The handwriting shows the "A" of"Amen" having a "v" crossbar. A wound hole marks
the leafofpages 145-146.
[Page 148 is scored for four staves. The rest of the page and the other side of the leaf are empty.]

sn Lorenzo

149-149 iac
IA[C on p.109]
This feast music is on a single page. The space remaining on the page would be suitable for one stave at
the bottom, though--unlike the other pages--no stave is drawn. Nothing is written on the other side of this
page. This is the final page of the Santa Clara Choral Book.
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APPENDIXB
THE SANTA CLARA MUSIC MANUAL
This untitled, undated, unsigned musical document was found by the writer among the Miscellaneous
Manuscripts in the University of Santa Clara Archives. These seventeen pages are part of the next to the
last signature of a bound manuscript of several hundred unnumbered pages.
Below is the writer's transcription of the handwritten Spanish text, including descriptions of the twenty
or so musical examples. The musical notation of the music manual is mostly modern. The Spanish
orthography, however, is often without the diacritical marks that became standardized after this time, and
the spellings vary from what is currently accepted. The writer's English translation follows, having
attempted to retain the sense of the words and sentences. In some instances the punctuation has been
altered, for improved clarity.
Another somewhat similar manuscript evidently was copied from an (undated) book by Francisco
Marcos y Navas, Arte 6 Compendia General Del Canto-Llano, Figurado y Organo. William Summers
stated that the California missionaries undoubtedly found its several pedagogical chapters to be useful, and
343
The current
that at least three copies of the book existed during the California mission period.
manuscript seems to be incomplete, lacking among other things a discussion of harmony. Its reference to
Padre Mariner's book would date the original text to the late eighteenth century, or possibly the early
nineteenth.

343

William Summers, "Origenes hispanos de la musica misional de California," in Revista Musical
Chilena, 149-150 (1980), 39.
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TRANSCRIPTION OF THE SPANISH TEXT OF THE MUSIC MANUAL
Musica344 de canto figurado
la raia donde esta clave toma origen, se llama sol. Las [sic] Las claves de la Musica son tres: La de F.faut,
que se usa en los bajos, contrabajos, bajones, violoncellos, y todo instrumento grave, o cantores por dicho
tono. Esta clave significa que en donde estan los dos puntos de ella, la nota que se pone en su linea recta se
llama fa. La clave de C.sol.fa.ut, de que se sirven las vistas trompas, contraaltos, tenores, ya veces tiples,
violoncellos y organo; esta clave advierte que la nota que se pone en la raia, o linea que divide dicha clave,
se llama ut. La clave de G.sol.re.ut pertenece a todo instrumento, 6 voz aguda como son violines, flauta,
oboe, salterios, clarines, y clarinetas, guitarras, tiples, etc. y significa que la nota que se sen.ala sobre dos
primeras claves mudan de raia a menudo principalmente la de C. pero no por eso muda su calidad, que
siempre dan ambas el nombre que Bevan a la nota en cuia linea recta se ponen segun se ha dicho.
Clave de Ffaut. Clave de G.solreut. Clave de Csolfaut.
[Figure I]
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En 345 la Musica no hay mas de 7. notas, a saber: re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, ut[;] tambien se conocen con los
nombres siguientes aplicables a las 7. letras D. E. F. G. A. B. C. que corresponden a re mi fa sol la si ut; y
asi el re se llama D lasolre, el mi E lami, el fa F .faut, el sol G solreut, el la A lamire, el si B fasi, y el ut C.
solfaut.
Escalas.
Las escalas de terceras, quintas y octavas buscalas en el pliego del P[adre] Mariner.
[Figure 2]
Bemoles

Bequadros

Sostenidos

\"'•Ck~.'lit

Son los tres caracteres arriba figurados de gran uso en la Musica, y su inteligencia la siguiente: El bemol
puesto ante qualquiera nota, la hace bajar media nota de lo que ella es naturalmente. El sostenido
antepuesto a qualquiera nota, la hace subir medio pu[ nto] mas de lo que ella es en si, y un bequadro reduce
aqualquiera bemol, o sostenido asu primitivo estado. Si los sostenidos, o bemoles se ponen al principio de
qualquiera sonata, toque o Leccion, afecta[n] y comprenden toda nota sobre la misma linea, o espacio bajo
el mismo tono, excepto si se contrapone con algun bequadro, que le quite su fuerza.
Nota ademas de los casos arriba citado hay amenudo en la Musica muchos bemoles, y sostenidos, que
por no ser de los comprehendidos al principio de las sonatas se llaman accidentales, y su fuerza, 6 duracion,
es solo encerrada en el compas donde se halla, bien entendido que es solo quando las precede, y con las
notas que son anteriores, y aunque no se ponga bequadro alguno en el compas siguiente, buelve la nota
accidentalm[en]te mudada, a quedarse en el grado, 6 sonido que tenia en el principio de su sonata.
Nombre[s?] 346 del valor de las notas
Para dar el verdadero tono, o estilo de el canto a la Musica, se han valido los compositores de ocho modos
de notas, o por mejor decir de ocho valores distintos que diferenciando el tiempo que en las notas se han de
344

Here begins page one of the music manual manuscript.
With this word begins page two of the music manual manuscript.
346
With this word begins the third page of the music manual manuscript.
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demorar, causan por el mas 6 menos valor la armonia de la Musica y es consiguientemente el principal
movil, y este en que se funda la execucion perfecta del que quiere practicar qualquier instrumento: estos
ocho valores se diferencian de mayor a menor con los no[m]bre[s] segun la tabla siguiente:
Nota
Suelen hallarse a menudo en la musicas pateticas dos suertes de notas que por no tener valor en los
compases no se han puesto en la tabla presente, pero para que quede satisfecho el principiante se
demuestran aqui con sus nombres.
[Figure 3a]
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Nota: 347 En la escala o tabla que abajo se figura se omite esta nota breve porque nose usa en la Musica
moderna; pero su valor es de dos semibreves.
[Figure 3b]
Erelaciones348

I , 11 ,
Y estas tiene valor 8. corcheas, que se dividen en 16 semicorcheas

Las que importan por 32. fusas, ye estas se dividen en semifusas.
Queda prevenido por nota, que el primer valor de
las 349 notas, o puntos de la Musica es llamado Breve y sucesivamente, semibreve, minima, seminima,
corchea, semicorchea, fusas, semifusas: siendo su valor de ellos de mayor a menos por graduacion de
mitad por mitad de unos en otros segun se ha demostrado.
De las Pausas, 6 callados.
Asi como hay notas de diferentes valores cuia tabla antecede, hay tambien pausas equivalentes a ellas, y
como su inteligencia es esencial para la execucion de la Musica, me ha parecido coveniente explicarla, a
saber, las pausas son unas figuras cuia forma se sefiala abajo, y sirven para pasar en silencio el tiempo de su
valor: v.g. se halla una pausa equivalente a una seminima, se deve guardar silencio todo el espacio que se
hubiera puesto en executar la seminima; se observa alguna pausa equivalente a la corchea, semicorchea
etc 350 se observara igualemente en silencio su valor, y asi de las demas segun se demuestra; Hay igualmente
otras pausas con que se sefialan las cantidades de compaces, que suele haver de espera en la Musica,
principalmente en las sinfonias de grande orquesta, Acompafiamientos de Arias, etc. y aunque a veces se
sefiala con numero la cantidad de dichos compaces de espera, otras veces por omision, 6 cuidado no lo
estan; y asi es menester tener presente la figuracion de dichas pausas de espera, para poder en breve contar
los compases que encierran. Otra figura tiene la Musica con doble significacion, que por ser analoga a las
pausas, se ha comprehendido en este capitulo. Esta figura se llama calderon, y su figuracion esta351
347

This comment is written in the right-hand margin of the page.
The rest of the table follows this heading.
349
Page four of the music manual manuscript begins here.
350
Punctuation here looks like a question mark but must be a semicolon.
351
Page five of the manuscript begins here.
348
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sefialada al pie: las propriedades de ella son, quando esta sobre una pausa, demorarse en silencio esta pausa
voluntaria, hallandose este punto calderon sobre alguna nota: en ambos casos se halla su tiempo de espera a
voluntad del Director de la Musica; su segunda significacion es quando en los finales de una Aria,
concierto, 6 sonata, esta el calderon sobre alguna nota, entonces quiere decir que se haga una cadencia, 6
352
fermata, para concluir la sonata, 6 pieza que se executa, y estas cadencias, es una variacion a voluntad
<lei que toca, haciendola durar quanto su capacidad e ingenio quieran.
[Figure 4]
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Uno de los principales adornos, y primor de la flauta consiste en el golpe de lengua, yen al ligar las notas,
ambos casos se hallan casi siempre sefialados en la Musica; y quando por omision no lo estan, es necesario
recurrir a las reglas que el uso hace generales, en el que se hallan comprehendidos todos los instrumentos,
esencialmente los de viento: los golpes de lengua q[ uan]do estan sefialados es con las marcas siguientes:

1$ iii;

I

353
Siempre que se hallen en qualquiera sonata las raias, 6 puntos como arriba se pone, es indispensable
herir, 6 dar un golpe de lengua a cada marca por denotar estas circunstancias dichos puntillos: esta es una
regla que obliga en todo tiempo.
Las uniones, 6 ligaciones de unas notas con otras, cuia figura se pone a subsequencia, se hace sin dar
golpe de lengua, sino quando empieza la figura, y las demas notas unidas bajo ella se pasan con al mismo
aliento de la primera, estas uniones se suelen hallar en unas notas de la misma especie, y entonces se debe
de aspirar la segunda nota sin dar golpe de lengua, y esta variedad que causa en la nota aspirada se llama
sincopa.

[Figure 5]
[In the left-hand margin, "Notas ligadas"]

IU {3 ti I ·1 i \ ·B..E II z"!j: •.. I$14 3 I tfti H LH
Los dos primeros re, que se hallan unidos como tambien los dos sol, se aspiran con el aliento en la
segu[n]da nota, y esta aspiracion se hace tambien quando se halla una nota de un valor qualquiera entre dos
iguales de inferior valor, v.g. se encuentra un re seminima, entre dos notas corcheas, dicho re se aspira lo
mismo, que si fuera figurado como arriba, esto es, dos re corcheas unidos; lo mismo se sincopa una minima
entre dos seminimas, una corchea entre dos semicorcheas, que son las que comunmente se hallan.
352
353

The orthography looks like "formata" but is not very clear.
. here.
. b egms
. o f t h e manuscnpt
P age six
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[Figure 6]

[Las] senaladas asi

se sincopan.

Ya que he hablado de la sincopa, tratare del pu[n]tillo, antes que de los golpes de lengua generates, el
354
puntillo que se figura como un punto final, es una abreviatura, cuia significacion comprehende el afiadir
ala nota que le precede, la mitad del valor que ella tiene en si, cuia mitad se da aconocer sincopandola con
la nota a que pertenece: v.g. se halla en la musica un re con su puntillo subsequente[,] si dicho re es
semibreve, mediante dicho punto tiene de valor tres minimas, si la nota fuera minima con punto valdra por
tres seminimas, y asi de los demas segun se hallaren, observando de sincopan dicho punto, siempre que lo
permita el tiempo de la Musica, pues en algunos pasos es imposible hacerlo por la velocidad con que se
deven de ejecutar.
[Figure 7]
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Las seminimas de esta cancion se hallan todas con puntillo, y asi valen lo mismo que tres corcheas y su
execucion es sincopar dicho punto, que por estas en el siguiente compas, pertenece su valor a el para la
igualdad de su mensura.
[Figure 8]
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En este 2°. exemplo las minimas 355 con puntillo valen 3. seminimas, y se deve de aspirar su valor,
sincopandolo junto con la minima de que procede, las otras minimas se sincopan por mitad por hallarse
entre seminimas segun que da prevenido.
Golpes de lengua Generates.
En el fol. 8. hable del golpe de lengua, y previne que havia un estilo general para executarlo siempre que n
estuviere sefialados, este estilo se divide en dos variados modos, en los tresillos, y en los pasos en que esta1
las notas de quatro en quatro iguales, los tresillos, que quieren decir356 que las tres notas357 tienen valor de
solo dos se executan dando golpe de lengua en la primera y tercera nota; en las notas que van en 4. se dara
en primera, tercera, y q[uar?]ta yen fin siempre que la nota mude de valor de mayor a menor, 6 de menor :
mayor se dara un golpe de lengua en la nota desigual; ademas deve de tenerse entendido, que el golpe de
lengua en las Musicas alegres, aviva mucho el estilo, y nose deven de escasear; pero en la Musica patetic,
solo se executaran los que estuvieren sefialados.
De las Repeticiones.
Es la repeticion una sefial variada segun abajo se manifestara, que sirve para llamar desde ella al principio
de la sonata, 6 bien si huviere varias repeticiones al principio de ella: lo que da a conocer que es repeticior
son dos puntos que se ponen de parte adentro de la sefial, cuia circunstancia la diferencia del punto final d1
qualquiera Musica. Hay tambien los varios parrafos, o sefiales, que se Haman unos, a otros: v.g. se halla
354

Page seven of the manuscript begins after the first syllable of this word.
Sic. Was the rest of the staff intended to be filled with notes?
356
Page eight of the manuscript begins here.
357
Here begins the eighth page of the manuscript.
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uno de ellos en qualquiera Musica, y luego mas adelante otro igual, se retrocede desde este ultimo al
primero, y se sigue tocando dicho intervalo, pero esto se ejecutara una sola vez en cada parrafo pues su
fuerza no se extiende a mas que una repeticion. Hay tambien una figura que significa la repeticion de un
pasage de Musica, y de ella se sirven los compositores, para ahorrarse el trabajo de repetir las notas, de esta
figura se pondra el exemplo en la segunda linea.
[Figure 9]
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[Figure 10]
Contradanza exemplo 1°.
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La primera, y segunda sefial comprehe[n]de la repeticion de
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compas, 359 la 3a. 360 la de dos que son los que abraza.
Muchos Musicos se sirven para repetir pocos com pa[ ces] sin valerse de los parrafos como devieran, de una
abrazadera con la palabra bis, lo que se previene para govierno, pero se aconseja que prefieran de
qualquiera modo los parrafos, pues ellos son las legitimas sefiales, que la Musica tiene adaptadas para dicho
caso.
[Figure 11]
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Repeticiones para abreviaturas.
Ya se observara que en la segunda parte hay dos raias, que son la abreviatura del paso antecedente que por
ser de semicorcheas se duplican los raias y si fueran corcheas se pusieran las raias sencillas[;] si fueran
fusas se triplicaran las rayas, que estilo que su significacion encierra.
De los tiempos, y Compas:
Estan esencial el estar enterado de valor de las notas para la execucion del compas, y su tiempo, 361 que sin
la posesion de lo uno, mal se puede conseguir lo otro: los tiempos en la Musica tienen dos clases igual, y
desigual, esta variedad se conoce en los numeros que estan al principio de toda sonata, y se deve de
358

Page nine of the manuscript begins after this.
I.e., the fiirst fu ll measure of the contradance example.
360
I.e., the first two measures of the second staff.
361
Page ten of the manuscript begins here.
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entender que al tiempo desigual se llama tal, porque no se divide en partes iguales, sino desiguales, estos
son los tiempos del exemplo primero; los iguales llamados asi por la igualdad que observan en su compas,
pasan en el segundo exemplo, y la disposicion de ambos es como sigue.
[Figure 12]

Aquellos tiempos son desiguales, porque el modo de llevar el compas es desigual, pues como son los
compases divisibles en 3. partes, para llevar su tiempo se levanta al pie, mano, e instrumento con que se
sefiala al primer tercio del compas, y permanece los dos tercios restantes para caer, lo que como desigual le
comunica el nombre a dichos tiempos: en el de 3 2. [2 is written below the 3] hay 3. minimas en cada
compas, en el de 3 4. [4 under the 3, and so on] tres seminimas, en el de 3 8. tres corcheas, en el 6 4. seis
seminimas, y en el de 12 8. entran doce corcheas, aunque estos dos ultimos estan muy poco en uso en la
Musica modema.
La causa que da el nombre al tiempo desigual invierte la igualdad de los de arriba, pues al llevar el
compas de ellos, se pone tanto tiempo en el levantar pie, mano, u instrumento, con que se sefiala como en
su caer, porque las partes de dichos tiempos 362 se dividen en dos, 6 quatro porciones: el tiempo de dos,
contiene dos minimas, el de [C with vertical bar: cut time] que se llama tambien de dos tiempos encierra
dos minimas, el de C llamado compasillo, o quatro tiempos, tiene 4. seminimas, y el de dos por 2/4
contiene quatro corcheas y el de 6/8 seis corcheas, pero cuio valor equivale por mitad al de 3/8.
El compas encierra en la Musica una cantidad de notas; segun las que los numeros que se ponen al
principio sefialan, esta cantidad es igual desde el principio, y se llama tiempo. La division de un compas
con otro se hace mediante una raita perpendicular sobre las 5. raias que tiene la pauta de la Musica.
[Figure 13]
Exemplo de los compases en tiempos desigual[es]
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El modo de llevar el compas del primer tiempo es levantando al pie en la mitad de la semibreve, que es el
primer tercio del compas primero, y suspendido el segundo, y tercero tercio, se deja caer el pie en la raia
363
que divide el fil del re y asi successivamente en los otros compases, levantando el pie al primer tercio en
donde se han puesto las sefial[es] para goviemo364 • El segundo exemplo que es de tiempo 3/4 tiene las
mismas notas, y su compas se executa del mismo modo que se ha explicado en el 1°. dividiendo el primer
tiempo de los 3. en el 1/2 valor de primera365 seminima, y suspendiendo los dos ultimos tiempos, que son
362

Page eleven of the manuscript begins here.
This refers to the examples: ending the first measure is si and beginning the second is re.
364
Similar star-shaped symbols also appear in the Santa Clara Choral Book.
365
Page twelve of the manuscript begins here.
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las dos seminimas restantes. Ygual metodo se observara en el 3er_ ex[emplo] que es el del tiempo de 3. por
8 3/8 366 con la sola diferencia que solo su primer tercio es la. corchea, y sus dos tiempos restantes de dos
corcheas: y asi, lo que diferencia estos 3. exemplos, es la variedad de los tiempos, que mudan la cantidad de
notas en quanto al valor, y por eso el primer exemplo se executa en duplicado espacio, que el 2d0 ., y este
que el 3°.: como el tiempo 6/4, y 12/8. son poco usados nose ha puesto exemplo de ellos; pero siguen al
mismo metodo de dividirse en el ler [primer] tercio, de cuia causa se hc:;1n dado, exemplos en los otros
tiempos de 3/2., 3/4 y 3/8. ~~~
[Figure 14]
Exemplo de los compases en tiempos iguales.
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Como la igualdad de estos tiempos lisonjea al oido es facil dividirlo, y compazarlo, lo qual se executa en
los tiempos mayores (los 3. primeros anotados de C, [C with vertical line] y 2) en 4. partes, dos al levantar,
y dos al bajar el pie, yen los tiempos de 2/4 y 6/8 en dos partes, una que es medio compas al subir, y otra al
bajar el pie: en lo que se consultara sin embargo antes de ponerlo en execucion, el tiempo litteral que tiene
la Musica el que se explica con estas voces.
Largo
Muy despacio

1
36
'

Andantino
Algo desp[aci]o

1

Largueto)
Despacio

Adagio
Despacio

Alegro1
Regular

Alegreto1
Vivito

1

l

Andante
Menos desp[aci]o

Presto
Vivo

1

Fugal

Muy vivo

Hay otros varios tiempos, que se comprehenden en los ya citados, cuia significacion va puesta en
Castellano para inteligencia de los aficionados, pues como son las voces de la Musica Ytaliana, no todos
entenderian su significac[ion.]
Minuete a[?] tiempo)
Andantino .J

1

Contradanza
AlegretoS

Vivace}
Presto J

Magestuoso ~
Regular S

Giga)
Casi presto

J

Marcha)
Algo pausado

J

Preludio
Como se quiera

l
J

2

Caza
como Giga j

Los Tonos
Los tonos de la Musica se dividen en mayor, y menor, y su conocimiento estriva en la calidad de la tercera
nota del tono, y la terteza368 de discemir la nota dominante que es la septima: esta ultima es en todas
ocasiones nota sostenida, 6 de medio tono, 6 punto mas baja que la nota fundamental del tono: este es
mayor quando la nota tercera encierra dos puntos enterros; es tono menor, quando desde la fundamental a
366

The numbers are actually the first above the second, without a line.
Here begins page thirteen of the manuscript.
368
The orthography here is unclear.
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la tercera no hay masque punto, y medio: v.g. esta el tono en re, 6 D. ya se observara segun la escala al pie
de esta, que el ut que es la dominante es sostenido, lo que indica que el tono esta en re, y siendo la forzoza
fundamental , y su tercera que esta se halla sostenida y por esto dista[ncia?] del re de dos notas enteras, se
Haman re tercera mayor. El tono en re menor tiene el si B. en la clave, y por esto no se pone sostenido el ut
pero se halla sostenido en el cuerpo de la sonata aunque siempre accidental, y esto hace conocer que el tono
es re y no fa que se sen.ala lo mismo: y esto conocido, desde dicho re fundamental al fa que es natural no
hay sino tono, y medio (porque fa es medio tono [a half step above the previous note in the scale] como
369
tambien lo es el ut quando ambos son naturales, y asi se <lira que el tono es re tercera menor, porque del
re al fa no hay los dos tonos que se necesitan para formar tono mayor, yes consequencia que no siendo
tono mayor lo sera menor: esta es regla general, y la posicion de tonos es,
[Figure 15]
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Aunque se dice comunmente que los tonos son 14. siete mayores, y siete menores, cuios nombres son los
de las 7. notas, no por eso dichas notas encierran entre ellas siete puntos, 6 tonos enteros sino seis, v.g. re, y
mi, sol la si, son enteros pero fa, y ut son solo medios tonos, tomados en el tono de ut natural, y asi son
entre todos 6. tonos, y para mayor inteligencia, quando los tonos son mayores, la nota fundamental , la 2a. y
la 3a. son enteros, de la 3a. a la 4a. 1/2 tono, la 5a. y 6a. enteros, pero de la dominante a la 8a. 1/2 tono
segun segun 370 se ha dicho; los que solo componen 6. tonos: en los tonos menores la 3a. es media tono, y de
ella ala 4a. hay un 1. tono, cuia diferencia las reduce a6. igualmente, como en los tonos mayores.
Apoiaturas.37 1
Hay dos clases de apoiaturas la una breve, y la otra larga, las apoiaturas largas se hallan comunmente al fin
de las sonatas, minuetes, y a menudo en la Musica de tiempos espaciosos, y pateticos, esta apoiatura quita a
la nota que le sigue casi todo su valor, y va unida con el mismo golpe de lengua, segun se demuestra en el
sig[uiente] exe[mplo:]

Las Apoiaturas de arriba como el tiempo es Adagio, son las notas que se dan mas cuidado, por la
observacion del compas, porque como quitan mucha parte del valor a las notas que les siguen, y estas
quedan disminuidas de dicha parte, es menester cuidar mucho del compas en sus 4 partes para no errar en
su mensura.

369
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Page fourteen of the manuscript begins here.
Sic. The last word on the line is repeated at the start of the next.
The fifteenth page of the manuscript begins here.
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[Figure 17a]
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Nota:
aunque las fusas y semifusas no son apoiaturas, sino notas co[mo? ]van veloces
[Figure 17b]

se pueden contar como tales.
Delos Signos.
Los signos de la Musica son siete: re mi fa sol la si ut. Llamanse ta[m]bie[n] los siguientes, cuya forma es
[Figure 18]

Repeticiones.

tresillos,

\

n
H

\'l
Finales.

sextillos.

Trinados.

Ligados.

temblor.

Calderon

Pausa

Parrafos, 6 Hamada
Boltea esa oja372

Musica373
Ya se hablo de las repeticiones finales, trinados, calderon, pausa, y parrafos, 6 llamadas, de los sig[uien]t[e]
dare la explicacion, como asi mismo de las voces no usadas en la Musica para que no se ignoren. La
perfeccion del trinado consiste en la igualdad, y velocidad. El tresillo son 3. notas que solo valen por dos,
facilmente se conoceran por su posicion. Sextillo es lo mismo que dos tresillos juntos se executa de dos
modo como se vera en el exemplo. Temblor esefiala sobre las notas que se hallan de ordinario juntas,
tambien sobre las que por su naturaleza son largas, como las semibreves, y minimas. Este temblor se
executa como si fuera trinado.

En la Musica de acompafiamiento se hallan estas siguientes figuras , que son el alma, u ortografia de ella.
372

This is the end of the signature. See English translation for description of the pages that intervene
before the rest of this music manual manuscript.
373
After a page and a half of unrelated writings, page sixteen of the music manual manuscript begins with
this word, starting in the middle of the page.
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[Figure 20a]
0

P.P. P. pia. p pp

Estacato est.
10.

0
,

20.

F for. forte.

fortmo. FF,

3

4

Rinf. R.
5.

El 1°. quiere decir Etacato [sic] esto es que todas las notas que comprehende se han de hacer sueltos con un
golpe de lengua a cada una. El 2°. son los abreviados de piano, y pian[i]ssimo, cuia signification es tocar
de quedo donde se ponen . El 3°. es al contrario el abreviado de tocar fuerte, y el 4°. mas fuerte todavia. El
374
5°. es la signif[icacio]n de reforzar el tono, y aumentarlo.
[Figure 20b]
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60.
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C>pt...
7.

9.

8.

Los 6°. ~uieren decir, que el tono va aumentando poco a poco de piano, a fuerte, y eso mismo significa la
5
fig[ur]a 3 nona. Orquesta es el conjunto de los 8. principales instrumentos que entran en todo
acompafiamiento, que son la. y 2a. violines: bajos, viola, la. y 2a. tlauta, y la. y 2a. tro[m]pa.

374
375

Page seventeen of the music manual manuscript, the last, begins here.
A crescendo sign on a staff is here written but crossed out.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SANTA CLARA MUSIC MANUAL
Music of Figured Chant
The376 clefs of Music are three in number. [These include] that of F-fa-ut, 377 which is used by the
basses,378 contrabasses,379 violincellos, and every instrument of low register, or singers having said range.
This clef indicates that, wherever its two dots are placed, a note that is placed on the line between the points
is called/a. The above-mentioned 380 horns, contraltos, tenors, and, at times, the treble voices, violincellos,
and organ make use of the clef of C-sol-fa-ut, which calls attention to the note which is placed on the stripe
or line that divides this clef, and is named ut. The clef of G-sol-re-do pertains to every high-pitched
instrument or voice such as violins, flute, oboe, psaltery, bugles, and clarinets, guitars, treble voices, etc.,
and indicates that the note which shows on the line where this clef has its origin is called sol. The first two
clefs move to another line often, principally that of C, but do not for that reason change their quality, which
both always lend the name that each bears to the note on the line where they are placed, according to what
has been said.
[Figure 1: Heading is "Key ofF-faut; Key ofG-solreut; Key ofC-solfaut] 381
In 382 Music there are no more than seven notes, to wit: re, mi,fa , sol, la, si, ut. In addition, the notes are
known by the following names as applicable to the seven letters D, E, F, G, A, B, and C, which correspond
to re, mi,fa, sol, la, si, and ut. And hence re is called D-lasolre , mi E-lami,fa F-faut, sol G-solreut, la Alamire, si B-fasi, and ut C-solfaut.
Scales.
The scales of thirds, fifths, and octaves may be found in a section of pages by Father Mariner.383
[Figure 2]
The three characters delineated above are of great use in Music and their meaning is the following: the
flat sign placed before any note makes the note lower than that which it is naturally. The sharp sign placed
before any note raises it by a half-step above that which the note is in itself, and a natural sign reduces any
note with a flat, or note with a sharp, to its primitive state. If sharp signs or flat signs are placed at the
beginning of any sonata, bugle call, or Lesson,384 they affect and include every note on the same line or
376

Page one of the music manual begins with this word.
Vt is the scale degree otherwise known by the name "do ." "F-fa-ut" names a particular pitch by naming
its position in two different, overlapping hexachords. The system of hexachords, which was devised by the
medieval theorist Guido of Arezzo, specifies a pitch belonging to a certain octave. By contrast, the names
of the scale degrees found in mission-era documents, ut re mi fa sol la si, can be assigned to the degrees of
any octave. Guido also introduced the Guidonean Hand as a teaching aid and the California Franciscans
seem to have used it in teaching music (see photograph at end of text of a wall at Mission San Antonio for a
present-day reconstruction).
378
Could refer to either bass instruments or bass voices.
379
String basses.
380
This may refer to a part of the music manual that is not included in the Santa Clara manuscript.
381
All Figures appear in the corresponding parts of the Spanish transcription of the music manual, which
directly precedes this English section.
382
Page two of the music manual begins here.
383
Probably refers to the Reverendo Francisco Mariner (fl. 1742-1771), who composed in traditional
Spanish keyboard forms as well as Italian forms , such as toccatas and sonatas. See Almonte Howell,
"Mariner, Francisco," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (1980) 11 :685 .
384
Evidently, the writer means, "the extract from the Scriptures read in Catholic services."
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The Guidonian Hand has been used for over 1500 years as an aid to instruction in musical
literacy and as a nemonic device in other types of education as well. The joints of the Hand here
depict the scale degrees of W estem European music. This fresco may be found in the "Music
Room" at Mission San Antonio de Padua near King City, California. (Photo courtesy Russell K.
Skowronek)

space corresponding to the same pitch, unless the sign is countered by a natural sign, which takes away its
force .
Note also that, besides the cases mentioned above, there are often in Music many flats and sharps that,
because they are not among those understood at the beginning of sonatas, are called accidentals. Their
force or duration is only for the length of the measure in which they are found, it being understood that this
is only when the accidental precedes them, and [not] with the notes that are before the accidental. In
addition, though there be no natural sign in the next measure, the note changes back that was changed by
the accidental, to remain on the level or pitch that it had in the beginning of their sonata.
Names385 of the values of notes
In order to give the genuine tone or style of a song to Music, the composers have made use of eight types of
notes, or, better said, eight distinct values that, distinguishing the [length of] time that the notes last, bring
about by more or less value the harmony of Music. This is consequently the principal motive, and on this
is founded the perfect execution of that which any instrument may carry out. Those eight values are
distinguished from larger to smaller by name, according to the following table:
Note: Often to be found in music full of pathos386 are two sorts of notes that, because they do not have
value in a measure, are not placed in the current table, but in order that the beginner may be satisfied, these
are shown here with their names.
[Figure 3a] Note: In the list or table which follows, the breve note is omitted because it is not used in
modern Music, but its value is [that] of two semibreves.
[Figure 3b: "Relations"]
As the above note states, the first value of the387 notes, or pitches, of Music is called Breve and,
successively, semibreve, minima, seminima, corchea, semicorchea,fusas, semifusas, the value of these,
from larger to smaller, being diminished by half from one to the next, as has been demonstrated.
On Rests or Silences
Just as there are notes of different values, which is shown in the preceding table, there are also rests
equivalent in value to them, and since their comprehension is essential for the performance of Music, it has
seemed worthwhile to me to explain them. To wit, rests are certain figures whose form is indicated below,
and their use is to let pass in silence the [length of] time of their value. For example, when there is found a
rest equilvalent to a semiminima, one should keep silent for the entire space [of time] which would be taken
in executing a semiminim. When one observes a rest equivalent to a corchea, semicorchea, etc., one will
observe a [period of] silence equal to its value, and likewise the rest as is shown. There are, similarly, other
rests with which are indicated the quantities of measures 388 that it is customary to have as periods of
waiting in Music, mainly in the symphonies for large orchestra, Accompaniments of Arias, etc., although at
times the quantity of said measures of waiting is pointed out with a number, other times by omission, or
they are not attended to carefully. And thus it is necessary to keep in mind the depiction of such intervals
of waiting, in order to be able quickly to count the beats that they contain.
Music has another figure with a double significance, which, because it is analogous to rests, is included
in this chapter. This figure is called a fermata, 389 and its depiction390 is indicated below. Its properties are
that, when this sign is seen over a rest, the rest is to be prolonged in silence at will, [and likewise] when this
385

The third page of the music manual begins here.
Patetica could also mean "plaintive."
387
Page four of the music manual begins here.
388
Compaces.
389
Calderon.
390
Page five of the manuscript begins here.
386
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fermata is found over any note. In both cases, the period of duration is at the disposition of the Director of
the Music. [The fermata's] second meaning is that whenever, at the end of an Aria, concerto, or sonata, the
fermata is placed over any note, this shows that one is to make a cadenza or flourish in order to conclude
the sonata or piece that is performed. These cadenzas are a variation to be chosen by whomever is playing,
extending the duration as long as the ability and ingenuity of the musician require.
[Figure 4]
One of the principal adornments, and the fineness of execution in the flute, consists of the articulation
of the tongue, and of the linking of the notes. Both cases are found almost always designated in Music, and
when by omission they are not, it is necessary to recur to the rules which usage makes general, which are
understood of all of the instruments, [and] essentially those that are blown. The articulations of the tongue
when indicated are with the following marks:
[a short bar of music]
391
Whenever lines or dots, such as those above, are found in any sonata, it is indispensable to strike, or
make a sharp stroke with, the tongue at each mark, to delineate these circumstances of said dots. This is a
rule that obliges one at all times.
The unions, or ligations, of some notes with others, of which the symbol is to be seen below, are done
without making a stroke of the tongue; however, at the commencement of the symbol, the other notes
joined beneath it proceed with the same breath as the first. These unions are usually found in notes of the
same type, and in this case, one should aspirate the second note without a stroke of the tongue, and this
392
variety caused in the aspirated note is called syncopation.

[Figure 5: The two labels are "Notes joined together," in the left-hand margin, and "syncopated notes"]
The first two [notes] re, that are found united as are also the two [notes] sol, are aspirated with the
breath at the second note, and this aspiration is done also when a note is found of any value quatever
between two equal notes of inferior value. For example, if one finds a note re as a semiminima between
two corcheas, said re is aspirated the same as if it were marked as above, that is, two corcheas of re,
united. In the same manner one minima is syncopated between two seminimas, or one corchea between
two semicorcheas, which are those that commonly are found.
[Figure 6: The caption, beneath the staff, is "The ones marked thus~~ are syncopated."]
393
Now that I have discussed syncopation, I will address the points of augmentation before dealing with
articulations in general. The point of augmentation that in appearance is a final dot is an abbreviation, the
394
meaning of which includes the addition to the preceding note one-half of the value of the note by itself,
and this half may be recognized as syncopating the note to which it pertains. For example, if one finds in
music a re with a dot after it, [and] if said re is a semibreve, [then] by means of said dot the note has the
value of three minimas. If the note were a minim with a dot, it would have the value of three seminimas,
and likewise the rest, according to as they are found, observing the syncopation indicated by said point of
395
augmentation, always as permitted by the tempo of the Music, since at some paces it is impossible to
execute the syncopations with the speed at which they ought to be performed.

[Figure 7]
391

Page six of the manuscript begins here.
Sincopa.
393
Puntillos, literally "small dots."
394
Page seven of the manuscript begins here.
395
Tiempo.
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The seminimas of this song are all with a dot, and hence their value is the same as three corcheas and
397
their execution is to syncopate said note. 396 Because of being in the succeeding measure, the value of the
latter note belongs to the measure, for the sake of equality of the measurement.
[Figure 8]
In this second example, the minimas with a dot have the value of three seminimas, and one must aspirate
398
The other minimas are
their [entire] value, syncopating them together with the preceding minima.
syncopated by half [their value], by being located between semiminimas, according to what has been stated
above.
Striking by the Tongue, in General
On page eight, I399 spoke of the striking of the tongue and stated that there was a general style for
executing this, even where not marked. This style •is divided into two separate modes, into triplets and into
400
passages in which the notes are four by four, equally. The triplets, which means the three notes having
the value of only two, are executed by making a stroke of the tongue on the first and third note. In notes
that come in fours, one will strike on the first, third and [fourth]. Finally, whenever the note changes value,
from greater to lesser or from lesser to greater, one will give a stroke of the tongue on the unequal note . In
addition, it ought to be understood that the stroke of the tongue in light-hearted Music much enlivens the
style, and should not be used sparingly, but in plaintive Music, only those which are so marked should be
executed.
On Repetitions
One sign, varied as will be made manifest below, is that ofrepetition, which serves to call [attention]
from it[s location] to the beginning of the sonata or, in fact, if there were several repetition signs from the
beginning of [the sign]. That which reveals its character as repetition is the two dots that are placed above
the sign, the circumstances of which [sign] differentiate it from the final stop of whatever Music. There are
also various repeats 401 or signs, which are called one thing or another. For example, in [a piece of] Music,
[whenever] one of these is found and later on another equal [to it] , one returns from this latter to the former,
and one continues [by] playing this segment [again] . This is, however, to be executed only once for each
repeated section, because its force does not extend beyond one repetition. There also is a figure that
signifies the repetition of a passage of Music, and the composers avail themselves of it in order to save
themselves the work of writing out the notes again, and this figure is shown in the example on the second
line. 402
[Figure 9: Beneath the staff, across the page, is written, "Repetition signs; Ending signs; Section repeat
signs." The next two staves are headed, "Contradance, first example." Beneath them is written, "The first
and second signs refer to the repetition of the measure, the third to that of the two measures that it
embraces."]
Many musicians make use of--in order to repeat a few measures without availing themselves of the
repeat signs, as ought to be the case--a bracket with the word bis being supplied as a guide, but it is advised
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Punto.
Compas.
398
The meaning is uncertain, as the example was left unfinished.
399
I.e., the author of the music manual.
400
Page eight of the manuscript begins here.
401
Parrafos. These seem to be the signals for the repeat of a section.
402
Page nine begins after the first staff below.
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that they prefer in any case the repeat signs, because these are the legitimate signs which Music holds
adapted for said situation.
[Figure 11 : The caption is, "Repetitions considering abbreviations," or "Repetitions abbreviated."]
Now, it will be observed that in the second part are two lines, [and] they are the abbreviation of the
preceding passage. By being semicorcheas, the lines are duplicated, and if they were corcheas, the lines
would be single.403 If they werefusas the lines would be tripled, which is encompassed in their meaning.
Of Times and Measure
404
It is essential to be informed of the value of the notes for the execution of the meter [compas] , and its
time [tiempo ], and that without possessing the one, only poorly may be accomplished the other. The times
in music are of two kinds, equal and unequal, and this variety is to be recognized in the numbers that are at
the beginning of any sonata. Additionally, one should understand that the unequal time is called such
because it is not divided into equal but [into] unequal parts. These are the times of the first example. The
equal times, so named for the equality that they observe in their meter, are seen in the second example, and
the arrangement of both is as follows .
[Figure 12: Left of the first stave is "Unequal [Times] ." To the left of the second stave, "Equal [Times]."]
Such times are unequal because the manner of beating the time is unequal. [This is] because, when the
meter is divisible in three parts, in order to beat the time, one raises the foot, hand, and instrument, which
signals the first third of the measure, staying this way the remaining two thirds before letting it drop. This
inequality is communicated by the names of said times: in that of 3/2 there are three minimas in each
measure; in that of 3/4, three seminimas; in that of 3/8, three corcheas; in that of 6/4, six semiminimas; and
in that of 12/8 enter twelve corcheas, although these two latter [times] are very rarely used in modem
Music.
The basis which gives the name to the unequal time [applies in reverse to]4°5 the equality of those above.
This is because, to beat the time of those, one puts the same amount of time into elevating the foot, hand, or
instrument, with which one marks as in letting it fall, since the parts of said406 times may be divided into
two or four portions. The time of two contains two minimas. That of cut time, which is called also "of two
times," encompasses two minimas. That of common time, named four-four time, or "four times",407 has
four seminimas, and that of two by 408 2/4 contains four corcheas, and that of 6/8 six corcheas, but their
value is equivalent by halt409 to that of 3/8.
The metric scheme410 in Music involves a quantity of notes. According to those fixed by the numbers
that are placed at the beginning, this quantity is equal from the beginning and is called time.411 The
division of one measure4 12 from another is accomplished by means of a small line perpendicular to the five
lines that make up the staff of the Music.
[Figure 13: "Example of the meters in unequal times" is written above the three staves.]

403

Sencillas.
Page ten begins here.
405
Jnvertir denotes "to reverse," or alternately, "to invest."
406
Page eleven begins here.
407
Quatro tiempos. An English equivalent might be " in four."
408
Por, or "known as."
409£
. I
. d.
qwva
e por m1ta
41
Campas.
411
Tiempo.
41 2
Compas, also.

404

°
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The manner of beating the time in the first time is by raising the foot in the middle of the semibreve ,
which is the first third of the first measure, and [maintaining the foot] suspended during the second and
in
third thirds [and] letting the foot fall at the line which divides the si from the re, and thus successively
41 3
The
the other measures, raising the foot on the first third, whereever the signs** are placed as a guide.
second example, which is in 3/4 time, has the same notes and its measures are executed in the same manner
414
as has been explained in the first case, dividing the first time of three into half the value of the first
41 5
semiminima, and suspending it the last two beats, which are the two semiminas that remain. The same
method may be observed in the third example, which is that of the time of 3 by 8 [or] 3/8, with the sole
41 6
difference that only its first third is the first corchea, and its two beats remaining of two corcheas. Thus,
that which distinguishes these three examples is the variety of the times, which change the quantity of notes
417
as well as their value. For this reason, the first example is executed in double the time than the second,
41 8
and this than the third. Since the times 6/4 and 12/8 are little used, no example is given here of those, but
they follow the same method of being divided in the first third, for which reason are given examples in the
other times of 3/2, 3/4 and 3/8 .
[Figure 14: "Example of the measures in equal times" is written above three staves.]
Since the equality of these times pleases the ear, it is easy to divide [an equal time] and [also] to divide it
into bars, which are executed in the larger times (the three primary ones notated as C, C, and 2) in four
parts, two to raise and two to lower the foot, and in the times of 2/4 and 6/8 in two parts, one, which is half
the measure, to raise, and the other, to lower, the foot. In that which one will consult, however, before
putting this into execution, the literal time which Music has is that which is explained with these terms.
Largo
Very slow

Largueto
Slow

Andantino41 9
Rather slow

Alegro
Average

Adagio
Slow

Andante
Less slow

Alegreto
Rather lively

Presto
Lively

Fuga
Very lively

There are several other tempos, which are included in those already cited, the meanings of which [have
been] translated into Spanish by the intelligence of enthusiasts, because since these are terms from Italian
Music, not everyone could understand their meaning.
420

Minuete [a tempo]
Andantino
Contradanza
Alegreto

Vivace
Presto

Magestuoso
Average

Giga
Almost presto

Preludio
As one wishes
Caza
Like a Gigue

Marcha
421
Rather slow

The Keys 422

413

The example that seems to be referred to here is missing, however.
Page twelve begins here.
415
Tiempos.
416
Tiempos.
.
411 E
spacw.
418
That is, the second example is indicated here.
. here.
419 p
age th.1rteen begms
420
The expression in brackets was illegible.
42 1
Or, "Rather deliberately."
422
In this context, tonos might also mean "tones of the scale."

4 14
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The keys of Music are divided into major and minor, and their comprehension rests on the quality of the
third note of the keye, and the terteza423 to discern the leading424 tone, which is the seventh. This latter is
on all occasions a raised 425 note, or of a semitone,426 or a degree lower than the fundamental note of the
scale. This key is major when the third note encompasses two whole steps entirely .427 It is a minor key
when, from the fundamental to the third, there is no more than a step and a half. For example, let the
scale428 be on re, or D. It will be observed, according to the key based on this, that the ut that is the leading
tone is raised, which indicates that the key is re . In addition, re being the fundamental compelling factor as
well as its third (which finds itself raised in this scale), because of the distance from re of two entire notes
they call [the key?] re "major third" [tercera mayor]. 429 The key of re minor has si [or] B [flat] in the clef,
and for this reason the ut is not raised, but is found raised in the body of the sonata, albeit always as an
accidental, and this makes it clear that the key is re and notfa, which is marked the same way. And this
perceived, from the said fundamental re to fa , which is natural, there is no more than a tone and a half,
because/a is a semitone430 as is also ut, when both are naturals . Therefore, one will say that the mode is re
minor, 431 because432 from the re to the fa are not the two whole steps that are necessary to form a major
key. As a consequence, not being a major key, it will be minor. This is a general rule, and the position of
the keys is
[Figure 15: Of the four staves, the lower two are empty (not used). The first staff is headed "Majors" and
the second "Minors," referring to the keys illustrated.]Although it is commonly said that there are fourteen
keys, seven major and seven minor, of which the names are those of the seven notes, the said notes do not
for this reason contain among themselves seven whole steps, or entire tones, but six. For example, re, mi,
sol, la, si, are whole but fa and ut are only half steps.433 For better understanding, when the keys are major,
the fundamental note, the second and the third are whole steps and from the third to the fourth is a
semitone. The fifth and sixth are whole, but from the leading tone to the octave is a semitone, according to
what has been said above, [and] these scales comprise six whole steps. In the minor keys the third is a
semitone and from it to the fourth is one whole tone, which difference reduces them to six tones equally, as
in the major keys.434
Appoggiaturas.
There are two kinds of appoggiaturas, one short and the other long. The long appoggiaturas are
commonly found at the end of sonatas [and] minuets. Often, in Music of slow tempos full of pathos, this
appoggiatura removes from the preceding note almost all of its value, and continues united with the
selfsame stroke of the tongue, as will be demonstrated in the following example:
[Figure 16]

423

The word is not very clearly written but seems to be close in meaning to destreza, "dexterity" or
"ability."
424
The term dominante , "dominant," would ordinarily refer to the fifth degree of the scale but here refers to
the seventh, and hence is translated as leading tone.
425
Sostenida.
426
Meaning, "half a step above the preceding note of the scale."
427
In standard Spanish, puntos enteros.
428
In this sentence, tono seems to have two different shades of meaning, "scale" and "key."
429
Here the writer seems to refer to the key ofD major.
430
Meaning half a step above the next-highest note in the scale.
431
Re tercera menor.
432
Page fourteen begins here.
433
"Steps" here refers to "steps above the preceding note in the scale."
434
Page fifteen begins here.
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The Appoggiaturas above, since the tempo is Adagio, are the notes which require the most attention to the
observation of the beat. This is because, since they take away in great part the value of the notes which
follow them, and these are diminished by said part, it is necessary to pay much attention to the meter in its
four parts in order not to err in beating the measure.
[Figure 17a]
Note:
Althoughfusas and semifusas are not appoggiaturas, but notes that go quickly,
[Figure 17b: Consists of one bar, written as part of the sentence.]
one may count them as such.
On the Signs.
The signs in Music number seven: re, mi,fa, sol, la, si, ut. The following are also called this, and their
form is [the following:]
[Figure 18: The terms in the captions are translated in the body of the text.]
Tum the page

435

Music436
Now that final repeats, trills, fermatas, rests and section repeats, or signs, have been discussed, I will
give an explanation of the following little-used terms in like manner, in order that they not pass
437
438
unrecognized. The perfection of the trill consists in equality and speed. The triplet is three notes that
have a total value of only two, and they will be recognized easily from their position. A sextuplet is the
same as two triplets together [and] they are executed in two ways, as will be seen in the example. The
temb/or439 is a sign placed above notes that are ordinarily found together, also above those that by their
nature are long, such as semibreves and minimas. This temblor is executed as if it were a trill.
[Figure 19: The symbol"+" links the above paragraph to the following musical example.]
In the Music of accompaniment are found the following figures, which are its heart, or orthography.
[Figure 20a: The symbol "*" links the above to the following.]
The first [above] means Staccato, that is, all the notes that it involves must be made separately with one
striking by the tongue for each one. The second [ones] are the abbreviations of piano and pianissimo, the
meaning of which is to play softly wherever they are placed. The third is, on the contrary, to play loudly,
440
as abbreviated, and the fourth, still more loudly. The fifth means to strengthen the sound, and increase it.
[Figure 20b: The other abbreviations are given here.]

435

Here ends the signature. Following are two leaves containing ten or so numbered paragraphs copied
from an official document of Father Tapis (who was the president of the Alta California missions). On the
reverse side of the second page, where apparently there was unused space, begins the final passage about
music.
436
Page sixteen of the (unnumbered) music manual manuscript begins here.
437
Trinado.
. of notes.
438 0
r, even spacmg
439
Perhaps shake, or tremolo. No musical definition was available.
440
Page seventeen of the music manual manuscript begins here.
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The sixth means that the sound progresses, increasing little by little, from piano to loud, and the ninth
figure signifies the same.
An orchestra is the ensemble of the eight principal instruments which enter into any accompaniment,
441
which are the first and second violins, basses, viola, first and second flutes, and first and second horns.

441

Here ends the portion of the manuscript containing the music manual. Just following it are news items
copied in the same handwriting, regarding official tributes, courts and proclamations. Worth noting is the
date of the first news item, September of 1811, and the date of its publication in the Gaz[eta] de Mex[ico],
December 14. The Santa Clara Music Manual might then have been copied in 1812 or 1813, which were
very eventful years for Spain and Mexico.
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APPENDIXC
THE HJMNOS OF THE SANTA CLARA CHORAL BOOK
The following seventeen hymns or himnos are to be found in Santa Clara Choral Book, as indicated by
the page number given in parentheses. For instance, (CB, 65) means that the hymn transcribed can be
found on page 65 of the Choral Book. The text is in Spanish, and the original notation appears in square
notes on a fa or ut clef, as in the rest of the Choral Book. I have transcribed all of these himnos into
modem notation, in as many as four voice parts, as indicated in the Choral Book. Only the first strophe of
each hymn is directly written in with the music, and any other strophes appear separately, beneath the
musical staves. My transcriptions of the full Spanish text for all the strophes of each hymn follows the
musical transcriptions. A complete set of English translations, guided by the thoughtful and expert
assistance of Margarita Delgado, concludes this appendix. Irregularities in spelling were preserved but
should not affect the pronunciation of the Spanish.
Several of the himnos, according to Professor Summers,442 appear to be the only known examples
among the California mission music manuscripts . These himnos seem to be (in the order that Summers
lists them) numbers seventeen, fourteen, fifteen , and sixteen.

442

Summers, "Origenes hispanos, "46.
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First Hymn (CB, 62)
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Second Hymn (CB, 63)
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Third Hymn (CB, 64)
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Fourth Hymn (CB, 65)

Vocals 1
Cuer
Vocals 2
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Vx . 1

Vx. 2
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Fifth Hymn (CB, 65)
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Sixth Hymn (CB, 66-67)
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Seventh Hymn (CB, 66-67)
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Eighth Hymn (CB, 67)
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Ninth Hymn (CB, 67)
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The square notation of the Santa Clara Choral Book and other California mission music
manuscripts is captured in this photograph of a wall at Mission San Antonio de Padua near King
City, California. The line of music drawn on the wall of the "Music Room" corresponds to the
first line of the Ninth Hymn (CB, 67) in the Santa Clara Choral Book, with only a slight change
in one of the vocal parts. (Photo courtesy Russell K. Skowronek)

Tenth Hymn (CB, 67-68)
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Eleventh Hymn (CB, 68)
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Twelfth Hymn (CB, 68)
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Thirteenth Hymn (CB, 68)
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Fourteenth Hymn (CB, 68)
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Fifteenth Hymn (CB, 129)
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Sixteenth Hymn (CB, 136-137)
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Sixteenth Hymn (CB , 136-137)
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Seventeenth Hymn (CB, 140)
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SPANISH TEXT OF THE HYMNS

First Spanish Hymn (CB, 62)

Dulce Esposo de Maria y de Iesus fiel tutor
amparadme en la agonia y entregad el Alma mia
en las manos del Senor
en las manos del Senor.
Si tuviera en aquel dia a vuestra esposa a mi favor
con tan buena compania de Iesus y de Maria
saldre siempre vencedor
saldre siempre vencedor.
En el tranze de la muerte sed lose mi protector
en aquel combate fuerte yo no temo mala suerte
siendo vos mi defensor
siendo vos mi defensor.
Para muerte tan preciosa en los ojos del Senor
pedit vos a vuestra Esposa una vida ferverosa
fe Esperanza y mucho amor
fe Esperanza y mucho amor.
Si tuviera a vuestro lado a Iesus mi Redentor
me asi[ria] de su costado y gozozo y confiado
dare el Alma al Criador
dare el Alma al Criador.
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Second Spanish Hymn (CB, 63)

Para dar luz immortal siendo Esposo de Maria
Sois Jose el claro dia en pureza angelical.
1.

Ave sois Angel trocado por vuestra innocente vida
estando vuestra alma unida al autor de lo criado
siendo de Dios tan amado immense es vuestro caudal.
2.
Sais Arcangel illustrado en los misterios de Dios
siendo el deposito v.os de los del Verba encamado
no es mucho si a vuestro !ado teneis al Sol immortal.

R

R

3.
Sois trono pues a Dias Nifio vuestros brazos recibieron
y en dulce abrazo se unieron con tiemisimo carifio
gozad Jose del armifio de[ e]sta flor celestial. R
4.
Sois Dominacion tan pura que el Rey de tierra y Cielo
sujeto estuvo en el suelo a vos siendo criatura
grande fue vuestra ventura gozad la siempre eternal. R

5.
Sois Principado dichoso pues en nuestro corazon
reynais sin contradiccion con imperio amorozo
aquel sera venturoso que os sirviere teal. R

6.
Sois Potestad pues el nombre solo de vuestra Persona
en el Ynfiemo aprisiona al enemigo del hombre
no es mucho que al mundo asombre potestad tan general.
7.
Sois Serafin abrazado en la llama del amor
pues el mas que el dolor desta vida os ha llevado
nuestro corazon elado haced incendio total. R
Ultimo

Pureza tan virginal dice en un ave maria.

R
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Third Spanish Hymn (CB, 64)

Para dar luz immortal siendo vos alva del dia
Ultimo Pues pudo elegiros todo el que para Madre os cria
Rx Sois concebida Maria sin pecado original.
1.

Ave sois Eva trocada sin el ve de aquella pena
como os dira gratia plena quien os busca maculada
si lo dice la embaxada del ministro Celestial.
2.
Como ~a culpa traydora a el sol no pudo mirar
tampoco pudo aguardar que amaneciese la aurora
pues huye de vos Senora este noctumo animal.
3.
Sois de la harina la flor para pan sacramentado
que nunca tuvo salvado la massa del Salvador
si para formarse amor la previno candeal.
4.
Dice que sois toda ermosa en sus cantares un Dios
no hallando macula en vos para ser su amada Esposa
a cancion tan misteriosa repitan con goso igual.

5.
Ya la Yglesia militante celebra con atencion
que sois en la creacion pura limpia y radiante
en aquel primer instante punto fisico y real.
6.
Para defender Escoto en Paris esta opinion
hizo antes oracion a vuestra Ymagen de voto
Y vos le admitis el voto con milagrosa sefial.
7.
En la religion Sagrada de San Francisco hallareis
el titulo que teneis de Virgen Inmaculada
Y por esso estan realsada quanto humilde es su sayal.
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Fourth Spanish Hymn (CB, 65)
Para alzar la Hostia y Caliz
0 sacratissimo Cuerpo
en essa Sagrada hostia
0 preciosisima Sangre
en essa Caliz Sagrado

de Iesus Sacramentado,
con fe viva te adoramos
por nos en la Cruz vertida,
te adoramos con fe viva.

Altissimo Sefior que supisteis juntar
a un tiempo en el Altar Ser cordero y pastor
confiesso con dolor que mal hize en huir
de quien por mi quiso morir.
Cordero Celestial pan nacido en Belen
si no te como bien me sucedera mat
so is todo piedra iman que arrastra el corazon
de quien os rinde adoracion.
Los Angeles al ver tan gloria y magestad
con profunda humildad alaban tu poder
sin poder merecer la dicha de lograr
ese sacro y rico manjar.
El manjar que se da en el sacro viril
- sabe a gustos mil tan bien como el mana
si la Alma limpia esta al comer deste pan
la gloria etema le dan.
Pelicano sois vos que el pecho nos mostrais

:Y en el beber nos dais a todo un vivo Dios
la muerte mas atroz aquel debe temer
que impuro te llega beber.
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Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Spanish Hymns

Fifth Spanish Hymn (CB, 65)
Otra letra para alzar Com pas de 4

0 Rey! 0 Rey! 0 Rey de corazones !
delicias del Criador!
tus prendas y finezas
cautivan mi aficion,
cautivan mi aficion.
Que luz! Que esplandor!
Sois todo amor mi dulce corazon.

Sixth Spanish Hymn (CB, 66-67)
otra id.

0 que suave, y dulce estais Altissimo Dios de amor, Dios de amor.
Quando muy fino ocultais ocultais con la nube el resplandor, el resplandor
Enciendase y arda en mi corazon y arda en mi corazon
mi amante Divino mi Rey mi amante Divino mi Rey mi duefio y sefior,
pues al incendio puro de tu dulce amor, de tu dulce amor de tu dulce amor.

Seventh Spanish Hymn (CB, 67)
otra

0 pan de vida! 0 Dios! 0 Dios
0 fragua del altar! 0 fragua del altar!
0 Dios O fragua del altar O fragua del altar
Haced que os sepa amar
Con digno amor de Vos: Con digno amor de vos.
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Eighth and Ninth Spanish Hymns (CB, 67)
[Index refers to Trisagios dos]

[The first Trisagion:]

Trisagio
Compas de
4.
Santo, Santo, Santo.
Senor Dios de los exercitos llenos estan los Cielos
y la tierra de vuestra gloria.
Rx. Gloria al Padre Gloria al Espiritu Santo.
Hijo

[The second Trisagion:]
Santo Dios
Santo fuerte Santo immortal
libranos Senor de todo mal.
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Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth and Thirteenth Spanish Hymns
(CB, 67 and 68)

Quatro Salves a 4 voces com[pa)s de 4

[pages 67-68:]
Salve Virgen pura
Salve Virgen Madre
Salve [Virgen be]lla
Reyna Virgen salve.

[page 68:]

Otra
Salve Virgen pura
salve Virgen Madre
Salve Virgen bella
Reyna Virgen Salve.

[page 68:]

Otra
Salve Vergen [sic] pura
salve Virgen Madre
salve Virgen bella
Reyna Virgen salve.

[page 68]

Otra com pas de 3
Salve Virgen pura
salve Virgen Madre
Salve Virgen bella
Reyna Virgen Salve.
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Fourteenth Spanish Hymn (CB, 68)

Sois concebida Virgen sin mancha Ave Maria llena de gracia.
1.

Virgen Divina, Virgen Sagrada, Virgen Hermosa, Virgen Suave.
2.

0 que tan buena! Pues sois tan Santa, pues sois tan linda, pues sois tan blanda.
3.
llenad de gracias, o buena Madre, a quien os llama, con confianza.
4.
Vuestra dulzura, vuestra fragancia, vuestra temura, vuestra abundancia.

5.
Todo nos dice, que la demanda, sera oida, por vuestra gracia.
6.
La Santa Y glesia, de Dios os llama, de pecadores, piadosa Madre.
7.
Con gran deseo, y consonancia, os invocamos los, desterrados.
8.
Pues Virgen Santa, Hija del Padre, Madre del Hijo, Paloma blanca.

9.
Sois el amparo, que anelamos, y nuestras ansias, son encontraros.
10.
Os suspiramos, con grandes ansias, llorando todos, en esta valle.
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Fifteenth Spanish Hymn (CB , 129)

1.

Eres toda hermosa Eres toda hermosa
tan linda y tan bella que al sol aventajas, la luna y estrellas.
2.
Tus ojos Divinos, tus ojos Divinos
son luces que alegran la corte del Cielo, y a Dios le

festejan .

3.
Despues de tu Hijo, despues de tu Hijo
ninguna es bellesa porque tu hermosura, a todos alegra.

4.
Tu sola eres linda, tu sola eres linda
tu sola eres bella tu sola agraciada, tu sola discreta.
5.
La rosa a tu vista, la rosa a tu vista
es tosca y grosera ya tus claros ojos, las luces son negras.

6.
Muestrame Sefiora, muestrame Sefiora
divina y suprema de tanta hermosura, un rayo si quiera.
7.
Del Hijo eres Madre, del Hijo eres Madre
del Padre Hija eterna y del Espiritu Santo, Esposa suprema.
8.
Del Cielo eres gloria, del Cielo eres gloria
del mundo Princesa ninguno no te iguala, a todos te elevas.
9.
Eres el refugio, eres el refugio
queen esta carera tiene el pecador, para su defensa.
10.
Piedad eres toda, piedad eres toda
bondad y clemencia y todas las dichas, por ti se nos muestran.
11.

Mi vida te entriego, mi vida te entriego
mi ser y potencias gobiernalo todo, pues eres mi Reyna.
12.
Mi alma te quiere, mi alma te quiere
mi pecho te aprecia mi lengua te alaba, mi vos te confiessa.
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Sixteenth Spanish Hymn (CB, 136)

Toda hermosa eres Maria en ti no hai mancha
Vos sola fuisteis la preservada
Porque Dios quiso fuerais su Madre
Porque porque Dios quiso fuerais su Madre.
Si los efectos del borron fiero a todo hombre
Corrompen corrompen y afean.
Note acobardes no temas Virgen siempre eres pura
Siempre si[em]pre limpia
Por esso canta de ti la Yglesia
Que sois que sois paloma immaculada.
Si del naufragio del Padre Adan fui[
Por favor favor singular.
Reboze en todos la alegria porque Dios quiso
Honrar honrar a Maria
Cantemos todos con altos voces
Que fue que fue libre del original.
Vos Virgen pura Madre de Dios pedit a Iesus
Perdon perdon para nos
para que seamos dignos de alcanzar en nuestra muerte
la gracia la gracia final
y despues de ella el favor grande
de ver de ver a Dios por siempre jamas Amen.
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Seventeenth Spanish Hymn (CB, 140)

0 sacratissimo cuerpo de Iesus Sacramentado.
En essa Sagrada Hostia con fe viva te adoramos .
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ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS OF SPANISH HYMNS

First Spanish Hymn (CB, 62)

Sweet Husband of Mary and faithful tutor of Jesus
help me in the throes of death and deliver my soul
into the hands of the Lord.
If on that day your spouse had me in her favor
with such good company as Jesus and Mary
I would emerge always the victor.

In the act of dying be, Jose, my protector
in that fierce struggle I will not fear a bad outcome
with you as my defender.
For a death so precious in the eyes of the Lord,
ask your Wife for a fervent life,
faith , Hope and much love.
If you had next to you Jesus my Redeemer
I would hold him tightly by his side, and, joyful and confident,
I would give my Soul to the Creator.
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Second Spanish Hymn (CB, 63)

In order to give immortal light being the Husband of Mary
You are Joseph, the bright day in angelical purity.
You are an Angel, converted into a bird because of your innocent life,
your soul united to the author of all creation.
Being so loved of God, immense is your patrimony.
You are Archangel initiated into the mysteries of God
being the depository of those of the Word incarnate
It is not surprising if at your side you have the immortal Sun.
You are Throne because your arms received God the child
and came together in sweet embrace with tenderest affection
Enjoy, Joseph, the spotlessness of this celestial flower.
You are Dominion so pure that the King of earth and Heaven
was subject on earth to you being an infant
Great was your happiness enjoy it eternally.
You are Princedom because in our heart
you reign without contradiction with loving rule
Fortunate will be the one who will have been serving you loyally.
You are Power because the name alone of your Person
imprisons in Hell the enemy of man
It is not surprising that your power so general astounds the world.
You are Seraph consumed in the flame of love.
Inasmusch as love, more than the sorrow of this life, has guided you,
Make of our frozen heart a total fire .
Purity so virginal is expressed in a Hail Mary.
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Third Spanish Hymn (CB, 64)

In order to give immortal light, being the dawn of the day,
Ult. Because anyone who makes you his Mother could choose you, 443
Rx. You are conceived, Mary, without original sin.

Hail, you are Eve transformed, without the _ _ _444 of that penalty
since whoever seeks fault in you will end up saying a "gratia plena" to you
if the ambassador from the Celestial minister says so.
Just as perfidious guilt could not look at the sun
neither could await the break of day,
this nocturnal animal flees from you, Lady.
You are the purest part of the wheat flour for consecrated bread
that never had bran, the dough of the Saviour
Indeed to form love, the above-mentioned white bread.
A God relates that you are all beautiful in his songs,
not finding a blemish in you, to be his beloved Wife:
this song so mysterious they repeat with equal delight.
Already the activist Church celebrates with attention
that you are in creation pure, clean, and radiant
in that first instant at once physical and spiritual.
In order to defend this opinion in Paris, Duns Scotus445
made beforehand a prayer to your Image in devotion
and you accepted the votive offering with a miraculous sign.
In the Sacred religion of Saint Francis, you found
the title that you hold of Immaculate Virgin,
and so this religion is as elevated as the sackcloth of the Franciscans is humble.

443

Evidently, the last time the refrain is sung, substitute this line for the line above.
Here, probably, blemish or pain.
445
See the chapter on the himnos for the story of this miracle.

444
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Fourth Spanish Hymn (CB, 65)

0 most sacred Body of Jesus
in that sacred Host with living faith we adore you.
0 most precious Blood poured out for us on the Cross
in this Sacred Chalice we adore you with living faith.
Highest Lord, who knew to unite, at one time on the Altar,
to be lamb and shepherd, I confess with regret
that I did badly to flee from the one who wished to die for me.
Celestial Lamb, bread born in Bethlehem,
if I do not eat you well, it would go badly for me,
you are the magnet of every stone that draws the heart
of whoever offers you adoration.
The Angels upon seeing such glory and majesty,
with profound humility praise your power
without being able to merit the good fortune to obtain
this sacred and rich food .
The exquisite food which is given in the sacred monstrance tastes of a thousand flavors as good as manna.
If the Soul is clean that eats of this bread,
they will give eternal glory to that one.
You are the Pelican that shows us its chest
446
and in the drinking you give us a living God.
A death most atrocious should be feared
by an impure one who comes to drink of you.

446

This is an allusion to the historical Christian symbol of the pelican who, when no food is available, was
said to tear open its own chest and feed the blood to its nestlings. This action symbolized the purest form
of self-sacrifice, which Christians liken to Jesus giving up his life on the Cross.
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Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Spanish Hymns

Fifth Spanish Hymn (CB, 65)
0 King OKing! 0 King of hearts!
Delight of the Creator! Your tokens and courtesies
captivate my liking
What light! What splendor!
You are all love, my heart.

Sixth Spanish Hymn (CB, 66-67)
0 how gentle and sweet you are, Highest God of love
When very subtly you hide with a cloud the radiance
Let my heart ignite and bum,
my Divine lover, my King, my lord and master,
thus in the pure fire of your sweet love.

Seventh Spanish Hymn (CB, 67)
0 bread of life! 0 God! 0 God! 0 forge of the altar!
Make me know how to love you
with love worthy of you.
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Eighth and Ninth Spanish Hymns ("Two Triagions")

"Trisagion, in 4" (CB, 67)
Holy, Holy, Holy
Lord God of the armies, the Heavens
and the land are full -of your glory.
" Rx." Glory to the Father Glory to the Son Glory to the Holy Spirit

[the other Trisagion:]
Holy God
Powerful Holiness, immortal Holiness
free us, Lord from all evil.
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Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth and Thirteenth Spanish Hymns
(CB , 67-68)

The following translation is the same for all four hymns:
Hail pure Virgin
Hail Virgin mother
Hail beautiful Virgin,
Virgin Queen, hail.
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Fourteenth Spanish Hymn (CB, 68)

You are conceived, Virgin, without blemish. Hail Mary full of grace
Divine Virgin, Sacred Virgin, Beautiful Virgin, Gentle Virgin.
0 how good! For you are so Holy, for you are so beautiful, for you are so gentle.
Fill with grace, 0 good Mother, whosoever calls you trustingly.
Your sweetness, your fragrance, your tenderness, your abundance.
Everything tells us, [that] which one asks will be heard, because of your grace.
The Holy Church of God, and of sinners, calls to you, pious Mother.
With great desire and consonance we who are in exile invoke you.
447

Because you are Holy Virgin, Daughter of the Father, Mother of the Son, white Dove.
You are the help that we yearn for, and our longing is to meet you.
We sigh for you with great yearning, all weeping in this valley.

447

Verses seven, eight and nine form a complete sentence, both grammatically and in the thought
expressed.
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Fifteenth Spanish Hymn (CB, 129)

You are all beautiful, so lovely and so beautiful
that you all by yourself outshine the moon and stars.
Your divine eyes are lights that make glad
the court of Heaven, and celebrate God.
After your Son, none is beautiful,
because your loveliness brings joy to all.
You alone are lovely, you alone are beautiful,
you alone are blessed, you alone are discreet.
The rose in your view is rough and coarse
and compared to your bright eyes the lights are black.
Show me, Lady divine and supreme,
out of so much beauty even a single ray.
Of the Son you are Mother, of the Father eternal Daughter,
and of the Holy Spirit supreme Wife.
You are the glory of Heaven, Princess of the world
no one is your equal, you rise above all.
You are the refuge who in this course
the sinner has for his defense.
You are all devout compassion, kindness and mercy, and
all good outcomes show themselves to us by you.
I hand over my life to you, my being and powers.
Guide them all for you are my Queen.
My soul loves you, my heart regards you highly,
my tongue praises you, my voice confesses you.
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Sixteenth Spanish Hymn (CB, 136)

All beautiful you are, Maria. In you there is no blemish.
You alone were the preserved one
because God wanted you to be his Mother.
Although the effects of a terrible blemish
corrupt and make each man ugly
Do not be cowardly, do not be afraid. Virgin, you are always pure,
always, always clean.
For this reason sings the Church
that you are--you are a dove immaculate.
448
Indeed, from the shipwreck of Father Adam you were the _ _ _ _
of favor, exceptional favor.

Let everyone overflow with joy, because God wanted
to honor, to honor Mary.
Let us all sing with raised voices
that she was free of original sin.
You, Pure Virgin Mother of God, ask of Jesus
pardon, pardon for us.
In order that we may be worthy to reach in our death
the grace--the final grace--and after the end the great favor
of seeing, of seeing God forever and ever. Amen.

448

Illegible.
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Seventeenth Spanish Hymn (CB, 140)

0 most sacred body of Jesus Transubstantiated
In this Sacred Eucharistic Bread with living faith we adore you.
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APPENDIXD
BASIC CHANT MELODIES OF THE CHORAL BOOK

As described and labeled in Appendix A, several distinct chant melodies are used in the Santa Clara
Choral Book, with variations, for the various feast days. On a preliminary basis, I have identified three
types of Introit melodies, two Alleluia melodies, and two Communion melodies. The chant models that
Father Duran used were not available at the time of writing, but the following transcriptions, chosen after
detailed inspection of all of the Santa Clara Choral Book chants, demonstrate what seem to be the essential
characteristics of each chant type and some ways in which these main features may be extended to allow
more text to be sung.
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Introit, Epiphany [Reyes], Type 1 (CB, 1-2)
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Introit, Ash Wednesday, Type 2 (CB, 3)
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Introit, Day of Santa Clara, Type 3 (CB, 31)
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Alleluia, Epiphany [Reyes], Type 1 (CB, 2)
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Alleluia, Pentecost, Type 2 (CB, 14)
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Communion, Solemnity of St. Joseph, Type 1 (CB, 13)
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Communion, Palm Sunday, Type 2 (CB, 7)
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APPENDIXE
SEVEN TACHI YOKUTS SONGS

The seven songs transcribed here are taken from James Hatch's 1958 publication. No translation is
given for the text, which may include borrowed words or syllables that were meaningless to those who sang
them. The symbol "/\" stands for a sound that Hatch represented without explanation. Hatch does not
provide specific contextual information for the following songs. Such information might be found in the
ethnographic literature. The songs here are selected to show something of the musical variety of Indian
songs as well as to suggest several different occasions for the singing of the songs. Such songs could
possibly have been influenced by the Spanish and might even have been sung at the missions themselves.
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Tachi Yokuts, Tulare Lake Song (Hatch, 56)
Sung by Leon Manuel
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Tachi Y okuts, Handgame Song (Hatch, 57)
Sung by Leon Manuel
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Tachi Y okuts, Handgame Song (Hatch, 59)
Sung by Clarence Atwell
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Tachi Y okuts, Morning Song (Hatch, 60)
Sung by Leon Manuel
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Tachi Y okuts, Rain Song (Hatch, 61)
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Sung by Clarence and Josie Atwell
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Tachi Yokuts, "Fishing" Song·(Hatch, 63)
Leon Manuel and Josie Atwell
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